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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to design a one-dimensional numerical morphological
model of a river. A study of the coupled and the decoupled solution methods used to
link the hydrodynamics and the sediment morphology is also carried out. This study
culminates in the development of both model formulations, in which the finite element
method is implemented to solve the governing equations. The models are coded in a
modular format to allow modifications to the computer program to be made relatively
easily.

In developing a model which is capable of simulating various sediment transport subprocesses, the following aspects are included in the present model:
i) the adoption of the dynamic wave approach by retaining all the terms in the
momentum equation,
ii) the explicit separation of the bed load and the suspended load transport,
iii) the vertical exchange of sediment and armoured layer development and a means of
handling non-uniform distribution of bed material, and
iv) incorporating the spatial and temporal lag effects of bed load transport as a
consequence of the dynamic wave approach.

The following characteristics of the present model are evident in the test results:
i) The present model is simple and robust. It can cope with a wide range of field
problems.

i

ii) The formulation of the present model is simpler and requires less computer storage
than the Holly and Rahuel morphological model. However, the results from
simulating the deposition and redistribution of the deposited sediment down the
channel are comparable to those from the Holly and Rahuel model.
iii) The upwinded FE scheme in the present model is used to solve the advectiondispersion equation for the suspended sediment but is restricted to a maximum
Courant number of about 2 in spite of its fully implicit formulation.

The present study demonstrates that the temporal lag effect of bed load transport is a

phenomenon that significantly reduces the celerity of bed disturbances during the fla
flows. Due to the disparity between the hydrodynamic celerity and the morphological
celerity, this result widens the applicability of the decoupled solution approach.

ii
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. General Comment

Optimisation of the natural resources in rivers is being carried out throughout the

Field data has shown that in many cases these efforts may lead to over-exploitation

rivers. Rivers, particularly their alluvial reaches, always respond to human activit
and/or natural processes in terms of morphological changes. With such changes, the
river effectively adjusts itself so as to approach a new condition of equilibrium.

changes may lead towards undesirable conditions, which conflict with other interest

and degradation of a river's potential resources. Measures need to be implemented t
minimise, hinder or rectify any negative impact of a river's morphological change.
Inappropriate counter measures may generate even worse conditions.

Any changes made to the river must be based on a proper understanding of the
morphological responses to imposed changes. For that purpose, it is necessary to

develop models which can be utilised for predicting river responses, including thei

magnitude, extent and their time variation. Physical models are appropriate for stu

local problems, e.g. local scouring and bank caving. When physically extensive rive
problems and long time periods are to be studied, numerical modelling is often the
means for analysing such cases (Rahuel et ah, 1989).
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A number of numerical models for the simulation of unsteady moveableriverbed have

been developed. Some of these models ignore the strong relationship between the sol

and liquid phase, and solve the governing equations of each phase alternately. This

approach is based on analysis of the celerities of a water level disturbance at the

water interface compared with the celerity of a disturbance in the bed at the water
material interface. For moderate Froude numbers (Fr< 0.6-0.8) and the transport

parameter, ¥ < 0.01, the celerities of small disturbances on the air-water interfa

much higher than the celerities of disturbances on the river bed (de Vries, 1965, 1

and 1987). In other words, the celerities of small disturbances on the air-water in

are not influenced by the mobility of the bed. This means that the water movement a
sediment movement can be decoupled, and can be analysed separately. Models which
are developed based on the quasi-steady approach in combination with the decoupled
solution method have been proved as an appropriate tool to simulate long term
morphological changes.

However, in many cases the strong coupling between the sediment and liquid phases
cannot be relaxed. As an example, for rivers that have a dominant suspended load

sediment transport, the space and time variations of sediment concentration may af
the momentum equation. Meanwhile in the decoupled method of solution, the
momentum equation has been solved before the space and time variations of sediment
concentration are evaluated.

Furthermore, in regard to the sediment movement, the following phenomena need to be
considered:

2
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i) The very large difference between the speed of movement of sediment particles
transported as bed load and of sediment particles transported as suspended load
requires an explicit separation to handle the two sediment transport processes.
ii) In many cases the bed material cannot be represented by single particle diameter.
a consequence, the selective transport and a possibility of armoured layer
development need to be taken into account.

iii) Inability of the alluvial system to instantaneously respond to changes in the flo
conditions.

1.2. Aim and Objective of the Present Study

The aim of the present study is to develop a one-dimensional numerical morphological
model of a river. A study of the coupled and the decoupled solution methods used to

link the hydrodynamics and the sediment morphology is also carried out. To achieve thi
aim, the two model formulations are coded by implementing the finite element method
to solve the one-dimensional governing equations. To widen the model capability of

simulating various sediment transport sub-processes, the following aspects are includ
in the present model:
i) the adoption of the dynamic wave approach by retaining all the terms in the
momentum equation,
ii) the explicit separation of the bed load and the suspended load transport,
iii) the vertical exchange of sediment and armoured layer development and a means of
handling non-uniform distribution of bed material, and
iv) incorporating the spatial and temporal lag effects of bed load transport as a
consequence of the dynamic wave approach.
3
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1.3. Previous Research on the Coupled Solution Method

The coupled approach for the simultaneous solution of the governing equations relate
to morphological change was studied by Lyn and Goodwin (1987). They analysed the

stability of the Preissmann finite difference scheme for solving the governing equat

A perturbation method was used to show that the decoupled approach is not capable of

satisfying either a general boundary condition or an arbitrary initial condition. Ra
ah, (1989) utilised Lyn and Goodwin results to solve the one-dimensional governing

equations simultaneously. In this attempt, the analysis was mainly focused on the ca
in which bed load transport is dominant. To accommodate non-equilibrium sediment

transport conditions, a lagged response of bed load transport to local changes of fl
conditions was analysed. Sorting of non-uniform bed material was also taken into
account. This research was continued and refined (Holly and Rahuel, 1990a and b) by
including the suspended transport process.

Correia et ah, (1992) showed that Lyn and Goodwin (1987), and also Holly and Rahuel

(1990a) derived the flow continuity equation by neglecting the rate of change of bed

level. To rectify this inadequacy, Correia et ah, (1992) developed an explicit, coupl
unsteady moveable river bed model by considering the sediment-water mixture in
deriving the flow continuity equation. In this model, the change of alluvial bed
roughness, which is a function of the flow intensity, has been accounted for in
evaluating the friction term in the momentum equation. This term provides a strong

coupling between the flow and the stream-bed characteristics. Since the bed load and

suspended load are lumped into one single total load, the contribution of water-sedi
mixture concentration in the momentum equation was unable to be explicitly coupled.

Even though the rate of change of sediment concentration is relatively small for mos
4
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rivers, it is not the case forriversunder the heavy sediment loads arising from mine
tailings. A s a figure, for reaches influenced by mine-waste disposal, the relative
sediment concentration m a y be as high as 0.5 (Morris and Williams, 1996).

None of the aforementioned studies implement the finite element method for solving the
governing equations. Apart from the modularity of the programming approach in the
finite element method, its other main advantage over finite difference modelling is that
variable space steps are routine. This advantage enhances the adoption of spatial lag
effects of bed load transport model in the present study. The use of the finite element
method permits the refinement of the space step for particular river reaches in which
more detailed morphological descriptions are needed, e.g. the impact of widening or
narrowing of a short reach of river.

1.4. Outline of the Research Activities

In this research, the finite element method has been implemented for both the coupled
and the decoupled formulations. A series of preliminary tests are undertaken to evaluate
each model component. For this purpose, a number of simulations involving simplified
and controlled test reach conditions are chosen. The results from the numerical model
are compared with a k n o w n analytical solution or compared with other model results.
After passing these preliminary tests, both model performances are evaluated in
simulating conditions where only the spatial lag effects of bed load are present. Later,
this evaluation is followed by a simulation where the spatial and temporal lag effects of
bed load transport are involved. In these cases, two sets of Bell's laboratory data (Bell,
1980; Bell and Sutherland, 1983) are utilised to verify both model predictions. Finally,
the model formulated by the adoption of the coupled solution method is tested to
5
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simulate conditions where the suspended load transport dominates the changes in river
bed. In these tests, the QUICKEST FD scheme (Leonard, 1979) and Holly and Rahuel
model (1990b) are used to assess the present model predictions.

The research activities are reported and structured as follows. Chapter 2 contains th
derivation of the governing equations, namely continuity of sediment-water mixture,
momentum of sediment-water mixture and sediment mass balance. The closure relations
for the momentum and sediment mass balance equations, and the significance of
individual terms in each governing equation, are also outlined.

A literature review of methods for solving the governing equations is carried out in
Chapter 3. The formulations surveyed include the principles of the coupled and
decoupled solution techniques, as well as an evaluation of the models which utilised
coupled and decoupled solution techniques.

Chapter 4 contains a literature study of the non-uniform and unsteady sediment trans
conditions. This survey consists of empirical relations for non-uniform sediment

transport, transport layer thickness, alluvial bed roughness and spatial and tempora
responses of the bed load transport. The implemented techniques to represent these
sediment transport processes are also discussed.

The finite element method for numerical solution of the governing equations is
elaborated in Chapter 5. This elaboration consists of the selecting of the trial and
weighting functions, the setting up of element equations, numerical integration
technique, assembly processes of the global system matrices, incorporation of the
boundary conditions and the adopted method to solve the global system equations.

6
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Chapter 6 contains preliminary test results and the evaluation results of the model
formulated by adopting the decoupled solution method. The preliminary tests cover

simulation of an incident wave propagation which enters a fixed bed estuary, depo

upstream of a dam and an armoured layer development test. The flume experiments on

the spatial and temporal lag effects of bed load transport which were conducted by

(Bell, 1980; Bell and Sutherland, 1983) are simulated to assess the model with the
decoupled solution method.

The comparison results between the model with the coupled solution method and the
model with decoupled solution method are reported in Chapter 7. The Bell's flume

experiment data on the spatial and temporal lag effects of bed load transport is u
the comparison basis. An evaluation of the model with the coupled solution method

cases when suspended load and bed load transport have to be handled separately has

been undertaken. This evaluation is carried out by using a series of schematic te

designed to imitate the impact of discharging mining waste into a stretch of rive
and Rahuel, 1990b). These test results are discussed and presented in Chapter 7.

Finally, the conclusions and recommendations of the research activities are prese
Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

DERIVATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS OF THE BASI
EQUATIONS

2.1. General Comment

To simulate the flow in alluvial channels under unsteady flow conditions, it is neces
to employ the following number of equations:
i) the equation for sediment-water continuity,
ii) the equation for sediment mass balance,
iii) the momentum equation for sediment-water mixture.

At a given instant, the following relations are required to complete the mentioned
system of equations:
i) a predictive equation for the frictional resistance at the channel bed,
ii) an expression for determining bed load transport, and
iii) an expression for determining the concentration of suspended sediment being
transported by the flow.
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The relation for the frictional resistance and the relation for the bed load transport are
mostly empirically determined. In addition, the following assumptions are made in
deriving the governing equations:
i) The channel is sufficiently straight and uniform in the reach so that the flow
characteristics may be physically represented by a one-dimensional model.
ii) Hydrostatic pressure prevails at every point in the channel.

iii) The average of channel bed slope is small so that the cosine of the angle it makes
with the horizontal may be replaced by unity.
iv) The density of the sediment-water mixture is taken as the density of the fluid.
v) The density of the sediment-water mixture is constant over the cross section.

A change in sediment mass balance due to an instantaneous disturbance on the transport

capacity induces a possible changes in the channel bed conditions. In fact, it also ca
a possible change in channel width, which is normally characterised by widening during
channel bed aggradation and reduction in width at the time of degradation. Many
attempts have been undertaken in river modelling to represent this phenomenon, for
example by implementing the stream power concept. In this concept, the bed level
changes are distributed along the channel cross-sections by considering the cross-

sectional bed shear stress distribution (Chang, 1982 and 1984; Phillips, 1984; Ikeda an
Nishimura, 1986). However, for simplicity the hypothesis of the entire cross-section

aggrading or degrading is adopted at the present study as illustrated in Figure 2-1. Th
hypothesis also means that the channel width assumed is constant.

9
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2.2.

The Equation of Sediment Mass Balance

Within an increment of time, dt, the following expressions relating to the c
volume shown in Figure 2-1 are relevant:

the sediment inflow = ps(Qs+qSia .dxj.dt

the sediment outflow =

PS\Q*

+

\

dQs
~TJ~^X dt
ox

( dAd
the change in storage of the sediment =

ps

J
dA N

p——+ dt
dt

dx.dt.

Applying the principle of conservation of mass to this sediment flux throug
volume, one may write :
>

Ps{Qs^s^dx)dt-ps[Qs+-^dxjdt =

(,.
,dA, 3A\
dx.dt
ps[(\-p)^-+
\C
' dt dt J

which after simplification yields :
dQs .. ^ dAd dAs n u
—&- + (1 - p) — - + — - = gs
V
;
dx
dt
dt
*to

(2_1)

where :

Ad = part of cross-sectional area of the channel filled by the deposited sed
[m2];
As = part of cross-sectional area of the channel occupied by the suspended
sediment, [m ];
p = porosity of sediment in river bed layers, [-];
Qs = volume of the total load sediment discharge, [m Is];
a = lateral inflow of sediment per unit length of channel, [m /s/m];
ps - density of sediment, [kg/m3];
x = horizontal distance along the channel, [m];
t =time, [s].
10
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P.Q.
\Q.+^dx
dx
p.Q,
(
dQ
P,
dx )
Section 1

\

Section 2

(a) Longitudinal section of the control volume

b(x,z)

K-

N
z(x,t)

\ — <J{X,TJ)

JI

-x

r

>J

h(x,z)

ZZM^

i

h(x,t)
v

(b) A cross-section of the control volume
Figure 2-1 Schematic diagram of the control volume.

If Bact is the 'active' portion of the channel bed width in which erosion and deposition

takes place, and if for a certain time step Bacl is assumed constant, equation (2-1)
be written as:

—

+ {1-P)-B„,.— +

dt

-q*

(2-2)
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where Zb is the local bed elevation. Furthermore, if c is the average volumetric sediment

concentration within the control volume, h is the flow depth, A is the cr

flow area and B is the width of the channel, which is assumed constant, t
relations can be derived:
.- « ,J
A=A.c = B.h.c and

SA. Adc
_ _ dh
L
— = A — + Bc —
dt
dt
dt

Considering these relations, equation (2-2) may further be written as
dQt /, x „ dzh n-dh
Adc
5
b
- + Bcdt
— + Adt
dx- +(\-p).B^.—dt

=

<

(2-3)

ls.

2.3. T h e Continuity Equation for Sediment-Water Mixture
The total flow including water and sediment is considered in deriving the equation of

continuity for sediment-water mixture. Considering the same control volum
2-1, for an increment of time dt:
the mass inflow = [pw Qw +psQs+ pw qWlai dx + ps qSuu dx) . dt
the mass outflow =

Ja + %*
/Ja + ^*
dx +
dx

dt

the change of storage of mass =

dt

+ /?.-

dt

+ Ps

dA.
dt

dA,
(1-/,).-

dt

.dx.dt

Applying the principle of mass conservation:

- nnnn

12
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*Q.
(p* Q* +PsQ,+ Pw ?wto dx + ps q^ dx) dt -Pw Qw^-f^dx
dx
)
dA^ dA,
d_K
dt =
+ p.
+ Ps
dt
dx
dt
dt

0-/>)

dAd

.dx.dt

dt

which after simplification yields:

SQV

dQs

dx

\dAw
dt

dx

dAd^
r

dt
(2-4)

dt

Pw^

dt

+Ps1su»

where
= part of cross-sectional area of the channelfilledby the water, [m ];

w

= water discharge entering the channel, [m3/s];
qw = lateral water inflow per unit length of channel, [m /s/m];
= mass density of water, [kg/m ].

Pw

Considering the total sediment-water mixture flow discharge Q = Qw + Q, , the total

cross-sectional area A = Aw + A,, and the total lateral inflow of sediment-wat
Qim

=(

lw

+

qSu » equation (2-4) can be reformed to:

dQ

,

sdQs

dA

,

xdAs

dAd
(2-5)

dA
+ (1-P)(P,-PW)-^-

=

Pwlh* + (Ps -Pw)?*,,

Substituting equation (2-1) into equation (2-5) will result in the continuity equation for
sediment-water mixture:

dQ

dA

dAd

(2-6)

13
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2.4.

T h e M o m e n t u m Equation for S e d i m e n t - W a t e r Mixture

The momentum equation in the x-direction states that the time rate of change of

momentum in the control volume is equal to the sum of the net inflow of momentu

into the control volume and the integral of the external forces acting on it o

time interval (Cunge et al., 1980). The various forces acting on the control su

x-direction are shown in Figure 2-2, and are described as follows (Shames, 196
Dass, 1975):

1. The hydrostatic force acting on the left-end of the control surface is:
h(x)

F

H

=

\pg{Kx)

~ rj] • CT(X, TJ) . drj

0

where
TJ = depth integration variable along the z-axis, [m];
a(x,Tj)= width of the cross-section such that a(x,h) is equal to the water
surface width of the cross-section, [m].
Considering the variation of this force along the x-axis, the net hydrostatic
on the control surface is:

\h(x)

"<• • - i

lpg[Kx)-Tj].a(x,Tj).dTj . dx

(2-7)

h(x)

Since a(x,h) = b(x) and

^a(x,Tj)drj = A(x), and by applying the Leibniz
o

theorem for differentiation of an integral, equation (2-7) may be rewritten as :
dFH =-g^(\o{x,rj)dr1 - g ]p[h{x)-rj\.bhx .drj
dx 0
0

14
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dFH =-gA(x)-j-

dph

h(x)

-g lp[h(x)-Tj].bhx.drj

where

bx = the rate of change of b with respect to x when h is held cons

"/«•?/«

pfiu]A _ _ »

pjBu2xA+^-(P/6u2xA)dx
dxx
'

^
K

dx

5H

(a) Longitudinal section ( m o m e n t u m fluxes)

r. dFh J
H
F„+—-dx
dx

H

X
(b) Longitudinal section (forces)

w

FHu
H

+—-dx
dx

(c) Plan view (forces)

Figure 2-2 Forces a n d m o m e n t u m fluxes acting on a control volume.
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2.

The friction force due to bed and bank resistance, dFf, on this element is:

dFf=-T.P.dx (2-8)
where r is the average bed shear stress and P is the wetted perimeter. The
average bed shear stress can be expressed as :

r = p.g.R.If (2-9)
where R is the hydraulic radius and If is the friction slope, which is taken to be
represented by any one of a number of empirical laws. Substitution of equation
(2-9) into equation (2-8) yields:

dFf=p.g.A.If.dx (2-10)
3. The x-component of the wall reaction to the fluid system, dFw , is (Shames,
1962):
h(x)

dFv =dx.g \p[h{x)-Tj\.bhx.drj (2-11)
o

4. The x-component of the wall reaction to the fluid element is:
FB =Wtana (2-12)
where Wis the weight of the fluid system within the control volume and a is the
dzb
angle between the channel bed and horizontal axis. Since I0 = tana = — —

,

equation (2-12) may be written as :
dFB =p.g.A.dx.I0

Compiling all external forces acting on the element in the x-direction results in:
16
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jdFx

= dFH + dFf + dFw + dFB

Control Surface

jdFx =-g.A.-^-dx -p.g.A.lf.dx + p.g.A.IQ.dx (2-13)
Control Surface

To evaluate the momentum flux into the control volume, on the assumption tha
channel slope is relatively small so that the cosine of the angle it makes
horizontal may be replaced by unity, one may write:
ux = u and w .dA = u .dA
where
A = wetted cross-sectional area, which is perpendicular to the stream tube,

The net momentum flux into the control volume can be expressed as:
jux(p.ii.dA) = jp.u2.dA
Control Surface

jp.u2.dA

Control Surface

=

p.p.u2.A + p.dx.\ulat-¥-\.q(lot

Control Surface

(2-14)
d
-p.pM\A-—{p.p.u2.A)dx
dx

where qia, is any lateral inflow per unit length into the channel, w/a/ is the x-component of

the lateral inflow velocity and /?is the coefficient of non-uniform velocity
the cross-section. Equation (2-14) can now be simplified to:

jp.u2.dA = p.dx[utal-^.qlm- -£(p./3.u2.A)dx (2-15)
Control Surface

The rate of change of momentum contained in the control volume at any instan
expressed as (Shames, 1962):
17
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2-

j

ux.pdV = -§-(PQ)dx

(2-16)

Control Volume

where
V = sediment-water mixture volume contained in the control volume, [m3].

By combining equations (2-13), (2-15) and (2-16), the conservation of momentum may be
written as:

^ + fx(PPQ«) + gA?£-pgA(h-If)=p(«u-£j.g,., (2-17,

Since h = z-zb and —- = -10 , equation (2-17) may be expressed a
dx
dpQ d(p/3Q2) dpz . , ( (A .....
-^r + ~T ^^~ +SA-~~
+ pgAIf
{
A
J
dt
dx\ A J
dx

=p \ulal--\.qlat

(2-18)

The mass density of the sediment-water mixture, p, can be expressed as

P=Pv+c(ps-pw)

2.5.

Closure Relations

Equations (2-3) , (2-6) and (2-18) contain six dependent variables, namely

c, zb and If. In order to complete the problem, the following three addition
ships are required:
i) a predictor for frictional resistance or energy slope,
ii) an expression for determining bed material transport,

18
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iii) an expression for determining the concentration of sediment under given flow
conditions.

Three well known expressions for frictional resistance in clear water flow are:
i) the Manning formula:
/, =

— r u2
R-

(metric units)

ii) the Chezy relation:

f

RC2

iii) the Darcy-Weisbach equation:

where n, C, f and R denote the Manning coefficient, the Chezy coefficient, the DarcyWeisbach friction factor and the hydraulic radius respectively. In sediment-water

mixture flows, the frictional effects of the surface grain roughness, If and the form

due to contraction of the flow and the subsequent expansion loss in the lee of bed fo

/" need to be considered. The combined effect of both frictional components present i
an alluvial bed is given by:

/,«/, + /;

Under conditions of a flat bed and no sediment transport, the frictional resistance i

only due to the effect of surface grain roughness, l). If the flow conditions are alt
so that bed forms develop, both frictional components, l'f and l"f m a y become

19
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significant. The conditions where the sediment transport is established and ripples and
dunes are developed, have been termed the 'lower transport regime'. The relative

importance of the two components of the frictional resistance depends on the mean flo
velocity, the particle size and the dimension of the developed bed forms. A further

increase in the flow leads to the degeneration of the bed forms until a flat bed deve

or anti-dune bed forms with a high rate of sediment transport occur. In this regime I

dominates, and these conditions have been termed the 'upper transport regime'. A thir

regime is termed the 'transition transport regime'. In this regime, the type of bed f
somewhat obscure. It may range from that typical of the lower regime, in which dunes

are disappearing, to that typical of the upper regime where sand-waves are disappeari

(van Rijn, 1993). Since the leeside slopes of the sand-waves are relatively mild, the
separation does not occur and the If component dominates the frictional resistance.

Many methods have been proposed for predicting If ( Einstein and Barbarossa, 1952;
Engelund and Hansen, 1967; Alam and Kennedy, 1969; White et al., 1979; Brownlie,
1983; van Rijn, 1982 and 1993; Phillips, 1984 and 1989). Normally, these methods

require the depth, the discharge, the sediment properties and water temperature as in

All of these predictors for 1/ are developed under steady flow conditions and intend

be used for cases in which the assumption of steady flow conditions prevail. There ar
some discrepancies between the results when compared to each other. Each predictor

has its particular advantages for implementation in certain flow and field condition

determine the most suitable conditions, van Rijn (1984d and 1993) used both field and
flume data with water depths greater than 0.1 m and grain diameter size of the bed
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material in the range 100 to 2500 ju m to compare the predictive performance of various
methods in predicting the Chezy coefficient. The results are presented in Table 2-1.

Percentage of Predicted C values within
Flume Data (758)
1. Engelund-Hansen
2. van Rijn
3. White etal

Cmeasurai±\0%

Cmeanirerf±20%

Cmeasured i 3 0 /o

37%
34%
33%

65%
56%
54%

75%
71%
66%

43%
33%
25%

74%
58%
47%

89%
79%
62%

Field Data (786)
1. van Rijn
2. White etal
3. Engelund-Hansen

Table 2-1 Comparison of the predicted and measured Chezy coefficients
(after van Rijn, 1993).

The van Rijn method shows its superiority in field conditions, whereas for flume
conditions the Engelund-Hansen method presents the best results. Since only flume data
were used for calibrating the Engelund-Hansen method, it is understandable that this
method gives a relatively poor result infieldconditions.

Under unsteady flow conditions, bed forms of the alluvial reach do not respond
instantaneously to the change in flow conditions. The bed forms need time to change
their geometrical dimensions. It is afieldphenomenon which is termed the temporal lag
effects of alluvialrivers.Consequently, the geometric dimensions of the bed forms are
not supposed to be directly related to the instantaneous hydraulic conditions. In the

lower transport regime, in which both frictional components, // and If are significan
the temporal lag effects of alluvial rivers presents a complication in applying the
mentioned predictors for // to a unsteady numerical model.

The temporal lag development of bed forms has been investigated by many researchers

21

(Allen, 1974, 1976 a and 1976 b; Fredsoe, 1979 and 1981; Philips, 1984; Philips and
Sutherland, 1989 and 1990; Goodwin, 1986). Philips (1984), Philips and Sutherland
(1990) and also Goodwin (1986) have proposed an equivalent steady flow condition for
characterising the temporal lag effects of bed load transport and the development of

forms due to changes in flow conditions. The possibility for the implementation of th

results in a non-steady numerical model will be investigated and discussed in Chapter

It is well known that the various equations for sediment transport rate can yield

significantly different results even when applied to the same physical problem. Altho

it can be very difficult to predict the sediment transport rate with a discrepancy ra

the ratio of the predicted to the measured sediment transport rate, smaller than two (v
Rijn, 1993), care needs to be taken in selecting a suitable bed material transport
predictor. Some sediment transport predictors are strongly influenced by the bed
roughness. This characteristic shows that any error in predicting bed roughness will
generate errors in predicting the sediment transport rate. Many new sediment transport
predictors have been proposed (Ackers and White, 1973; Yang, 1973; van Rijn, 1984a).
These predictors are claimed to give better results compared with their predecessor,

unfortunately they also employ many tuned parameters that should be established using

field data. In some circumstances, relatively simple sediment transport rate predicto
are preferred, such as Engelund-Hansen's method (1967), the Meyer-Peter and Mueller
method (1948) and relations which are based on a power-law of the flow parameters
(Holly, 1988). In practice, perhaps the most reliable approach to predict the sediment

transport rate in a particular river is to use the data to establish an empirical rel
between the flow and the sediment transport, instead of a more general sediment
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transport predictor. The most reasonable way to develop this relationship is to base it on
the generic form shown below, which includes a threshold of movement criterion:

qs=a{u-uclJ

where q, is the sediment discharge at the bed per unit width, a and b are regressio
constants for the analysis of availablefielddata, u is the average flow velocity and ucr is
the critical flow velocity for the incipient motion of sediment particles. The relation
implies that no sediment transport will take place when

2.6.

u<ucr.

T h e Significance of Individual T e r m s

In the case of a fixed bed, only equations (2-6) and (2-18) are of interest. Assumi
there is no lateral inflow, in the following m o m e n t u m equation:

^•£w** •*£-«'('.-',)-<>
I

II

III

IV

(I) represents the local inertia term, (II) represents the convective inertia term,
represents the pressure gradient term, and (IV) accounts for bed slope and friction.
Various long wave models can be constructed, depending on which of these four terms
is assumed to be negligible when compared with the remaining terms. The following
five long wave model categories are commonly discerned:
i) the kinematic wave model is only described by the fourth term,
ii) the diffusion wave model retains the third and the fourth terms,
iii) the steady dynamic wave model includes the second, third and the fourth terms,
iv) the dynamic wave model is a general case in which all terms are retained, and
23
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v) the gravity wave model which ignores the fourth term (TV).

Several investigators have attempted to clarify the physics and characteristics of
kinematic and diffusion wave models compared with the dynamic wave model (Grijsen
and Vreugdenhil, 1976; Ponce and Simons, 1977; Ponce et al., 1978). Assuming that
there is no lateral inflow, Grijsen and Vreugdenhil (1976) linearised the continuity and
m o m e n t u m equations, and then combined them resulting in one second order linear
equation with the water depth, h as the dependent variable. A periodic boundary
condition in the water depth was imposed at the upstream boundary to distinguish the
characteristics of the dynamic, diffusive and kinematic waves. The following two
dimensionless parameters, E and Fr, are used to indicate the relative importance of each
term in the basic equations:

E = *

C%
Fr

=

U

»

IgK
where
E

= dimensionless parameter which indicates the importance of the effects of
unsteadiness and non-uniformity;

Fr

= Froude number, [-];

ho

= initial condition of uniform water depth, [m];

T

= the period of the imposed wave at the upstream boundary, [s];

u0

= initial condition of uniform flow velocity, [m/s].

In regard to the momentum flux analysis, the term storage width is introduced and
described as the channel width in which the flooded zones, if any, are included. The
flooded zones normally store water whose velocity in the x -direction is nil and, thus, do
24
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not contribute to the overall m o m e n t u m flux in the cross-section. The stream width is
described as the width of channel cross-section in which its contained fluid movement

contributes to the overall momentum flux. Figure 2-3 compares the celerity of diffusiv
or kinematic waves ce to the velocity of propagation for the general case of dynamic
waves Cdyn. The graph prevails only for rivers whose stream widths are equal to their

storage widths. If this ratio is unity, the selected wave models will give similar re
can be seen from Figure 2-3 that the kinematic and diffusion wave approaches give

celerities which are in agreement only if the value of the E parameter is large, meani
that the effects of unsteadiness and non-uniformity are not important. The diffusive
wave approach has a much wider application for the simulation of flow conditions than

the kinematic wave. To some extent, this would be as expected since the diffusive wave
formulation retains an additional term in the governing equation compared with the
kinematic wave formulation.

The same attempt to provide guidance in selecting the appropriate model formulation
was undertaken by Ponce et al. (1978). Instead of using the boundary conditions data,

Ponce used the initial water depth as the criterion to analyse the relative importance

each term of the momentum equation. The results are in agreement with those of Grijsen
and Vreugdenhil (1976).

By applying the theory of characteristics to the case of a moveable river bed, the
dynamics of the water and sediment movement can be represented by three

characteristics which will appear in the x, t - plane. Two of them c\ and C2, describe

celerity of disturbances on the air-water interface, while the third characteristic c^
describes the celerity of small disturbances on the water-sediment interface on the
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-*• E

Figure 2-3 Effective celerities of diffusive waves (full lines) and kinematic waves (dashed
lines) compared to dynamic waves (after Grijsen and Vreugdenhil, 1976).

bed. D e Vries (1959 and 1965) analysed the three celerities of disturbance propagation
by deploying the following governing equations for rivers with infinite width:

i) m o m e n t u m equation:

du du
dh
dz
u\u\
.+u—-+g —-+g — = - g l
C R
dt dx
dx
dx

(2-19)

ii) continuity of fluid equation:

, du dh dh
h— + — + u— = 0
dx
dt
dx

(2-20)
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iii) sediment mass balance equation:
dqs du | dzb _Q
du dx dt

(2-21)

Apart from these three equations, another three total differential relations for du, dh and
dzb are available as follows:

, du
, du
du = dt — + dx —
dt
dx
dh = dt — + dx —
dt
dx
, dzh
, dzh
b
dzk = dt —dt
- + dx dx
At this stage, there are six relations between the partial derivatives of the three

dependent variables, u, h and Zb. These relations can be rewritten in the foll
form:

1
0
0
dt
0
0

0
1
0
du
dx 0
0 dt
0 0
u
h

g 0
u 0
0 1
0 0
dx 0
dt
0 dt

g
0

(du_
dt

£u

& C*R

0

0

dx
dh_
dt
dh_ > = S
dx

du

0

dx

dh

0

dx J

I dx

0

dzb

The characteristic direction of this system can be obtained by equalising the determinant

of the mentioned relations to zero. This practice results in the following cub

2
- dx3 +u.dx2.dt + «gh-u +g^M.
du

dx.dt2 - gu^-dt3
du

= 0

(2-22)
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Substituting the definition of celerity c-dxjdt, into equation (2-22) gives the
following cubic equation (de Vries, 1959, 1965, 1973 and 1987):

2
-c3 + 2uc2 + gh-u + * % ] c - ug^- = 0
du J
du

(2-23)

where q, = flu) is the sediment transport per unit width. In order to make

simplification possible, the following three dimensionless parameters were
<f> = —
u

, the relative celerity

Fr = , Froude number

4gh
vj/ = ^if.i = f*ZMI , the transport parameter. (2-24)
du h
du h
Substituting these parameters into equation (2-23) results in:
<f>3 - If + (l - Fr2 - VFr-2) (f> + ¥ Fr'2 = 0 (2-25)

Three real roots will be yielded from equation (2-25) corresponding to the
and Fr and are plotted in Figure 2-5.

For moderate Froude numbers (Fr < 0.6-0.8), it is shown that the celeritie

disturbances on the air-water interface are much higher than the celeritie
disturbances on the river bed, or

C

\.2

» c3. In other words, as illustrated in Figure

2-4, the celerities of small disturbances on the air-water interface are n

the mobility of the bed. In these cases, the water movement and sediment m

be decoupled. During the time interval over which the computation of water
is carried out, it can be assumed that the bed is fixed. Conversely, when
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examining
c,

2

the time dependence of changes in the river bed, it can be shown that

-> ± co. It means that in these conditions the flow can be considered to be quasi

steady.

t *

X
(a) Schematisation for analysing
the hydrodynamics

(b) Schematisation for analysing
the bed level changes

Figure 2-4 Altered schematisation in morphological computations

D e Vries initiated the analysis by assuming that total load sediment transport Qs was
negligible. A somewhat arbitrary maximum value of ¥ = 0.01 was considered (de Vries,
1973). The power law of sediment transport equation for a unit width of reach, for
example, can be taken as (de Vries, 1973 and 1987):

qs=au

(2-26)

where the coefficient a and exponent b are constant. Substituting equation (2-26) into the
definition for *F given in equation (2-24), yields:

*¥ = b

uh

(2-27)

In equation (2-27), (uh) is equal to the discharge of sediment-water mixture per, unit
width. Substituting this relation into equation (2-27) gives:
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V=b

<ls

(2-28)

It is k n o w n that the value of b is in the range of 2 < b < 7 . Applying equation (2-28)
for ¥ < 0.01 and b = 5, it implies that the maximum ratio of the sediment discharge to
the combined discharge of sediment and water ¥ , considered by de Vries is
approximately 0.002. This assumption is critical for some natural streams, particularly
for reaches influenced by mine-waste disposal where the relative sediment concentration
may be as high as 0.5 (Morris and Williams, 1996).
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Figure 2-5 Relative celerities of waves propagating on the water surface and on the
surface of a moveable bed (after de Vries, 1973).

Furthermore, considering the range of relative celerities in Figure 2-5, it is shown tha
the limit of the validity of the quasi-steady approach for ¥£0.01 and Fr£0.8
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^3

corresponds to —

< 0.011 and

< 0.1 (Morris and Williams, 1996). The mentioned

ratio of relative celerities can also be achieved by solving equation (2-25). It is clear that

the difference between the relative celerity of a wave disturbance on the water-sedi

interface in the river bed and the negative direction of the relative celerity of th
disturbance on the air-water interface is not large enough. A further increase in the

volumetric sediment concentration will legitimate a question about the validity of the
decoupled method of solution.

Barneveld (1994) indicated that the quasi-steady approach in combination with the
decoupled solution method is also appropriate for analysing the bed level changes of

flashy streams where the duration of the flood wave is relatively short, e.g. two days
was concluded based on an analysis set up by linearising the equation (2-18) and

combining it with equations (2-2) and (2-6). The resulting system of equations was the
solved analytically. Barneveld's detailed results of a comparison between the dynamic
wave model and the quasi-steady model in describing the sediment movement are
presented in Figures 2-6 and 2-7. For those cases in which the values of:

'steady

cb =
'dynamic

approaches unity, the quasi-steady model describes the sediment movement as

accurately as the dynamic wave model. By evaluating the influence of the *F- parameter

it can be seen from Figures 2-6 and 2-7 that the quasi-steady approach gives unreliabl
results for rivers with high sediment concentration. The dynamic wave model approach
needs to be implemented for those cases. However, the presence of sediment
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concentration only influences the performance of the quasi-steady approach for those
conditions in which E < 1000. This phenomenon is investigated in more detail in this
study.
By applying a scale analysis, Goodwin (1986) investigated the significance of
in the governing equations. To carry out the analysis, Goodwin arranged the following
governing equations for a channel of infinite width with no lateral inflow:
i) fluid continuity equation:
fi+ ^ + ^£L = 0
dx dt dt

(2-29)

ii) momentum equation:
dt

h dx

Sh-Tr\

\T h'J

dh
, dz
IT + g h ^ + ghlf = 0
dx
dx

(2-30)

iii) sediment mass balance equation:

£M + ^ + (l-p).p,.^ = 0 (2-31)
dt

dx

dt

where
c

= depth averaged sediment concentration, defined as the mass of sediment to the
volume of sediment-water mixture, [kg/m ];

q

= water discharge per unit width of channel, [m /s/m].

The variables in equations (2-29), (2-30) and (2-31) were non-dimensionalised
following manner (Goodwin, 1986):

x
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Figure 2-6 Celerity of sediment waves according to the quasi-steady model compared to
the dynamic model for Fr = 0.8 (adapted from Barneveld, 1994).
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Figure 2-7 Celerity of sediment waves according to the quasi-steady model compared to
the dynamic model for Fr = 0.6 (adapted from Barneveld, 1994).
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where
cmax

= the maximum sediment concentration at the maximum discharge, [kg/m3];

hc

= the critical depth of the maximum discharge, [m];

L

= a length scale appropriate to the length of the channel, [m];

g

= a relevant time scale related to the channel under study, [s].

The term dzb /dx which represents the bed slope I0, was non-dimensionalised in th
same manner as to the friction slope /,, and gave the following relation:
dzb
dx

hc dZb
L dX

The volumetric rate of bed load sediment transport was used to base the nondimensionalisation of the rate of bed level changes term:

dzb
dt

cmaxhcJghc
Lps

dZb
dt

All non-dimensionalised variables were now of order unity. Substituting these va
into the equations (2-29), (2-30) and (2-31) gave the non-dimensionalised governing
equations for the one-dimensionalrivermorphological changes as follows:

a

dT

dH
fl_
dT

+

H dX

dQ
dZh
-Z2L + £-±-J- = 0
dX
dT
{

H2

™_+H^
+ HIF=0
F
dX
dX

B £fe£2+ £M+( l _„)«t.o
v yj
dT
dX
dT

(2-32)
(2-33)

(2-34,

where
Zt

~ non-dimensional form of variable Zb;
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«

- — 7 =

, an identifier of the rate of variation of the hydrodynamic variables

in the space-time domain, [-];
c
s

= -JS£L , the scale of the influence of the sediment on the hydrodynamic
Ps

equations, [-].

Considering the values of a and s, the following three conditions can be distinguished
and used as criteria for determining which model category is most suitable for a
particular river condition:
i) In the case when a is of the order of s1, the conditions are considered as the long

term evolution of a bed profile. By evaluating equation (2-32), it can be derived that
the solution is only achieved when each term in this equation is equal to zero. It
means that the variation of the hydrodynamic variables and the influence of the
sediment on the hydrodynamic equations are negligible. The condition can be
satisfactorily predicted by the constant discharge approach in combination with the
decoupled solution method. Goodwin (1986) indicated that the time scale g for this
case corresponds to the long term sediment accumulation in a channel and is
typically of the order of months, whereas the value of e « 0(10"4).
ii) In the case when a is of the order of unity, the conditions are considered as the
rapidly varying hydrodynamic conditions. The dynamic wave approach is needed to
simulate these conditions. The value of g corresponds to the required time for a
disturbance on the air-water interface to pass through the channel reach. From the
relationship between a and g, a typical value of g might be a few hours.
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iii) The case when a is of the order of s represents the condition of typical flood in

major rivers. All terms of the governing equations are equally important and need t
be included in the model formulation. Goodwin (1986) indicated that the value of g
corresponds to the hydrograph period, typically a few days and s « 0(10"3).

A guidance in choosing the appropriate approach concerning the governing equations

has been proposed by Goodwin. However, which solution method is more appropriate to
be combined with each approach has not been clarified.

2.7. Conclusions

Depending on the problems in river morphology, several types of wave models are
available. The choice does not simply correspond to the terms in the momentum

equation that need to be employed, but also to the simplicity of the method of solv
the equations governing the motion of the water and sediment. Choosing a simpler
model does not necessarily lead to less accurate results. These points have been
demonstrated by Grijsen and Vreugdenhil (1976), Goodwin (1986) and also by

Barneveld (1994). It has been shown that the dimensionless transport parameters ¥ a
E may both be used to distinguish the appropriateness of each type of wave model.

The dynamic wave approach in combination with the coupled solution method, is

required to simulate rivers with a rapidly changing hydrograph where the ratio of t
sediment discharged to the combined discharge of sediment and water ¥ > 0.002.
However, the sediment concentration is not the only criterion in choosing the
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appropriate solution method. The unsteadiness and non-uniformity of the flowfieldstill
have to be considered.

As a consequence of the adoption of the dynamic wave approach, the temporal lag

effects of an alluvial reach must be taken into account. The field and laboratory data
show that under unsteady flow conditions, the alluvial reach does not respond
instantaneously to the change in flow conditions. The adoption of a particular model

representing the temporal lag effects of an alluvial reach is investigated in the pr
study.
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METHODS OF SOLVING THE GOVERNING EQUAT

3.1. General Comment
Most numerical models for unsteady and moveable river bed make simplifications to
minimise the complicated solution of simultaneous equations. This approach is
undertaken because field problems that need to be covered are complicated. The field
problems also involve additional parameters that are not covered by the original
assumptions of the governing equations. Correction factors to the governing equations

and other adjustments to the formulation of field problems are often included to achie

a straightforward solution with a certain engineering accuracy. As discussed in Sectio
2.6, the following two categories of solution methods of the governing equations are
used in combination with the quasi-steady or the dynamic wave approaches:
i) The decoupled solution method.
In this approach, the hydrodynamics and the sediment morphology are decoupled.
Only the continuity and momentum equations for the sediment-water mixture are
solved simultaneously. The sediment mass balance equation is solved afterwards.
This sequential method of solution is repeated at each time step.
ii) The coupled solution method.

Chapter 3: Methods of Solving the Governing Equations

In this approach, the continuity and m o m e n t u m equations for the sediment-water
mixture and the sediment mass balance equation are solved simultaneously.

Each model category has its own particular advantages. In the following sections the
design considerations and applicability of some operational models from each model
category are discussed.

3.2. Decoupled Solution Method
Implementing the decoupled solution method, the following three solution phases are
carried out in sequence at each time step (Figure 3-1):
i) The continuity and momentum equations of the sediment-water mixture are solved
simultaneously. In this solution phase the bed level is assumed fix from the previous
time step.
ii) The sediment mass balance equation is solved afterwards by using the calculated
hydrodynamic variables to predict the bed level changes along the channel.

iii) The former hydrodynamic variables are adjusted first to the new channel condition
and then used to solve the continuity and momentum equations for the sedimentwater mixture at the next time step.

The initial conditions required to initiate the simulation are:
i) water discharge, Q(x,t=0),
ii) surface water elevation, z(x,r=0), and
iii) bed level, Zb(x,t=0).
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For all time levels
Read initial and boundary conditions data
Estimate the primary variables (z and Q) at n e w time level («+l)
Compute the friction factor and sediment discharge
Compute the primary variables (z and Q) by simultaneously solving:
- continuity of sediment-water mixture equation
- m o m e n t u m equation for sediment-water mixture
Check the convergence criterion
—___ 1 _ — —
—
Next solution phase
Re-iterate
Compute the sediment transport
Solve the sediment mass balance equation to result in the n e w bed level
Adjust the hydrodynamics to the n e w bed level
Figure 3-1 Structure diagram for the decoupled solution method.

The accuracy of the solution depends on the accuracy of the imposed boundary
conditions. Three well posed boundary conditions are required at each time step:
i) Upstream boundary conditions.
• One of the primary variables Q(x=0,i) or z(x=0,t) to solve the continuity
and momentum equations for the sediment-water mixture.
• The sediment transport rate, Q,(x=0,t) to solve the sediment mass
balance equation.
ii) Downstream boundary conditions.
In subcritical flow conditions, a primary variable Q(x=L,t) or z(x=L,t), or a Q-h
relation must be specified.

The supplied primary variable at the upstream boundary to solve the sediment mass

balance equation can be specified in terms of sediment concentration, which is normal
assumed to be a function primarily of discharge and depth. In this case, the 'pure'

decoupled approach (i.e. without global iteration of the solution phases) will show i
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deficiency (Goodwin, 1986). The time and space variations of sediment concentration

will influence the hydrostatic pressure. In turn, these variations will also influenc
momentum equation. In the decoupled method of solution, the momentum equation is
solved before the time and space variations of sediment concentration are evaluated.
Therefore, the effects of sediment concentration on the momentum equation are not
adequately handled. However, a combination of the decoupled solution and the global

iterative method, as schematised in Figure 3-2, has been proved to be a good solution

for this problem (Holly, 1988; Holly and Rahuel, 1990a). In this method, the solution
phases are re-iterated until the convergence requirement for the entire system of
governing equations is satisfied.

For all time levels
Read initial and boundary conditions data
Estimate the primary variable value (z and Q) at time level («+l)
Compute the friction factor
Compute the primary variables (z and Q) by simultaneously solving:
- continuity of sediment-water mixture equation
- m o m e n t u m equation for sediment-water mixture
Check the convergence criterion
Next solution phase
Re-iterate
Compute the sediment transport
Solve the sediment mass balance equation to result in the n e w bed level
Re-iterate

Check the convergence criterion

Next solution phase

Adjust the hydrodynamics to the n e w bed level
Figure 3-2

Structure diagram for the iterative decoupled solution method.

Considerations whether it is acceptable or not to adopt the decoupled solution method
have been discussed in Section 2.6. Six operational models which implement the
decoupled method of solution are briefly outlined in the following sections. The models
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are chosen to represent the development in the modelling ofriverswith a moveable bed.
Their attempts to cope with a particular field problem are also discussed.

3.2.1. Quasi-steady model

For cases with a Froude number of Fr< 0.6-0.8 and the transport parameter of

*F < 0.01, it has been shown that the celerities of small disturbances on the air-

interface are much higher than the celerities of disturbances on the river bed. Th

during the time interval over which the computation of water movement is carried o
can be assumed that the bed is fixed. Conversely, when one is examining the time

dependence of changes in the river bed, it can be shown that c, 2 -> ± oo. It means

in these conditions, the flow can be considered to be quasi-steady (de Vries, 1973

1987). To apply this approach, the inflow discharge hydrograph is transformed into
series of stepped but constant discharges.

Applying the quasi-steady approach and neglecting the lateral inflow, the momentum
equation, e.g. equation (2-18), can be rewritten as:
A

du 2dA . dpz \Q\Q .

2puA

Tx+pu^gA^ + pg-cuR = °

and the continuity equation for the sediment-water mixture, e.g. equation (2-6),
becomes:

dA du

u —+
dx

A —
dx

=0

Combining these two equations results in the following equation:
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xdA

.3pz

|g|e

.

By defining the sediment transport rate per unit width as q, =flu),the equation for
sediment mass balance, e.g. equation (2-3), can be rewritten as follows:
d f(u) d u , \ d zk
B^ -^—--T- + 0 ~ P)• * « --ZT = 0
(3-2)
du dx
dt
where
A
= the cross-sectional area of the channel, [m2];
Bact = the active portion of channel bed width in which erosion and deposition takes
place, [m];
C
= Chezy bed roughness coefficient, [m° 5/s];
p
= porosity of bed material, [-];
Q
= water discharge, [m3/s];
R
= hydraulic radius of the flow, [m];
/
u
x
z
Zb

=time, [s];
= flow velocity in the channel, [m/s];
= stream-wise coordinate (horizontal distance along the channel), [m];
= water surface elevation above some datum, [m];
=riverbed elevation above some datum, [m];

p

= mass density of the sediment-water mixture, [kg/m3].

The original system of three equations is now reduced to a system with on
equations, i.e. the modified momentum equation and the sediment mass balance
equation. Equations (3-1) and (3-2) are solved by using the decoupled method (de Vries,
1973 and 1987; Thomas and Prasuhn, 1977; Ribberink, 1987). De Vries (1973) solved
the modified momentum equation by using an implicit finite difference approximation,
while the sediment continuity equation was solved by an explicit formulation. This
technique is relatively simple and is suitable for evaluating long term river
morphological changes.
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3.2.2. H E C - 6 model
The HEC-6 (Fan, 1988) model is a good example of a commercial model that
implements the quasi-steady approach in combination with the decoupled solution
method. The governing equations used in the HEC-6 model are:

i) fluid continuity equation:
^i

+

„to=0 (3-3)
dx

ii) energy loss equation:
(

K=

I

(

~~2\

h+aq 2

2gh J.

„„2\

-\h+aq

V

(3-4)

2gh'JJ+]

iii) sediment mass balance equation:

1 d(cQ) +B_llL = Q (3_5)
(\-p)ps

dx

dt

where
B

= channel width, [m];

c

= cross-sectionally averaged sediment concentration, [-];

g

= acceleration of gravity, [m/s ];

h

= depth of the flow, [m];

hL

= the head loss in a sub-channel, [m];

p

= porosity ofriverbed material, [-];

q

= water discharge per unit width of the channel, [m /s/m];

q,at = lateral inflow of water discharge per unit length of channel, [m3/s/m];
a

= the velocity head correction coefficient, [-];

ps

= mass density of sediment, [kg/m ].

3i

Equations (3-3) and (3-4) are for quasi-steady flow, and are solved by using th
step method for backwater analysis. Later, equation (3-5) is solved by using an explicit
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finite difference scheme. Numerical stability and its capability to simulate the long term
armoured layer development are the advantages of the HEC-6 model. However, the
HEC-6 model as well as other models that adopt the quasi-steady approach are
inappropriate for simulating the short term, extreme flood event. As an example, a
complete breakdown of the armoured layer may be expected at high flows. In this
condition, a quite different bed material composition and configuration may occur

within a time step. In turn, it will also influence the hydrodynamics. The HEC-6 mod
is unable to cope with such a situation.

3.2.3. IALLUVIAL Model

The IALLUVIAL model can be categorised as a quasi-steady model with the decoupled
solution method. The model is developed based on the following governing equations:
i) continuity of the sediment-water mixture,
ii) the energy equation,
iii) sediment mass balance by size fraction, and
iv) the bed roughness predictor.

A finite difference scheme is applied to discretise the governing equations. The

hydrodynamics are obtained by using a backwater calculation. In this calculation, th
conservation of energy equation and the river bed roughness equation are solved

simultaneously at each time step. Using the resulting data, the equilibrium total lo
sediment transport is predicted by means of the Total Load Transport Model (TLTM).
Later, the bed level changes, gradation changes in bed material and armoured layer
development are evaluated. The TLTM is a semi-empiric model, developed at the
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University of Iowa based on the Missouri River data (Holly, 1988). The predictors for

the total load transport and the alluvial roughness which are included in the TLTM ar
derived by applying multiple regression analysis on the field data.

The governing equations and the method of solution show that the model is particularl
intended to simulate the long term morphological changes. The simultaneous solution
the energy equation with the sediment transport and bed roughness predictor is an
improvement over the constant bed roughness models. However, the implementation of
the TLTM has reduced the flexibility to incorporate other sediment transport and bed
roughness predictors. Problems which include the vertical non-homogeneity of bed

materials, additional sediment input from a tributary and incoming sediment from bank

erosion with its own grain size distribution can be simulated by the IALLUVIAL model.
Even though these capabilities are limited, it can be the basis for a more advanced
model, i.e. CHARIMA and the SEDICOUP models which were also developed at the
University of Iowa, USA (Holly, 1988).

3.2.4. STARS model
The implementation of a stream tube concept to vary the hydraulic and sediment

characteristics across a stream cross-section is a unique feature of the STARS model.
name stands for Stream Tube model for Alluvial River Simulation. To support this
concept, the Bernoulli energy equation and the unsteady sediment continuity equation
are included in the model. The governing equations are solved in a decoupled manner.

At a given time step, the following stages of computation are carried out sequentiall
(Strand et al., 1987):
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i) the channel cross-section is divided into several vertical slice of stream tubes,
ii) based on the energy equation, a backwater computation with the standard step
method is carried out,

iii) the total discharge through the channel is equally distributed among the pre-sele
number of stream tubes,
iv) the hydrodynamics in each stream tube are determined by assuming that the flow
discharge is constant,
v) at each-cross section, the sediment transport rate and the resulting bed elevation
changes are computed for each stream tube,

vi) changes in bed material gradation at each cross-section are evaluated and the cross
sectional coordinates are adjusted across the entire cross-sections.

Except for the critical flow conditions, the STARS model can simulate steep channels
with continuous water surface profiles, i.e. without hydraulics jumps. Although width

adjustments cannot be made, the capability of dividing the channel cross-section into a
many as ten stream tubes is an improvement on the STARS model. This division into a
number of stream tubes is required to vary the hydrodynamics and sediment distribution

across the channel, which is needed for simulating the lower reaches of a river. In the

lower reaches of a river, the irregularities of river geometry are more apparent and th

existence of a flood plain needs to be taken into account. The critical depth constrai
eliminated in the later version of the model, known as the GSTARS (Generalised
Stream Tube model for Alluvial River Simulation).
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3.2.5. CHARIMA model
CHARIMA is a one-dimensional model for unsteady flow conditions in branched and

looped channel systems. It has a capability to simulate a non-uniform sediment mixture
moving essentially as bed load transport. Realising that to achieve a simultaneous
solution of the entire system of equations is computationally demanding, the dynamic
wave approach in combination with an iterative decoupled solution method is applied
(Holly, 1988). This technique is chosen to avoid any complication caused by:
i) the requirement for extensive computer memory, and

ii) the inherent non-linearity, especially in the momentum equation and in the sedimen
transport predictors.

The iterative decoupled method is also intended to overcome the deficiency of the 'pur
decoupled approach in coping with cases where the strong coupling between the solid
and liquid phases could not be relaxed.

The iterative decoupled method of solution consists of the following solution phases:
i) The continuity and momentum equations for the sediment-water mixture are solved
simultaneously by the Preissmann four-point implicit finite difference scheme.
Similar to the other models which adopt the decoupled solution method, while these
equations are being solved, it is assumed that the channel bed is temporarily frozen.

ii) Using the resulting hydrodynamics, the sediment transport capacity is evaluated at
every mesh point and for all size fractions of the bed material.
iii) The sediment mass balance equation is solved to determine the bed level changes.

iv) The fractional sediment mass balance equation is solved to quantify the sorting an
armouring of the bed material.
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v) These solution phases are re-iterated until the convergence requirement for the entire
system of governing equations is satisfied.

Since the CHARIMA model is a further development of the IALLUVIAL model, it is
understandable that most of its sub-models, particularly the sediment transport and

roughness predictors as well as the sorting and armouring modules, are similar to tho
in IALLUVIAL.

One weak point of this model is in the way it handles the sediment distribution at a
branched node. The difference in the sediment transport capacity between the inflow

and outflow at a branched node is distributed in a linear proportion to the ratio of

computed transport capacity of each branch to the sum of the outflow transport capac

This approach is rather crude and only appropriate for sediment moving essentially a
suspended load. The distribution of the bed load transport at a branched channel is
mechanism in sediment transport that has not received much attention. The angle of

diversion and the distribution of flow discharge, which is normally influenced by the

stage and discharge hydrograph, are significant in this case (Mosonyi, 1987 and Vanon
1977).

3.2.6. UWASER model
UWASER stands for unsteady flow and sediment routing model. UWASER is a onedimensional model based on the dynamic wave approach in combination with the

decoupled solution method. The capability to simulate spatial and temporal lag effec
of bed load sediment transport is the innovative feature of the UWASER model
(Phillips, 1984; Phillips and Sutherland, 1990). It is normally assumed that the bed
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sediment transport capacity of the flow is satisfied instantaneously at every node in time
and space. However, when a non-equilibrium sediment boundary condition is imposed,
the transport capacity of the flow may not be satisfied. The flow needs some time to
adjust to it and this phenomenon is known as the spatial lag of bed load transport.
Moreover, under unsteady flow conditions, bed forms do not usually respond
instantaneously to a change in flow conditions. Consequently, this time lag develop-

ment of bed forms also affects the time lag response of the flow resistance. In turn, i
also affects the rate of bed load transport. The latter phenomenon is known as the
temporal lag effect of the alluvial system.

Unlike the previously discussed models, the UWASER model is developed based on the
following four governing equations:
i) the continuity of sediment-water mixture equation,
ii) the momentum equation,
iii) the sediment mass balance equation, and
iv) the equation for the spatial lag of bed load transport.

At every time step, the equation for the continuity of the sediment-water mixture and t
momentum equation are solved simultaneously. The finite difference scheme employed
is the Preissmann four-point implicit finite difference scheme. Using the resulting
hydrodynamic variables, the sediment mass balance equation and the equation for the

spatial lag of the bed load transport are solved simultaneously to predict the actual b
load transport rate and bed level changes.

In order to directly incorporate the spatial lag of the bed load transport, the followi
equation for the sediment mass balance equation is adopted in the UWASER model:
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dt

dx

usb dt

usb

dt

where
Qsb

= volumetric transport of bed load sediment, [m3/s];

^b

= velocity of bed load particles, [m/s].

Moreover, Phillips (1984 and 1989) proposed the following equation for the spatial lag
of the bed load transport:

Q-p).Bm?£- = ca(a,-o:) 0-7)
where
Ca.

= spatial lag coefficient of bed load transport for sediment size classy, [m*1];

Qd>

~ volumetric transport capacity of the bed load sediment, [m3/s].

While the spatial lag effect of bed load transport was directly incorporated in the mo
by the adoption of the spatial lag equation, the temporal lag effects were indirectly
incorporated into the model. They were included through a relation for the bed load
transport and bed roughness developed under unsteady flow conditions. For this
purpose, the general impulse response model was proposed by Phillips (1984).

The equations (3-6) and (3-7) for the spatial lag effects of the bed load and the gene
impulse response model are investigated in the present study. Therefore, to prevent a
repetitive literature review, further details of the spatial and temporal lag effects of bed
load transport are discussed in Sections 4.6 and 4.7.

The inclusion of the spatial lag of the bed load transport gives the model a capabilit
cope with field problems where a non-equilibrium bed load sediment transport is
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imposed at the upstream boundary, i.e. an adaptation length is required by the flow to
reach its bed load transport capacity.

By selecting shorter space steps within the adaptation reach, a model is able to better

simulate the transport in this reach where the bed load transport capacity has not been
reached. Sediment transport is a highly non-linear process. Therefore, if the sediment

transport within the adaptation length is not modelled reasonably well, it could cause
degradation of the accuracy in the model results downstream.

Incorporating the temporal lag of the bed load transport scheme has significantly
improved the model performance in predicting the bed load transport rate under highly
unsteady or flashy flow conditions (Phillips, 1984).

3.3. Coupled Solution Method

In this method, the hydrodynamics and bed morphology are fully coupled. For this

purpose, as displayed in Figure 3-3, the equations associated with each component, i.e.
the continuity and momentum equations for sediment-water mixture and the sediment
mass balance equation, are solved simultaneously.

For all time levels
Read initial and boundary conditions data
Estimate the primary variables (z and Q) at n e w time level (n+1)
Compute the friction factor and sediment discharge
Compute the primary variables (z, Q and Zb) by simultaneously solving:
- continuity of sediment-water mixture equation
- m o m e n t u m equation for sediment-water mixture
- sediment mass balance equation
Check the convergence criterion.,—
Next time level
Figure 3-3 Structure diagram for the coupled solution method.
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Goodwin (1986), Cunge and Rahuel (1993) and Cui et al., (1996) commented that the
coupled solution is able to accommodate all possible combinations of the boundary

conditions without any difficulty. The coupled solution method will perform better as
compared with the decoupled method for cases where:

i) the celerity of wave disturbances propagating on the air-water interface and on th
sediment-water interface at the channel bed approach equality, and
ii) the sediment particles are predominantly transported as suspended load.

Moreover, Holly and Rahuel (1990a) encountered a problem when applying a model
with the decoupled solution method to a multi-connected system of channels. In this

case, the discharge in each channel is itself a dependent variable. The bed material s

distribution, the bed roughness and the channel conveyance are integrally linked. The
iterative decoupled solution method tends to cause shifts in the discharge from one

channel to another in successive iterations and numerical convergence was difficult t
achieve.

Three models which adopt the coupled solution method are discussed in the following
sections. A finite difference scheme is applied in all of these models to discretise

governing equations. However, each model incorporates a different method to solve the
discretised system of linear algebraic equations.

3.3.1. Holly and Rahuel fully coupled model

To formulate their model, Holly and Rahuel (1990a) incorporated the following
governing equations:
i) continuity equation for the sediment-water mixture:
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ii) m o m e n t u m equation:

£i& + lJ£g-}+g4*l£!L + „A2 M
dt
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(3-9)

iii) advection-dispersion equation for the suspended load sediment:
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-

iv) spatial lag effect of the bed load transport equation:

"5r-c-(^-^)+^-sr (3-n)
v) sediment mass balance equation for the bed material:

<
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^
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vi) fractional sediment mass balance equation for bed material sorting:

S[frBm.S)

dQ*,

L

s
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^ [3[B„.zb) c{B„.S))

, =0

dt

(3-13)

dt

where
c

= cross-sectionally averaged suspended load concentration of size class j, [-];

fj

= volume fraction of size class j being present in the active layer, [-];

fy

= volumefractionof size class j being present in thefirstunderlying stratum of
the active layer, [-];

j

= size class counter;

Jjrac

= total number of discrete sediment size classes used to represent the nonuniform bed material;

K

= longitudinal dispersion coefficient for suspended sediment, [m/s];

Sj

= suspended sediment source term for size class j, [m /s/m];

3

'
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8

= thickness of the active layer, [m];

p

= mass density of the sediment- water mixture, [kg/m 3 ];

Cj

^(^/y+O"*:)/.,)

£i

= a switch equal to 0 or 1 forriverbed aggradation or degradation, respectively;

£2

= a switch equal to 0 or 1 for the interface between the active layer and the substratum layer descending orrising,respectively.

A more detailed explanation of £;, £1 and £2 is given and schematised in Figure 4-5.

The fully coupled model was implemented by Holly and Rahuel (1990a) in order to
overcome the problems of:
i) numerical convergence in applying a model with the decoupled solution method to a
multi-connected system of channels, and
ii) inadequate handling of the effect of time and space variation of the suspended
sediment concentration in the m o m e n t u m equation.

The incorporation of the full momentum equation, i.e. equation (3-9), is intended to c
with situations where the unsteady flow is dominated by the inertia force. Such
situations can happen, for example, during the reversing flow in estuaries.

The difference between the speed of movement of sediment particles transported as bed
load and sediment particles transported as suspended load is very large. Hence, the
suspended load is required to be explicitly separated from the bed load transport. The
time and space variations of the suspended sediment concentration are represented by
the advection-dispersion equation for the suspended sediment, e.g. equation (3-10). To
maintain the continuity of each sediment particle size class, the source-term Sj, is
introduced in:
i) the advection-dispersion equation for the suspended sediment, e.g. equation (3-10),
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ii) the sediment mass balance equation for the bed material, e.g. equation (3-12), and
iii) the fractional sediment mass balance equation for the bed material sorting, e.g.
equation (3-13).
The source-term Sj, represents the vertical particles exchange between the suspended

load, bed load and the active layer. This process is schematised in Figures 4-4 and 4-6
The source term is comprised of two independent processes, i.e. the deposition of
suspended load and the entrainment of the bed material. Before the bed material is
entrained, the bed material must be transported first as bed load.

Equation (3-11) was proposed by Bell (1980 and 1983) to allow for the inability of the
flow over an alluvial bed to directly reach its new bed load transport capacity. More

details about this equation are discussed in Section 4.6. The inclusion of equation (3resulted in a model with a capability to simulate the time and space variations of the
non-equilibrium bed load as well as the suspended load transport.

The Preissmann four-point finite difference scheme was used to discretise the governing
equations other than the advection-dispersion equation of suspended load transport. To

preserve the steep-front of the suspended load, a high order accurate scheme is require
For this purpose, the Holly and Preissmann (1977) finite difference scheme with cubic
spatial interpolation was used.
The discretisation of equations (3-8) to (3-13), when written for each of the (JV-1)
computational reaches results in a system of (3 + 2J/rac) x(N-l) non-linear algebraic
equations in the (3 + 3 Jfrac) x N unknowns ( Qh z„ z6/ tcIJt QsBlJ and ftj)»

wnere:

*= l >

...., N andy=l, , Jfrac- N is the total number of computational points and Jfrac is the
total number of discrete sediment size classes used to represent the non-uniform bed
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material. (3 + 3 Jfrac) boundary conditions are required to close this system of equat
The Newton-Raphson iterative scheme was used to solve the system of equations.

The model had been tested by Holly and Rahuel (1990b) on several schematised field
problems. The test results demonstrated the model's superiority in handling those
situations where the high suspended load transport of fine sediment moves over a bed
containing none of that sediment size class. The suspended load sediment was
transported downstream, while the temporal and spatial vertical exchange between the
suspended load, the bed load and the bed material was explicitly represented and
accounted for.

So far, the model had only been tested on a single strand channel and under sub-criti
flow conditions. Hence, the model's advantages in handling those problems of a multi-

connected channel had not been investigated. It is evident that the numerical general

of this fully coupled solution is achieved at the price of greater demands on compute
memory and run time for each time step and for each iteration. This demand is even
becoming bigger when there is more than one sediment size class involved.

3.3.2. Correia model

In contrast to the Holly and Rahuel (1990a) approach, where bed load and suspended
load sediment transport are explicitly separated, Correia, et al. (1992) adopted the
implicit distinctive separation approach to handle both transport mechanisms. The
suspended load sediment transport was separated from the bed load. However, their
contribution to the bed level changes was combined and only represented by the
sediment mass balance equation, i.e. equation (3-16). Moreover, the Correia model was
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only limited to uniform bed material. With this these model features, only three
governing equations were required to construct the model, namely:
i) continuity equation for sediment-water mixture:
ndz„

dQ ndh
P-±. + -^ + B—
dt
dx
dt

=9lm

(3-14)

ii) momentum equation:
dQ ^QdQ nQ2 dh Q2 A, dh
—^ + 2—— + B^T
^-Al+g.A — + g.A =
2
dt
A dx
A dx A2 x
dx
g.A.(l0-If) + qlal.[ulm--j

(3-15)

iii) sediment mass balance equation:
p{l-p)*h.
v

+ £e±+B**L+A£L
yj

dt

dx

=qs (3-16)
dt
dt

where
Ax

= the rate of change of A with respect to x when h is held constant;

c

= cross-sectionally averaged suspended load concentration, [-];

If

= friction slope, [-];

I0

= channel bed slope, [-];

P

= wetted perimeter of the channel, [m];

Q

= sediment-water mixture discharge, [m3/s];

qiat

= lateral inflow of the sediment-water mixture discharge per unit length of

a

channel, [m3/s/m];
= lateral inflow of sediment discharge per unit length of channel, [m /s/m];

U[at

= jc-direction velocity component of the lateral inflow of the sediment-water
mixture, [m/s].

The term dzb/dt is introduced into equation (3-14) to explicitly couple the continuity
and m o m e n t u m equations to the sediment mass balance equation. This term represents
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the rate of change of the bed level with respect to time. Even though the term dzbfdt is
usually small in comparison with the term dh/dt, the contribution of the term
dzb/dt is potentially significant in the case of long term morphological simulations.

The unknown variables in this system of equations are Q, h, Zb, If, Q,b and c . Therefore
the following three additional relationships are required:
i) a friction resistance formula to evaluate If,
ii) a bed load sediment transport formula, and

iii) a relationship for on the ratio of suspended load to bed load for evaluating Q,b and
c.

The interesting innovations of the Correia model are the versatility of the provided
friction slope algorithm to evaluate If and the bed load transport algorithm to evaluate

Q,b. These algorithms contain the existing various friction factor and bed load transpor

formulas. The friction factor formulas considered in the algorithm are those based on the
method of integral parameters. In this method, the grain bed roughness is directly
predicted based on the flow velocity, depth, bed slope and bed material characteristic.
The algorithm automatically chooses the most appropriate friction slope and bed load
transport formulas for the river under studied. The algorithm is set up mainly based on
the following steps:

i) Checking the applicability of each formula. The applicability criterion of the fricti
slope formula is determined based on the Froude number and the representative
grain diameter of the bed material. The applicability criterion of the bed load
transport formula is composed based on the maximum and minimum values of
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channel bed slope throughout the domain and the representative grain diameter of
the bed material.
ii) W h e n more than one formula is appropriate to the conditions of the river under
investigation, the algorithm chooses a formula with the higher rank of preferences.
Further details about the rank of preferences for the friction factor formula are given
in Table 4-2.

Only equations (3-14) to (3-16) were solved simultaneously. The Preissmann four-point
finite difference scheme was applied to discretise the system of equations. Further, an
alternative solution procedure (ASP) was used to solve the linear algebraic equations.

Details of the ASP procedure are as follows. After discretising the three governing
equations and then linearising, the following matrix form of linear algebraic equations
results (Correia, et al., 1992):

a, b, c~ \MM
<*', b, c\ Afi + 1 .
a, b] c"<. . A Z » M .

dt e, f uhi)
d't e] f' >*Q - + <g\ •
d] e] //'_ AzA._

V

=

la J

or:

A,XM = BlXi+Gi

(3-17)

where
A,, B, = matrices whose elements contain information on the geometry of the channel
(e.g. B, P, and A) and the flow parameters (such as Q, h, Q,b and c) at the
time level n;

A/

=f+,-fn;

f

= a continuous function;

/

= point or node number;
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G,

= vector whose elements contain information on the geometry of the channel

and the flow parameters at the time level n;
n = time level.

Solving for Xi+i in terms of Xh equation (3-17) can be rewritten as:
XM = a, X, +0t

(3.18)

where
a, = A-l.Bt
P, = A;\Gt

Applying the same procedure, Xi+2 can be solved in terms of Xi:

Xl+2 =<*M.(alXl+fil)+fiM

Xl+2 = aMa, X, +aMfii +0M (3-19)

By repeating the above operation N times, the downstream boundary values XN can be
related to the upstream boundary value Xj as follows:
*N = aN-ra*-2aN-3 ai-Xi + aN_raN_2.aN_3 •-••a1./3x +
(3-20)
aN_raN_2.aN_3

a3.fl2l +

+ 0N_X

By implementing this relation and the three given boundary conditions, the values
XN and Xx (i.e. the boundary values for Ah, AQ and Azb) can be evaluated.

Furthermore, the remaining unknown variables (represented by X2, ...., AV/) can be
evaluated by applying equation (3-18). The process of linking the upstream and

downstream boundary variables is equivalent to the forward sweep, while solving t
intermediate node variables corresponds to the backward sweep of the double sweep

procedure. Despite its advantages in the versatility of the friction resistance a
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transport algorithms as well as its simplicity, the following deficiencies of the Correia
model are noted:

i) The spatial lag effect of the bed load transport module is not included. Therefore
non-equilibrium bed load transport conditions cannot be simulated by this model.
Moreover, a special algorithm has to be added to handle an imposed nonequilibrium sediment boundary condition.
ii) The downstream fining, sorting and armoured layer development are common field
problems that are not included in the Correia model.

iii) The suspended load sediment transport is not explicitly separated from the bed l
transport Therefore, the very large difference between the speed of movement of
sediment particles transported as bed load and sediment particles transported as
suspended load is not well represented in the Correia model.

3.33. SAFL coupled model

The model development by Cui et al. (1996) is of particular interest to the present s
Two models were developed at the St. Anthony Falls Laboratory (SAFL). The
decoupled solution method was adopted in the first model, while the second model
adopted the coupled solution method. The results of both models were compared with
data from a flume experiment on downstream aggradation. The model with the coupled
solution method and hence the discussion which follows was limited to uniform bed
material. The governing equations used were:
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i) continuity of water equation:
dh d(uh)

n

+

7I dT = 0 <3-21>
ii) m o m e n t u m equation:
du d /,

2

\ u2

— + — ( * « +,* + „ , ) — _

(3.22)

iii) sediment mass balance equation:
dzh 1 <?o.
—- +
— = 0
dt
(1-p) <?x

(3-23)
* ;

where
u = the flow velocity, [m/s];
w. = shear velocity of the flow, [m/s];
Qsb = volumetric transport of bed load transport per unit width of the channel,
[m3/s].

Instead of the double sweep method which is normally used, the explicit MacCormack

predictor-corrector scheme is applied to solve the discretised governing equation

MacCormack scheme is explicit and second order accurate in both time and space (Cu
etal., 1996).

To analyse the performance of both models, Cui et al. (1996) carried out a series
numerical tests. The comparison tests were particularly intended to discover the
following limitations of the decoupled solution method:

i) In the vicinity of the critical Froude number, as can be seen in Figure 2-5, th
celerity of wave disturbances propagating on the air-water interface and on the
sediment-water interface at the channel bed approach equality. Consequently, the
physical basis for adopting the decoupled solution method becomes suspect.
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ii) W h e n the imposed boundary conditions change rapidly, the time scale of interest
concerning bed evolution may no longer be long compared with that of the flow. In
these conditions, the quasi-steady assumption may fail.

The two aspects above are a continual concern of various researchers. To clarify these
concerned aspects, the flume experiments conducted at the SAFL had been simulated by
Cui et al. (1996). The simulations were conducted by using a model with both a
decoupled and a coupled solution method. The simulated flume experiments were set up
as follows:

1) Initial conditions
• the flume bed was initially bare of sediment and horizontal,
• the water discharge per unit width of flume was q(x,t=0) = 0.161 m /s/m,
• the rate of sediment feed per unit width was q,b(x,t=0) = 0.0002 m I s/m,
• the grain diameter of the supplied sediment was Dm = 10.0 mm.

2) Upstream boundary conditions
• the water discharge per unit width of q(x,t=0) = 0.161 m3/s/m was imposed at
the upstream end, and
• the bed load sediment transport per unit width of q,b(x,t=0) = 0.0002 m /s/m
was supplied at the upstream end.
The flow conditions with a Froude number, Fr = 0.97A were achieved as a result
of the combination of the adjusted water discharged and the deposition of the
supplied sediment with a constant rate at the upstream boundary. The deposited
sediment formed an asymmetric wedge as illustrated in Figure 3-4.
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3)

Downstream boundary condition:
The surface water elevation z(x=Z,,f=0) = 0.4 m was set up at the downstream
end.
Sediment input

-

Sediment deposit

|<
Figure 3-4

50 m
Schematic diagram of the S A F L flume set up.

The following three test scenarios were simulated:
i) Scenario 1:
•

The imposed water discharge at the upstream boundary was rapidly varied. Its
value was doubled and lowered.repeatedly at hours 4, 6, 8, and 12.

•

The supplied bed load transport, q,b(x=0,t) and the downstream water level,
z{x=L,t) were kept constant at their initial values.

ii) Scenario 2:
•

The water level at the downstream boundary was varied about its base value.

•

The q(x=0,t) and q,b(x=0,t) were kept constant at their initial values.

iii) Scenario 3:
•

The supplied sediment at the upstream boundary was varied about its base value.

•

The q(x=0,t) and z(x=L,t) were kept constant at their initial values.

The model results for the bed level were compared with the flume data. In the three tes
cases, the differences of prediction between the decoupled and coupled models were
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found to be minor. These results suggest that some of the concern regarding the use of a
decoupled model, while not necessarily invalid, may have been overstated (Cui et al.,

1996). However, these conclusions need to be further scrutinised in order to explain th
reasons for the agreement between the two models.

The agreement between the two model results are caused by the following factors:
i) The ratio of the sediment discharge to the combined discharge of sediment and water
used in the mentioned simulation was ¥' < 0.0012. The maximum value of ¥'
considered by de Vries to validate his analysis on the relative celerities of wave
disturbances propagating on the air-water interface and on the water-sediment
interface was approximately 0.002 (de Vries, 1973; Morris and Williams, 1996).

Considering the value of *F" used in the tests, it is evident that the celerity of wave
disturbances propagating on the water-sediment interface at the flume bed of the
SAFL tests is still small compared with, particularly, the streamwise direction of the
wave disturbances propagating on the air-water interface. In these conditions, the
influence of changes in the bed morphology within a time step is insignificant
compared with changes in the hydrodynamics. Therefore, the results given by the
decoupled method of solution agree with those of the coupled method.
ii) The highly varied imposed sediment boundary condition will only influence the
model results if the temporal and spatial change of the mass density of the sedimentwater mixture is taken into account (Goodwin, 1986). As previously discussed in
Section 3.2, the longitudinal mass density gradient may influence the hydrostatic
pressure. In turn, it will also influence the momentum equation. In the case of the
model with the 'pure' decoupled solution method, the momentum equation has
already been solved in the hydrodynamic step of the calculation before the changes
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in the longitudinal mass density gradient are evaluated. It can be seen from the

governing equations that the temporal and spatial changes in the mass density of the
sediment-water mixture are not taken into account in the SAFL model. Therefore,
the changes in the mass density of the sediment-water mixture do not influence the
momentum equation. Moreover, even if these changes were considered, the SAFL
model has adopted the iterative decoupled solution method. By applying this
method, the effect of the space and time variations of sediment concentration are
progressively taken into account.

Based on this analysis, it can be concluded that in the test conditions examined the
superiority of the coupled solution method over the decoupled method cannot be well
explored.

3.4. Iterative Coupled Solution Method as an Alternative

A comparison of the aims, the approach, the governing equations and the method of

solution of each model has been undertaken in the previous sections. It can be concl

that the development of a one-dimensional numerical model of a river with a moveable
bed is mainly driven by the following field requirements:
i) to adopt the dynamic wave approach. The full momentum equation is needed to
cope with unsteady flows.
ii) to recognise that the bed material cannot be represented by a single particle
diameter, particularly in order to cope with problems of selective transport and
armoured layer development.
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iii) to explicitly separate the bed load and the suspended load sediment transport. It is
necessary to accommodate the very large difference between the speed of movement
of sediment particles transported as bed load and sediment particles transported as
suspended load.
iv) to represent the vertical exchange of sediment particles within the suspended load,
the bed load, the active layer and the sub-stratum layers.
v) to include the temporal variation of the longitudinal sediment concentration
gradient. This gradient potentially influences the momentum equation of the
sediment-water mixture.
vi) to incorporate the spatial and temporal lag effects of the alluvial system as a
consequence of the adoption of the dynamic wave approach.

The continuity and momentum equations for the sediment-water mixture, i.e. equations

(2-6) and (2-18), and the sediment mass balance equation, i.e. equation (2-3), derived in
Chapter 2 cannot represent the above field requirements. The following three additional
governing equations are needed:
i) the advection-dispersion equation for suspended load,
ii) the spatial lag effect equation of the bed load transport, and
iii) the fractional, sediment mass balance equation for bed material sorting.

Beside these additional equations, the following modifications to the governing
equations discussed in Chapter 2 are still required:
i) As a consequence of the explicit separation between the bed load and the suspended
load, the sediment mass balance equation, i.e. equation (2-3), is modified as follows:
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a) The contribution of the particles which m o v e as suspended load is separated and
evaluated by the advection-dispersion equation.
b) To maintain the contribution of particles transported as suspended load to the
bed level changes, the fractional source term Sj is introduced.
c) Only the contribution of the bed load transport remains in the first term of
equation (2-3). To support this transformation, the ratio of suspended load to the
total load a, is introduced (van Rijn, 1984c and Laursen, 1958). Hence to
represent the fact that some portion of the bed material may not be transported as
bed load, the following relation is used:

a., =(i-«,) •&,

ii) Adopting all of these aspects and allowing for non-uniformity of the bed material,
equation (2-3) can be rewritten in a form as presented in equation (3-28).

iii) The fractional source term, Sj is adopted in equations (3-24), (3-28) and (3-29),
incorporate the contribution of changes in the suspended load transport to the bed
level and bed material composition. The S, term also represents the vertical
sediment exchange between the suspended load, the bed load, the active layer, and
the sub-stratum layers (Bennett and Nordin, 1977; Holly and Rahuel, 1990a and Cui
etal., 1996).

Adopting all of these aspects, the following governing equations are rewritten in a
sequence that conforms to the implemented solution method (Holly and Rahuel, 1990a
and Correia et al., 1992):
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i)fractionaladvection-dispersion equation for suspended load transport,
dc,"die, A) diCjQ)
d
— - — + — - — = ^r
dt
dx
dx

AK-^-j^Sj+(qlal.clal/)

(3-24)

ii) spatial lag equation of the bed load transport,

f^_c (a -Q )+9±f^k
^

LsL

-

\^

(3-25)

^
* * t r Q'so,
0<
dX

iii) continuity equation for the sediment-water mixture,
ndz

dzb dQ

(3-26)

iv) momentum equation for the sediment-water mixture,
dPQ
dt

x

d z
d {PPQ1^
A P
A
+ gA -f- + pgA C2AR
dx I A
dx

(?

w_

= P\Ulat — 7 -9to

(3-27)

v) sediment mass balance equation,
(3-28)
dt

Jml

dx

JmX

,=,

vi) fractional sediment mass balance equation for bed material sorting,
dfS

dQsb

( dzb dS"
Qsbuj

dt

(3-29)

dtj

All variable symbols have been defined in the previous sections. To include the

temporal lag effects of bed load transport, the general impulse response model prop

by Phillips is adopted (Phillips, 1984; Phillips and Sutherland, 1989). To prevent a
repetitive discussion, details concerning the temporal lag effects of the alluvial
are presented in Section 4.7.
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Whenever possible, it is desirable to solve the entire system of equations simultaneously. However a compromise between the required engineering accuracy and the
computational demands, i.e. computer memory and computational run time, must be
taken into account. As an illustration, the system of equations (3-24) to (3-29), when

written for N computational nodes, i.e. N - 1 computational reaches, with Jfrac sediment
size classes, will come up with a system of (3 + 3Jfrac)(N-l) non-linear algebraic
equations. The total number of variables at each node are (3 + 3 Jfrac), i.e. Qh zh zb
c QA and flj, where: i=l, ...., Nandj=l, , Jfrac. When linear elements are used

to discretise the system of equations, the semi-bandwidth (i.e. the difference between

highest and the lowest degrees of freedom in each element) is 2 x (3 + 3 Jfrac) -1. Wh
this system of equations is solved by using the finite element method, a global matrix
with a size of 2 x 13 + 3 Jfrac) -1 (N -1) is required to represent the system.

Thus the matrix size becomes rapidly larger when more sediment size classes are
involved. This trend is associated with a demand of an extensive computer memory, a
longer run time and a more complicated global matrix.

To compromise between the required engineering accuracy and the computational

requirements, the following solution procedure as schematised in Figure 3-5 is designe
and investigated in the present study:
i) The computation is initiated by evaluating the following equations sequentially:
a) the temporal lag effects of the alluvial system, i.e. equations (4-36) and (4-37),
b) the advection-dispersion equation for the suspended load transport, i.e. equation
(3-24), and
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c) the spatial lag of bed load transport equation, i.e. equation (3-25).
ii) The continuity and momentum equations for the sediment-water mixture, i.e.
equations (3-26) and (3-27), and the sediment mass balance equation, i.e. equation
(3-28), are solved simultaneously. This coupled solution enables the model to
represent the strong coupling between the hydrodynamics and sediment phases. It
also enables the model to cope with a wider range of field problems, including a
high variation of the imposed boundary conditions. An iterative method is required
for this solution phase due to the non-linearity in equation (3-27).

iii) In those cases where more than one sediment size class is being studied, the soluti
is followed by an evaluation of the fractional sediment mass balance equation, i.e.
equation (3-29) to assess the gradation changes in the bed material.

iv) These procedures are iteratively repeated until there is no further change between t
successive estimates of the variables at the new time level. When convergence is
reached, it is assured that the values of the variables at the new time level are
achieved from the simultaneous solution of the governing equations.

In contrast to the approach by Holly and Rahuel (1990a), applying the present approach
to non-uniform bed material problems (i.e. where more than one sediment size class is

involved) will not increase the size of the main system of non-linear algebraic equation
The non-uniformity of the bed material will only cause an addition to the number of

sequential evaluations of equations (3-24) and (3-25). It means that there is no signific

additional requirement for computer memory. Based on these features, it is clear that th
solution scheme can preserve the structure of the model.
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For all time levels
Read in initial and boundary conditions data
Estimate the primary variables (z, Q and Zb) at n e w time level (n+1)
Evaluate the equivalent steady discharge using the impulse model
Evaluate the bed roughness using the chosen bed roughness predictor
For all sediment size classes
Evaluate suspended load transport by solving equation (3-24)
Evaluate bed load transport by solving equation (3-25)
Evaluate the primary variables (z, Q and Zb) by simultaneously solving:
- continuity of sediment-water mixture equation, i.e. Eq. (3-26)
- m o m e n t u m equation for sediment-water mixture, i.e. Eq. (3-27)
- sediment mass balance equation, i.e. Eq. (3-28)
Check the convergence criteria
Re-iterate
Next solution phase
Evaluate the n e w particle size distribution by solving equation (3-29)
Check the convergence criteria
Proceed to next time level

Figure 3-5

To

Structure diagram of the iterative coupled solution method of the present
model.

solve the advection-dispersion equation for the suspended load sediment

concentration, Holly and Preissmann (1977) and Holly and Rahuel (1990a) used a finite
difference method (FDM) based on either quadratic or cubic interpolation. This solution
method requires a significant computation time and therefore begs the question as to
whether it is necessary to apply such a demanding method in the context of long term
morphological simulation. In the present approach the solution of equations (3-24) and
(3-29) is not embedded in the core solution of the continuity, momentum and sediment
mass balance equations. Hence, in those cases where the suspended load is insignificant,
the advection-dispersion equation may easily be omitted from the system of governing
equations. Similarly, when a uniform bed material is under study, i.e. only one sediment

size class, equation (3-29) can be automatically neglected. This on-off switching strate
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can significantly reduce the required computation time. This version of the model is
referred to as the "coupled model".

For all time levels
Read initial and boundary conditions data
Estimate the primary variables (z and Q) at n e w time level (w+1)
Evaluate the equivalent steady discharge by m e a n of the impulse model
Evaluate the bed roughness by means of the chosen bed roughness predictor
For all sediment size classes
Evaluate suspended load transport by solving equation (3-24)
Evaluate bed load transport by solving equation (3-25)
Evaluate the primary variables (z and Q) by simultaneously solving:
- continuity of sediment-water mixture equation, i.e. Eq. (3-26)
- m o m e n t u m equation for sediment-water mixture, i.e. Eq. (3-27)
Check the convergence criteria
Next solution phase
Evaluate the n e w bed level by solving equation (3-28)
Evaluate the n e w particle size distribution by solving equation (3-29)
Check the convergence criterion
Re-iterate

Figure 3-6

Proceed to next time level

Structure diagram of the iterative decoupled solution method of the present
model.

O n e of the aims of the present study is to determine the advantages that can be attained
by coupling the continuity and momentum equations for the sediment-water mixture to
the sediment mass balance equation. To pursue this aim, a model version with the same
governing equations, but implementing the iterative decoupled solution method is also
developed and tested. This model version is referred to as the "decoupled model". In
this model (see Figure 3-6), only the continuity and momentum equations for sedimentwater mixture are solved simultaneously. The remaining equations are solved by
implementing the same procedure as for the iterative coupled model. The performance
of both models is investigated and compared to each other in the present study and the
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results are reported in Chapter 7. Table 3-1 contains a comparison of the global matrix
size required by the fully coupled, the iterative coupled and the iterative decoupled

solution methods. It is evident from this table that either the iterative coupled or the
iterative decoupled methods are able to minimise the required computer storage.

Dimensions

SOLUTION M E T H O D S
Fully coupled
Iterative coupled Iterative decoupled

N u m b e r of variables
at each node

(3 + 3 J / w )

(3 + 3J/roc)

(3 + 3J/roc)

Largest system of
equations

(3+3y /w )(AM)

(3) (AM)

(3) (AM)

Largest semibandwidth

(ne)0 + 3JfnK)-\

("e)(3)-l

(«e)(2M

[(«e)(3)-l](AM)

h»(2)-l](AM)

Largest size of the
global matrix

Kne)(3 + 3Jfrocyi]
x(AM)

Note: ne = number of nodes in each element.

Table 3-1 A comparison of the global matrix sizes required by various solution methods.

3.5. Summary of the Solution Method

The development of one-dimensional numerical modelling of rivers with moveable bed
material has been accelerated by the following aspects:
i) the necessity to cope with a wider range of field problems,
ii) the availability of new technical information from various laboratory studies of
sediment transport sub-processes, and
iii) the revolution in computer technology.

Table 3-2 contains various attempts and technical features that have been implemented
in the one-dimensional numerical modelling of rivers with non-cohesive bed material.
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The early stage of this model development

started by adopting of the following

approaches:

i) the quasi-steady approach in combination with the decoupled solution method (de
Vries, 1973; Thomas and Prasuhn, 1977; Ribberink, 1987 and Holly, 1988),
ii) the quasi-steady approach in combination with the coupled solution method
(Mahmood, 1975; Cunge and Simons, 1975 and Bouvard et al., 1977).
In the quasi-steady approach, the rate of change of the flow depth and discharge with
respect to time in the governing equations is neglected. Furthermore, the inflow
hydrograph is converted into a series of stepped constant discharges. In applying the
decoupled solution method, only the continuity and momentum equations for the
sediment-water mixture are solved simultaneously. The sediment mass balance equation
is solved afterwards.

The simplicity and appropriateness to cope with the long term changes have attracted

many researchers to adopt the quasi-steady approach. However, field problems related t
the short term river morphological changes and problems of flow conditions in which

the inertia forces are dominant cannot be well represented by the quasi-steady approac
(Lyn and Goodwin, 1987).

These deficiencies have shifted the preferences in model formulation towards the
dynamic wave approach in combination with the decoupled solution method (Phillips,
1984; Krishnappan, 1985; Chang, 1988 and Holly, 1988). The dynamic wave approach
is a general case in which all terms in the momentum equation are retained.

The temporal and spatial variations of sediment concentration may affect the momentum

equation (this can be seen in equation (3-27)). In the decoupled method of solution, th
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momentum equation is solved before the temporal and spatial variations of sediment
concentration are evaluated. Hence, the effects of sediment concentration in the
momentum equation may not be adequately handled. Wherever there is a strong
coupling between the sediment and liquid phases, the coupled solution method has to be
implemented to rectify the deficiency in the decoupled methodology (Goodwin, 1986;

Rahuel et al., 1989; Correia et al., 1992 and Cui et al., 1996). However, the iterative
decoupled method has proved capable of representing those cases with strong coupling
between the sediment and liquid phases (Holly and Rahuel, 1990a).

Recognition of the very large difference between the speed of movement of sediment

particles transported as bed load and sediment particles transported as suspended loa
has inspired the development of a new method for river modelling, known as the
explicit separation approach (Holly and Rahuel, 1990a). This approach requires
incorporating the vertical exchange of sediment particles between the suspended load,
the bed load, the active layer and the sub-stratum layers.

A number of other sediment transport sub-processes which various investigators have
examined are as follows:
i) The selective transport and downstream fining of sediment, including armoured
layer development and breaking up (Bennett and Nordin, 1977; Borah et al., 1982;
Ribberink, 1987; Armanini and Di Silvio, 1988; Rahuel et al., 1989; Holly and
Rahuel, 1990a and 1990b; Parker, 1991a and 1991b; Cui et al., 1996).

ii) The spatial lag effects of bed load transport, i.e. the inability of the flow ove
alluvial bed to reach its bed load transport capacity immediately (Bell, 1980; Bell
and Sutherland, 1983; Phillips, 1984; Phillips and Sutherland, 1989; Rahuel et al.,
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1989; Holly and Rahuel, 1990a and 1990b). The inclusion of this phenomenon has
allowed the model to cope with the following:
a) an imposed non-equilibrium sediment boundary condition,
b) situations where the space steps need to be taken shorter than the adaptation
length required by the flow to reach its transport capacity, and
c) conditions where the actual sediment transport rate is different from the flow
transport capacity.

iii) The temporal lag effects of bed load transport, i.e. inability of the alluvial sy
under the unsteady flow conditions to respond instantaneously to changes in the flow
conditions (Allen, 1974 and 1976a; Fredsoe, 1979 and 1981; Phillips, 1984;
Goodwin, 1986; Phillips and Sutherland, 1989).

However, the numerical modelling of morphological processes was still regarded by
Cunge and Rahuel (1993) to be in its infancy. Models concentrating on the
aforementioned aspects have been developed by adopting various approaches.
Engineering judgment is needed to choose the most appropriate model without
significantly violating the limitations of a particular formulation. In order to make
engineering judgment easier, or to widen the model applicability, it is desirable to
develop a comprehensive model with the following features:
i) the adoption of the dynamic wave approach in combination with the coupled
solution method,
ii) the explicit separation of bed load and suspended load transport including the
vertical exchange of sediment particles,

iii) the capability to cope with problems of non-uniform bed material, selective trans
and armoured layer development,
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iv) the incorporation of the spatial and temporal lag effects of bed load transport as a
consequence of the adoption of the dynamic wave approach, and
v) the adoption of a solution scheme which results in a robust model.
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Chapter 4
NON-UNIFORM AND UNSTEADY SEDIMENT
TRANSPORT

4.1. General Comment

Field phenomena concerning the sediment transport that are taken into account and the

techniques used to incorporate them in the present study are discussed in the followi
sections. Particular observance is emphasised on the following phenomena:
i) Selective transport and armoured layer development in non-uniform bed material.

ii) The explicit separation of the bed load and suspended load transport. It includes
vertical or column exchange of sediment particles between the suspended load, the
bed load, the active layer and a sub-stratum layer.
iii) The spatial and temporal lag effects of bed load transport, including the
development of bed roughness under unsteady flow conditions.

4.2. Formulation of Size Fraction Transport

Non-uniformity of a channel bed material becomes important when the threshold of its
geometric standard deviation value ag = jfc > 5 (Ackers and White, 1980). In the case

-
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of a channel with non-uniform bed material, two distinct phenomena concerning the
grain mobility appear (Einstein, 1950; Egiazaroff, 1965 and Day, 1980). The mobility of
particles with a grain size Dj in a uniform bed consisting entirely of these particles can
be compared with the mobility of those particles in a non-uniform bed with a mean
particle size of the mixture Dm.

i) For Dj > Dm, the mobility of the particles of size Dj is higher when they are part of a
mixture of grain sizes than if the bed had a uniform grain size Dj.
ii) For Dj < Dm, the mobility of the particles of size Dj is less w h e n they are part of a
mixture of grain sizes than if the bed had a uniform grain size Dj.

where

Dm =£/,.£,, [m],
7=1

Dj

= representative diameter of the size classy", [m];

fj

= volume fraction of sediment size class j being present in the active layer,

Jfrac = total number of discrete sediment size classes used to represent the non uniform bed material, [-];
j

= size class counter.

In other words, the larger grains have an acceleration effect on the movement of the
mixture. Meanwhile, the larger grains also tend to shelter the smaller grains. The first
phenomenon is k n o w n as the exposure effect, while the latter is k n o w n as the shielding
effect.

A comparison between theoretical results with field and prototype measurements has
shown that non-uniform sediment cannot be effectively represented by a unique grain
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diameter (Egiazaroff, 1965). A fraction by fraction estimation is suggested to predi
bed load transport of a channel with non-uniform bed material. For this purpose, an
existing formula for uniform bed material is modified to handle non-uniform bed

material. An exposure correction factor is normally adopted to account for the expo

and shielding effects. The exposure correction factor is defined as a function of g

size and is in the form of a ratio involving the controlling variables of a particul

transport formula. The exposure correction factor is required to force the transport
formula to give the same transport rate for each size class of the graded material

obtained in the experiments (Proffitt and Sutherland, 1983). Two types of correction
be distinguished:

i) Correction of the effective or grain shear stress, rb, i.e. its value for the fin

classes is decreased to include the shielding effect, while increasing its value for
coarser size classes to accommodate the exposure effect (Einstein, 1950; Day, 1980;
Proffitt and Sutherland, 1983).

ii) Correction of the critical bed shear stress, rcr, i.e. its value for the finer s

is increased to account for the shielding effect, while decreasing its value for the
coarser size classes to accommodate the exposure effect (Egiazaroff, 1965; Ashida
and Michiue, 1973).

where
T

b = ppghlf, grain shear stress, [N/m ];

C2
P

= T - T - T , ripple factor, [-];

1 O ht

C
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= 1 8 log

, grain-related Chezy coefficient for bed roughness, [m • /s].
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Tcr

= critical bed shear stress according to Shields, [N/m ].

The general formula for bed load transport of a non-uniform sediment can be written as

Qsb = __ f• xf(^,Dy.,A,ri,Ta) (4-1)
7=1

where
Q,b = bed load transport capacity, [m3/s];
q~j = exposure correction factor of sediment size classy, [-];
f \£j, Dj ,h,Tb,ra)= bed load transport capacity of the size classy* for the case of
uniform bed material in the identical hydraulic conditions, [m3/s].

4.2.1. Exposure correction factors for the grain shear stress

Three examples of the exposure correction factor that can be categorised as the grain
shear stress correction type are given in the following paragraphs.

1) Einstein's exposure correction factor for the grain shear stress.
To accommodate the exposure and shielding effects, Einstein (1950) proposed the
following exposure correction factor for the grain shear stress as follows:

* bt (corrected) p

where
x\ = grain shear stress for sediment size classy", [N/m ];
T\ , . « = corrected value of x\ for sediment size classy", [N/m ].
b. (corrected)

t>

J
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\_-uapici t.

It w a s proposed that for the coarser size classes, djy - 1, while for the finer size classes,
£. > 1 (see Figure 4-1). M a n y of the bed load sediment transport capacity formulas can
normally be transformed into the form of Qsbj = f (x\ - rcr J. When the corrected grain
shear stress is substituted, the following relation can be derived:

Qsbj ~ * y bj (corrected) ~ Tcrj J

e*=f

-T,

tt
It can be seen that Einstein's correction factor results in a reduction in the bed load
transport rate for the finer size classes.

2) Proffitt and Sutherland's exposure correction factor for the grain shear
stress based on the Ackers and White total load formula.
Other types of exposure correction factor for the grain shear stress were indirectly
introduced by Proffitt and Sutherland (1983). The correction factor was proposed in an
attempt to modify the Ackers and White (1973) total load transport formula. Using the
Ackers and White (1973) formula, the transport capacity for uniform bed material of
grain size D can be defined as:

Q,=uDGgr[--\

u

(4-2)

Baa
-,(!-„)
u
F„ =
" " (A g Df 5.64 log(lOi?/D)_
_:

<vHT- •

"Mm.
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for 1 < D < 6 0 :

A = - j = = + 0.14,

log c = 2.86 log Dgr - (log D^ ) 2 - 3.53

m = - " — + 1.34,

n = 1 - 0.56 log Dp

D

,

for Dgr > 60
A = 0.11,

c = 0.025

w=1.50, •

n=0

where
D

= representative grain diameter of the bed material, equal to D35 for modestly
graded material, [m];

D^

= dimensionless grain diameter;

Fgr

= dimensionless grain mobility number;

Ggr

= dimensionless transport parameter;

Q,

= volumetric total load sediment transport capacity, [m3/s];

R

= hydraulic radius, [m];

u

= mean flow velocity, [m/s];

u*

= shear velocity, [m/s];
_ Ps - 1 , relative density for submerged bed material, [-];

For application to a non-uniform bed material, equation (4-2) has to be modified and
rewritten for each size class as:

Q.,=f."D.Gr\~

A

B„

(«)

where
G

r

= the value of Ggr evaluated with D = Dj, [-].
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To match the measured transport rates with those predicted by equation (4-3), the
mobility number Fgr is modified by introducing the following correction factor for
size class, £7- :

FgTj (to satisfy Eq. (4-3))
£.
j =

Fv (from Eq. (4-2) using D = D,)

Considering Fgr = f(u») and u,=J(rb/p),

the modification of Fgr is actually

undertaken by means of correcting the grain shear stress, rb. Based on a comparison
the measured and estimated total load sediment transport rates given by the Ackers
White formula, Proffitt and Sutherland (1983) proposed the following exposure
correction factor for the grain shear stress:

Zj = 6-25

£7 = 0.53 .log

(D.\ 1
+1
KDJ

g-} = 0.592

for

- - - < 0.075
DA

for

0.075 < — - < 3.7
DA

for

Dy

->3.7

DA

where
DA

= grain diameter of the non-uniform bed material for which no correction is

necessary, [m].
DA can be evaluated by considering the value of the dimensionless bed shear stress,

^50 =

u. -, as follows:

AgD

50

D A =_ 1.095
D,50

for

T'50 < 0.023
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- 5 - = 1299 - 0.877 r'50
Ao

for

0.023 < T'50 < 0.096

—- = 0.477 for r;o > 0.096
Ao

Proffitt and Sutherland's exposure correction factors for the grain shear stress der
based on the Ackers and White formula have been plotted in Figure 4-1.

3)

Proffitt and Sutherland's exposure correction factor for the grain shear

stress based on the Paintal bed load transport formula.
The same procedure as previously discussed and used to modify the Ackers and White
formula was also applied by Proffitt and Sutherland (1983) to modify the following
Paintal (1971) bed load transport formula:

G_ = f(*„) Ao (A *AD)"*._ (4-4)

To implement this formula for cases with a non-uniform bed material, an exposure
correction factor of the grain shear stress, x\ is required. A correction factor was
developed by Proffitt and Sutherland (1983) as a function of the dimensionless shear
stress parameter, rj0. Comparing the measured and estimated bed load transport rates

given by equation (4-4) for D = Dj, Proffitt and Sutherland proposed correction facto

that can be recast into exposure correction factors for the grain shear stress, rb as:

-0.51

^

=

[EL]

for

Dj

>0.6

DA

IAJ
-0.81

£7 = 0.862 KD j
A

for
DA
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DA can be evaluated by considering the values of the dimensionless shear stress
parameter, rj 0 , as follows:

^-- = 1.1

for

Ao
D

-- = 1392 -15.385 r*
50

for

xvx

Ao

D,
— - = 0.7
Ao

for

r'
50 < 0.019

0.019 <t J()
r' < 0.045

v.vi^ ^

r 5 0 > 0.045

Proffitt and Sutherland's exposure correction factors for the grain shear stress derived
based on the Paintal bed load transport formula have been plotted in Figure 4-1.

4) Day's exposure correction factor for the grain shear stress based on the
Ackers and White total load transport formula.
Day (1980) modified the transport parameter Ggr of the Ackers and White total load
formula, e.g. equation (4-3), to render the formula appropriate for non-uniform bed
material. This modification resulted in equation (4-3). T o match the measured transport
rates with those predicted by equation (4-2), the following correction factor for each size
class was introduced:

G

(to satisfy Eq. (4-3))

' ~ Ggr (from Eq. (4-2) using

D=Dj)

This correction factor was embedded into the parameter '„' in equation (4-3) and was
derived empirically based on the measured transport rate data. The proposed exposure
correction factor can be recast into an exposure correction factor for the grain shear
stress, r'b, as (Day, 1980; Ribberink, 1987):
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04

?J =

,,,0.6

where DA is the grain size of the bed material, which needs no correction, and is defined

as:
f

A =1-6

D ^~

DJ

•Ao

Day's exposure correction factors for the gTain shear stress have been plotted in Figure
4-1.

5) A comparison of the various correction factors for the grain shear stress.
The various correction factors for the grain shear stress are compared in Figure 4.1.
Even though each correction factor was derived from a different starting point, it is
evident from Figure 4-1 that the trends are similar in representing the exposure and
shielding phenomena. A

distinctive, in terms of trend and magnitude, exposure

correction factor is given by Einstein's relation. Einstein's relation gives a shielding
correction for finer size classes up to an order of magnitude higher than the other
formulations. O n the contrary, no exposure correction is given for the coarser size
classes. The discrepancy of Einstein's correction factor has also been commented by
Gessler(1967).

4.2.2. Exposure correction factors for the critical bed shear stress

1) Ribberink's exposure correction factor for the critical bed shear stress
based on the Meyer-Peter andMiillerbed load transport formula.

90

A simple approach to estimate the required exposure correction factor for the critical
bed shear stress was given by Ribberink (1987) based on the following Meyer-Peter and
Muller (MPM) bed load transport formula:

^,=i3.3/;(A^_);)05(r;-r;r),5/3ac/

(4-5)

where
p w.

AJA
p

=—

, dimensionless grain shear stress for the size classy";

,ripplefactor, [-];

, dimensionless critical bed shear stress.

(ps-p)gDJ
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Fractional exposure correction factor of the grain shear stress for a
non-uniform bed material (after Ribberink, 1987).

Substituting the above parameters into equation (4-5), gives:
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o

\]i
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D
J

cr J

B

~.
act

(4-6)

The pivotal assumption of the Ribberink exposure correction factor is that the

distribution of the transported sediment is equal to the distribution of mate

active layer. Based on this assumption, the following relation can be derived

-J"= Q*

(4-7)

Jj

where
fr = volume fraction of sediment size class j being present in the transported
sediment, [-].

Comparing equation (4-6) with equation (4-7) leads to a condition that the ter
\x\r.D\ in equation (4-6) needs to have the same value for all size classes. A

correction factor for the parameter x'cr is needed. Assuming that no correction

needed for the sediment size class of which the representative diameter is equ

average diameter of the bed material, Dm, the following exposure correction fa
the critical bed shear stress can be derived:
£, Kr A =10 T'cr A = constant

7

Ribberink's exposure correction factors for the critical bed shear stress have
plotted in Figure 4-2.
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2)

Egiazaroff s exposure correction factor for the critical bed shear stress.

Egiazaroff (1965) developed a relation of the critical or threshold dimensionless she
stress for non-uniform bed material as a function of A/A • Egiazaroff s relation can

be translated into an exposure correction factor for the critical bed shear stress as
(Ashida and Michiue, 1973; Proffitt and Sutherland, 1983; Ribberink, 1987):

f 1

2

log 19

=

(4 9)

^ \-f^A\ log

19--

V

DJ

Verification of this exposure correction factor using field and experimental data has

shown its general reliability (Egiazaroff, 1965; Proffitt and Sutherland, 1983). Howev
a further calibration of Egiazaroff s exposure correction factor when it was used in
combination with the MPM formula had to be undertaken by Ribberink (1987) to meet

his flume data. Egiazaroff s correction factors for the critical bed shear stress hav
plotted in Figure 4-2.

3) Ashida and Michiue's exposure correction factor for the critical bed shear
stress based on the Meyer-Peter and Miiller formula.
Referring to Egiazaroff s exposure correction factor, Ashida and Michiue (1973)
conducted a detailed laboratory experiment on the bed load transport rate of nonuniform bed material. Based on a comparison of the measured and estimated bed load
transport rates given by the MPM formula in combination with Egiazaroff s exposure
correction factor, the following exposure correction factor was proposed:
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£,=0.85^

for

7

-5-<0.4

(4-10)

m

No modification of Egiazaroff s relationship was required for the range of
Dj/Dm > 0.4. Ashida and Michiue's correction factors for the critical bed shear stress
have been plotted in Figure 4-2.

4) A comparison of the various correction factors for the critical bed shear
stress.

A comparison of the various exposure correction factors for the critical bed shear stress
is illustrated in Figure 4-2. It is evident from Figure 4-2 that the agreement between
them is better than the agreement of the various exposure correction factors for the
effective shear stress. The proposed modification by Ashida and Michiue for
Egiazaroff s exposure correction factor only resulted in a slight change compared with
that of the original correction factor. These additional data shows the reliability of
Egiazaroff s exposure correction factor.

4.2.3. Adopted method for a non-uniform bed material

Many of the transport formulae can be recast into the form of a proportional relation
based on the excess of the grain shear stress beyond that needed for incipient motion,
(r'h - T\ Therefore, it can be inferred that to cope with the non-uniform bed material

both formulations of the exposure correction factor, i.e. modifying the grain shear stre
rh. or adjusting the critical bed shear stress xcr, should yield a similar result. The
following techniques are adopted in the bed load sub-model of the present model to
cope with the non-uniform bed material:
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i) in cases where the modification of a particular transport formula has been propose
the modified version of the transport formula is adopted (viz. Ackers and White,
MPM and Paintal formulae), otherwise

ii) the exposure correction factor for the critical bed shear stress is incorporated i
sediment transport formula derived for uniform bed material.
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Figure 4-2 Fractional exposure correction factor for the critical bed shear stress of
a non-uniform bed material (after Ribberink, 1987).

4.3. Active Layer Thickness

In the present study, the active layer is defined as the upper level of a stream bed

which continual mixing due to turbulence, bed form migration and the cumulative effec
of selective transport and deposition are occurring (Bennett and Nordin, 1977). The bed
material gradation of the active layer is assumed to be homogenous across the active

width and also over the space step. The bed material contained in the active layer is u
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to represent the bed material of the channel. Therefore, at each time step of a simulation
only this material is used:
• to characterise the bed roughness,
• to characterise the bed load sediment transport, and
• to be transported and sorted by the flowing water.

The distribution of the material contained in the active layer is evaluated and updated at
each time step. The thickness of the active layer needs to be determined. The literature
survey reveals that the thickness of the layer is normally related to:
i) the gradation of the bed material (Bennett and Nordin, 1977; Borah et al., 1982), or
ii) the height of the bed forms and their rate of movement (Ribberink, 1987; Holly,
1988; Rahuel et al., 1989; Holly and Rahuel, 1990a).

4.3.1. Thickness of the active layer based on the gradation of the bed material
Borah et al., (1982) defined the active layer thickness mainly by considering the particle
size distribution, the porosity and the critical shear stress as follows:

S

= f_± (4-10)

(i-Pitf,
J-JL

where
S = thickness of the active layer, [m];
Dj = representative grain diameter of the JL'h size class, [m];
JL = the J* size class, in which its representative grain diameter DJL , is the
smallest size of bed material that cannot be transported by the flow, [-];
Jfr^ - total number of discrete sediment size classes used to represent the nonuniform bed material.
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The critical bed shear stress is used to determine the smallest representative grain
diameter of the size class that cannot be transported by the flow. The summation in
equation (4-10) is in fact the summation over the size classes that are not transported by
the flow.

Bennett and Nordin (1977) selected a constant thickness for the active layer throughout
a simulation. The thickness of the active layer was taken to be N times of the largest
representative diameter of the sediment size class used in a simulation. N o detailed
guidance was given to specify the parameter constant N. However, it was proposed to
take into account the height of bed forms and their rate of movement. Several
preliminary and calibration tests were required to achieve the appropriate value of yV
and to meet the simulatedfieldconditions.

4.3.2. Thickness of the active layer based on the bed form height

Bennett and Nordin (1977), Ribberink (1987), and Holly (1988) determined the
thickness of an active layer by considering the height of the bed forms as:

5 = fi.H (4-11)

where
(i

= shape factor, which is equal to 1/2, 2/3 or Ifx, for triangular, parabolic or
sinusoidal bed form shapes respectively, [-];

H

= height of the bed forms, [m].

Most bed form predictors are proposed for dunes which are normally generated in the
lower transport regime of channels with a moveable bed. The simplest dune height
predictor was given by Allen (1965), which was based onfielddata.
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.1.19

H= 0.086 hlM

(4-12)

where
h = flow depth from the water surface to the mean bed level (i.e. at half the bed
forms height), [m].
This formula does not represent the development and breaking up phases of dunes. Field
and flume data have shown that various bed forms m a y develop, (e.g. flat bed,ripplesor
dunes) at the same flow depth.

Gill (1971) proposed a dune height predictor based on an analysis of the bed load
transport rate and the migration velocity of the dunes. After combining the data with a

transport formula of the type of Qsb = a (x'b - x'cr) , Gill (1971) proposed the following
dune height predictor:

H
h

1 f
l-%)(l-Fr 2 )
T
2bJ3
b

(4-13)

where
Fr = Froude number, [-];
a

= the constant coefficient used to calibrate the bed load transport capacity, [-].

b

= the constant coefficient used to calibrate the bed load transport capacity, [-];

P

= shape factor, [-];

*"/,

=

, dimensionless grain shear stress;

AgD
2
T

cr

, dimensionless critical bed shear stress.

AgD

Based on a mathematical analysis for dune propagation, Fredsoe (1982) proposed the
following dune height predictor:
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___.?/

2+ 1 1 - %
r*;

h "3V

(4-14)

3

Based on the analysis of flume and field data, van Rijn (1984d, 1993) proposed a

systemised relationship to predict bed form type and height. His classification s
was based on the three dimensionless parameters T, Fr and _)*, where:

D.

A-SV

= D,50

2

, particle diameter parameter, [-];

V

_

v

T

b ~ Tcr

, bed shear stress parameter, [-];

= kinematic viscosity coefficient, [m2/s].

Van Rijn's classification system is in Table 4-1 below.

Transport Regime

Particle Size

\<D. <10

D. > 1 0

Mini-ripples

dunes

mega-ripples and dunes

dunes

dunes

dunes

Transition

o<r<3
3<r<io
10<7/<15
15<T<25

Upper

T > 25, Fr < 0.8

sand waves

7/>25, Fr>0.8

plane bed and/or anti-dunes

Lower

Washed-out dunes, sand waves

Table 4-1 Classification of bed forms (after van Rijn, 1993)
W h e nripplesare present, the height of the bed forms can be estimated from:

--0.02(l-<r 0 i r )(l0-7/)

(4-15)

W h e n dunes are present, the height of the bed forms can be estimated from:
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h

\

V h

(l-e-05T)(25-T)

(4-16)

Equation (4-16) can be recast in terms of the same parameters as the alternative
predictors by Gill in equation (4-13) and Fredsoe in equation (4-14).

(.•

H

= 0.11

D 50

I h

,0.3

-0.5

=f-i

l-e

26-^
V

X

(4-17)

crJ

A comparison of the dune height predictions given by various predictors has been
conducted by van Rijn (1993) for the following flow conditions:
• a sand bed with a median grain diameter D50 = 600 /_ m,
• mean water depths of h = 1.0 and 10.0 m, and
• average flow velocities of u = 0.5,1.0 and 1.5 m/s.

Van Rijn (1993) noted that differences in the dune height predictions in terms of the
value and the trend were present. For a small flow depth, h = 1.0 m, the van Rijn and
Fredsoe predictors were in good agreement, while for a large flow depth, h = 10.0 m,
the Fredsoe predictor gave values which were about twice as large as of the van Rijn
predictor. These results were for the flow velocity of u = 1.0 m/s.

The predicted dune height for the flume conditions of h/D50 = 200 and Fr = 0.4
(Ribberink, 1987) given by equations (4-13), (4-14) and (4-17) are compared in Figure
4-3. For these particular conditions, the van Rijn and Gill results are in reasonable
agreement. However, the results in Figure 4-3 are not universal. As shown in the

previous paragraphs, each predictor includes different variable dependencies. Therefore
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different predictors m a y well produce very different results under some circumstances.

0.6
van Rijn (1984)

t -:

Fredsoe (1982)
GQ1 (1971)

10.0

Figure 4-3 Comparison of dune heights given by various predictors with the flow
conditions: h/D^ = 200, Fr = 0.4, 8= 0.5 and 6 = 3 ( M P M transport formula)
(adapted from Ribberink, 1987).
Apart from any discrepancy between the various bed form height predictors, there are
several other factors to be considered before adopting a predictor for the thickness of the
active layer based on bed form height:
i) The bed form height predictors discussed in this section are developed mainly based
on uniform bed material. Klaassen (1991) has shown however, that in the same flow
conditions, the measured dune heights for a non-uniform bed material are
approximately 2 0 % lower than for a uniform bed material.
ii) A n armoured layer developed on the surface of a channel bed will reduce the bed
load transport rate and will reduce the bed form heights. In turn, the developed
armoured layer will also reduce the active layer thickness. O n the contrary, the bed
form height predictors discussed in this section tend to result in a larger prediction
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for the height of bed forms for a coarse bed material. This contradiction is a result of
the assumption of the homogeneous distribution of bed material over the active
layer. In fact, an armoured layer develops on the top of the active layer (Holly,
1988). Therefore, a bed form height predictor should not be directly adopted to
predict the thickness of the active layer.

Holly (1988) included an empirical, tuned parameter in the expression for thickness of
the active layer which was based on the height of bed forms. The tuned parameter was

needed to represent the presence of an armoured layer on the surface of the active layer
However, a definite formulation has not been proposed.

4.33. The adopted predictor for the active layer thickness

Bearing in mind that the present model is developed with a modular structure, any
predictor can be easily incorporated and used as a tuned variable. Since there is no
outstanding method, the following considerations can guide the selection of an
appropriate predictor for the active layer thickness:

i) Since the bed load layer is a part of the active layer, the active layer thickness mu
be thicker than the bed load layer.

ii) Unless extensive data for calibration is available, a constant active layer thickne
proposed by Bennett and Nordin (1977) is preferable. Even though it does not
represent the active layer development, its simplicity compared to other methods is
an attraction in itself. This method narrows down the number of parameters in the
bed material sorting sub-process. Relationship based on bed form height can be used
to estimate a reasonable thickness for the active layer.
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iii) Due to the range of flume andfielddata used to develop the van Rijn bed form

predictor (1984d, 1993), this predictor is preferred to estimate the active laye
thickness.

4.4. Vertical E x c h a n g e of B e d Material

The fractional source term Sj, is introduced to represent the vertical exchange

material. This term is introduced in the advection-dispersion equation for the s

load transport, in the sediment mass balance equation and in the fractional sedi

mass balance equation for bed material sorting. The change in bed material compo

is quantified by evaluating the net influx or efflux of bed load and suspended l

which is represented by the term ^S,, and any exchange with the sub-stratum
7=1

materials.

Assuming all sediment size classes are homogeneously distributed throughout the

layer, i.e. no stratification of sediment sizes, at any time step the mass conse

each sediment size class can be analysed as follows (Bennett and Nordin, 1977; H
1988; Rahuel et al., 1989; Holly and Rahuel, 1990a):

dV,active,
-L = Q,b- Qsb, +~r^Ax
dx
~dt
)

dVmb
.
sub-stratum.

~

S

AX

J-

•

m

+ q

**rAx

(4 18)

"

Referring to Figure 4-4, the following relations can be derived:
VacttVe/=^-p)-fj'Bacl.S.Ax

Vsub-stratum, = 0 ~ P)4j •*„, •(** -<*)•-*
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Figure 4-4

Schematised sediment mass conservation at the active layer.

To define £V, three distinct conditions for the bed elevation changes over a time step At
are considered (see Figure 4-5):
i) In the case of a net deposition or an aggrading bed level, part of the active layer
material leaves the layer and becomes the sub-stratum or inactive layer over a time
step At (Figure 4-5 (i)).
ii) In the case of a net erosion, i.e. a degrading bed level, but the interface between the
active layer and the sub-stratum layer is rising or resting, there is no contribution of
the sub-stratum to the active layer over a time step At (Figure 4-5 (ii)).
iii) In the case of a degrading bed level and the interface between the active layer and
the sub-stratum layer is also descending, there is a contribution of the sub-stratum
layer to the material and its gradation in the active layer over a time step At (Figure
4-5 (iii)).
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J Active layer
[3 Sub-stratum
T - fr
7»+l

frK
8'

1*

i+i

«-*lN»S !

— Interface
.'+i

.'+1

K

K~
B„

»

KBact

Initial conditions

Figure 4-5

Time / + A/

Time / + A/

C)

(»)

(m)

Schematised changes in bed level and the interface between the active layer
and the sub-stratum layer.

Taking into account the three possible conditions, the term £*j can be formulated as
follows (Rahuel, et al., 1989; Holly and Rahuel, 1990a):

Cj-sl{ei.fJ+(l-S2).flJ}

where
= a switch equal to 0 or I forriverbed aggradation or degradation, respectively;
= a switch equal to 0 or 1 for the interface between the active layer and the substratum layer descending orrising,respectively.
flJ

= volumefractionof size classy" being present in the sub-stratum layer, [-].

Incorporating the vertical exchange of the sediment, equation (4-18) can be rewritten as
(Holly and Rahuel, 1990a):

0-p)B^

+

^

+

SJ+(l-P)4rB.
dt
dx

Kdt

dt)

qsb

(4-19)

">

Equation (4-19) is the same as equation (3-29) and is used to analyse the changes in bed
material composition.
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Conservation of the mass of suspended load is evaluated by means of the advectiondispersion equation for suspended load transport (equation (3-24)):

diCjA)

diCjQ)

d

dx

dx

• +

dt

(

^i\

AK-±
\

Sj+{qlafClalj)

dx)

The source term Sj needs to be further quantified. A n instantaneous change in sediment
transport capacity induces a concentration difference between the bed load and the

suspended load zones across the line B - B in Figure 4-6. The concentration differe
causes a flux from the higher to the lower concentration (Bennett and Nordin, 1977;
Rijn, 1984c; Celik and Rodi, 1988).

K

C

>

]£ Bed load layer

•4,

^

Figure 4-6 Schematised vertical exchange between suspended load and bed load.

The source term for the/'' sediment size class Sj , is composed by two independent
processes, deposition and entrainment. The net source term is:

Sj—S<,+S;

(4-20)

where
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Sd,

= the deposition component or the downward flux of the/* sediment size class
due to gravity, [m 3 /s/m];

Se

= the entrainment component or the upward flux of the/* sediment size class
due to turbulence, [m 3 /s/m].

The rate of deposition of they size class is calculated by considering the concentrati
at the lower edge of the suspended load layer cd and the sediment settling velocity wj,
as follows:
Sd, = B„a Wj cd, (4-21)

Since the present model is a one-dimensional model, it is necessary to obtain the valu
of cd based on the cross-sectionally averaged suspended load concentration. For this
purpose, the following relation proposed by Bennet and Nordin (1977) is adopted:

_ hwt f

cd

=c—3

£.

\

-1

1-exp

[-^"-''\

(4-22)

where
8b = thickness of the bed load layer, [m];
£s

= the vertical eddy diffusivity for the sediment, [m Is].

The above relation was derived based on integrating the depth concentration profile of
the suspended load and averaging it over the depth. The value of £, was taken based on
the depth-averaged value of a logarithmic velocity profile. Assuming the local bed slope
to equal thefrictionslope, the following relation of £, was proposed (Graf, 1971;
Bennett and Nordin, 1977; van Rijn, 1982):
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Kuhg"
s

'—Ic~

where
K = von Karman's coefficient, which has a clear water value of approximately 0.4,

H;
= Chezy coefficient for bed roughness, [m 05 /s].

C

Two possible channel bed conditions steer the formulation of the entrainment process:
i) The entrainment always occurs at its maximum rate Se , for conditions where the
bed consists of an unlimited amount of loose sediment material.
ii) When there is a fixed bed and sediment is carried by the flow, all the deposited
sediment will be re-entrained if the deposition rate is lower than the Se .

The maximum entrainment component, Se is taken as (Holly and Rahuel, 1990a; Celik
andRodi, 1988):
St, =BaawJfj Gjce/ (4-23)

where
c = the near bed equilibrium concentration or reference concentration for sediment
size classy", [m3/m3];
et)

= the ratio of suspended load to the total load transport (Rijn, 1984c; Laursen,
1958), [-].

In the present model, the reference concentration is defined to be equal to the bed loa
concentration at the upper edge of the bed load layer. The reference concentration for
the fh size class c, , can be estimated from the following relation due to van Rijn
j

(1984c):
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c

D TiS
=0.015-^-—
8b D.

(4-23a)

where the thickness of the bed load layer 8b, can be estimated as follows:
i) for channel with a flat bed 8b = 2 to 10 D50,

ii) when bed forms are present, $ = k, ( in which k, is the effective bed roughn
height )OT 8b = 0.5 H, moreover
iii) van Rijn recommended that 8b > 0.0\h.

The ratio of suspended load to the total load transport a, can be interpolated from the
following Table 4-2 due to van Rijn, 1984c and Laursen, 1958.

u*/w,
a

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

0

0.1

0.17

0.25

0.55

0.87

0.95

0.98

1.0

Table 4-2 Ratio of the suspended load to the total load, a
(adapted from van Rijn, 1984c and Laursen, 1958).

4.5. Alluvial B e d R o u g h n e s s

In the case of a moveable bed consisting of non-cohesive sediments, the effectiv

roughness height kt, mainly consists of two components (van Rijn, 1984d and 1993)
i) the grain roughness k's, generated by the skin friction forces, and
ii) the form roughness k], generated by the pressure forces acting on the bed.

Simons and Richardson (1961), Wijbenga and Klaassen (1983) and van Rijn (1984d and
1993) have shown that the effective bed roughness for a given bed material size

constant. It depends on the flow conditions, i.e. the depth, velocity and sedimen

transport rate. The difficulty is that the bed configuration and its roughness a
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influence these hydraulic variables. Hence, under continuously varying discharges, the
bed form dimensions and the roughness coefficient are also varying with the flow
conditions.

The effective bed roughness height, k, can be related to the Chezy coefficient C and the
Darcy friction factor f through the Chezy equation and the Darcy-Weisbach equation
as:
r
l2R^
C = 18.0 log
V k, )

f - i f = 024 log
C2

(4-25)

(\2R

*. J

(4-26)

Equations (4-25) and (4-26) only apply to the hydraulically rough, turbulent flow regime.

The methods to estimate the effective bed roughness can basically be grouped into two
main approaches (van Rijn, 1993):
i) methods based on bed form-related and grain-related parameters, such as bed form
length, height and steepness and bed material size,
ii) methods based on integral parameters, such as the mean depth, mean velocity and
bed material size.

Since the characteristics of the bed forms are also required to determine the thickness o

the active layer, the first approach will be discussed in more detail in the present stud

4.5.1. Estimating the bed roughness based on the bed form parameters

The effective roughness height of Nikuradse k,, is composed of a grain-related part and
a form-related part:
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*, = ks + ks

(4-24)

where
ks = grain roughness height, [m];
k's

= form roughness height, [m].

1) The grain roughness height, k's.
The grain roughness is defined as the roughness of individual moving or non-moving
sediment particles present in the top layer of a plane, moveable or non-moveable bed
(van Rijn, 1982). Various researchers have conducted experiments to determine the
grain roughness value of moveable and non-moveable beds (Gladki, 1975; Hey, 1979;
van Rijn, 1982 and 1984d; Lyn, 1991). These researches were conducted by using
mainly sand and gravel beds and can be summarised as follows :

i) The grain roughness in the lower transport regime is mainly related to the largest
particles in the top layer of the bed. Gladki (1975) and Hey (1979) used D M to
characterise the grain roughness height, whereas van Rijn (1982, 1984d, 1993) and
Lyn (1991) proposed D90 for that purpose.
ii) the grain roughness height of a moveable plane bed seems to be larger than that of a
rigid plane bed. This phenomenon is concluded by observing the resistance of a
plane bed in a flume under a sediment-water mixture and clear water conditions
(Lyn, 1991). The increament in the k's value is caused by the interaction of the flow
with sediment particles in the near bed region. The collisions between the
transported sediment particles and the channel bed reduces the fluid velocity. This
results in an additional shear effect to the fluid shear. Therefore, the k's value
increases.

Ill
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Based on the availablefieldand flume data for lower transport and upper transport

regimes, van Rijn (1982) quantified the grain-related effective roughness as follo

k's = 3 D^ for 9 < 1 (lower transport regime) (4-27.a)
k's = 3 0 DM for 6 > 1 (upper transport regime) (4-27.b)
where
u2
6

=

, particle mobility parameter, [-];

= —•—

, bed shear velocity, [m/s];

AgAo
u

Jg

u.

f

C

\

\2h
, Chezy roughness coefficient, [m°'5/s];
= 1 8 log
k\ + 33-^=TJ

2

vm = —- , kinematic viscosity of the sediment-water mixture, [m/s].

Equation (4-27.b) can only be solved by iteration and results in a conservative estimate

for k't (van Rijn, 1993). The k's values from equation (4-27) and the data of Winter

et al. (1990) are in good agreement. In addition, van Rijn (1993) proposed a minim

value of k\ =0.01 m for flows in the upper transport regime with high concentratio
over a plane bed.

2) The form roughness height, k,.

The effective form roughness is related to the bed form height, the bed form steep

(H/X) and the bed form shape (0). Since several types of bed forms may exist at the
same time on an alluvial river bed, it is proposed to determine the overall form
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roughness by summing the contribution from each type of bed form as follows (van
Rijn, 1993):

*," = C+ <* + *-.- <4-28)
where
k]

= overall effective form roughness, [m];

k]r

= form roughness related toripples,[m];

k]d

= form roughness related to dunes, [m];

k'ssw = form roughness related to symmetrical sand waves, [m].

The form roughness height for ripples can be predicted by the following relationship
(van Rijn, 1993 and 1984d):

*,,, = 20PrHr-j-

(4-29)

where
Hr

=rippleheight, evaluated by means of equation (4-15), [m];

K

= 0.5 h, ripple length, [m];

pr

=ripplepresence factor (j3r = 1.0 forripplesalone; and pr = 0.7 for ripples
superimposed on dunes or sand waves).

The effective form roughness height for dunes can be predicted from the following
relationship (van Rijn, 1993 and 1984d):

K,d = Ufi.H,

(4-30)

where
Hd

= dune height, predicted by equation (4-16), [m];
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Xd

= 7.3 h, dune length, [m];

Pd

= form factor for dunes, [-].

The leeside slopes of the field dunes are much smaller than those of flume dunes. This
condition results in a less important flow separation. T o account for this, the dune form
factor correction is applied. For field conditions p d

= 0 . 7 is proposed, whereas for

flume condition p d = 1.0 (van Rijn, 1984d and 1993).

Sand waves are defined as symmetrical bed forms with lengths much larger than the
water depth. Since the leeside slopes of symmetrical sand waves are relatively mild,
flow separation will not occur. Therefore, the form roughness of symmetrical sand
waves is assumed to be zero (van Rijn, 1993).

Van Rijn method figures among the most practically oriented techniques available for
the analysis of bed form geometry. However, Julien and Klaassen (1995) noted that the
van Rijn method generally under predicts the dune height of most large rivers.
Furthermore, Julien and Klaassen also stated that during floods in large sand-bed rivers,
dunes do not necessarily disappear when T _ 25. Dune height and steepness do not
decrease as T increases in the range 10 < T < 25. These results contrast with those
predictable from equation (4-16) in which both parameters are expected to decrease with
T as T > 5. In cases of large sand-bedrivers,Julien and Klaassen (1995) proposed the
following approximation for dune length and height:

Xd =6.5 h, and
Hd=2.5h07Di003
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3)

T h e Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, f.

The total friction factor of Darcy-Weisbach can be evaluated as:

f = f' + f "
The roughness value related to grains f was determined by using a graph based on the

Nikuradse data for the friction factor as a function of the Reynold's number. Detai
data concerning this graph is given by Vanoni and Hwang (1967).

Vanoni and H w a n g (1967) related the form friction factor of Darcy-Weisbach, f", for
ripples and dunes to the bed form exposure parameter as follows:

-1-2

f" =

-2.3

35 log

(4-31)

E.HJ

where the bed form exposure parameter, _, can be estimated by the following
relationship:

^ + 0.02

(4-32)

X
Engelund also developed the form friction factor of Darcy-Weisbach for dunes as (van
Rijn, 1993):
(

f" = 1 0

(2SH
-(^)

(4-33)

hX

where
f"

= form friction factor of Darcy-Weisbach, [-].
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4)

Bed form adjustment due to unsteady flow conditions.

Field observations of bed forms show that they adjust with a time lag to changes in the
discharge (Carey and Keller, 1957; Allen, 1976a and 1976b; Bayazit, 1969; Fredsoe,
1979 and 1981; Yalin, 1977). The observations were undertaken mainly on rivers where
sand was the dominant bed material. Carey and Keller (1957) noted that sand dunes on
the Mississippi River were smaller than predicted during the rising limb of a flood
wave. During the falling limb however, their dimensions were larger than predicted.

Considering the contribution of bed forms to the effective alluvial bed roughness, it c

be concluded that the time required by an alluvial reach to adapt to new flow condition
also influences the alluvial bed roughness. A prediction of the alluvial bed roughness

any predictor under steady flow conditions will overestimate the roughness on the risi
limb of the flood wave, and underestimate it on the falling stage. Therefore, the time
scales for bed form adjustment should be reproduced in the model. The temporal lag
model for an alluvial stream proposed by Phillips (1984) and Phillips and Sutherland
(1990) is incorporated in the present model to reproduced the bed form adjustments due
to changes in hydrodynamics. A detailed discussion of the temporal lag model is given
in Section 4-7.

4.5.2. Estimating the bed roughness based on the integral flow parameters

In this method, the effective alluvial bed roughness can be predicted based on the mean
depth, mean velocity, slope and bed material characteristics. The method of EngelundHansen, White et al., and Brownlie are the best known integral flow parameter methods
(van Rijn, 1984d and 1993; Goodwin, 1986; Ribberink, 1987; Lyn, 1991 and Correia et
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al., 1992). Different preferences are held by various researchers for these methods.

methods of Engelund-Hansen and White are considered to give the best results for rive
flow conditions (van Rijn, 1993). However, the Brownlie method is the preferred
method of Goodwin (1986) and Correia et al. (1992) because of its simplicity and
accuracy.

Furthermore, Correia et al. (1992) assessed the applicability of each predictor and
results were tabulated based on their preferences. Table 4-3 contains the results of

Correia et al. It can be seen in Table 4-3 that several alluvial bed roughness predi

can be applied to the same field conditions. Therefore, whenever possible, field data

the friction slope of the channel under study is required to assist the selection of
most appropriate predictor or to further calibrate the model.

Alluvial Roughness
Predictor
Brownlie
van Rijn
Kishi and Kuroki
Engelund
Griffiths
Manning

Chezy
Darcy-Weisbach

Sediment Transport Regime
Lower, transition and upper
Lower and transition
Lower, transition and upper
Lower and upper
Lower
Rigid bed
Rigid bed

Representative Grain
Diameter, [ m m ]
0.088 < £>50 < 2.8
0.1<Z) 50 <2.0
0.375 < Z)So < 3.6
0.19 < D 5 0 < 0.93
12.0 <_» 5 o< 152.0

Rigid bed

-

Note: van Rijn predictor is based on the bed form and grain-related parameters.
Table 4-3

T h e range of validity of various bed roughness predictors
(adapted from Correia et al., 1992).

4.5.3. The adopted alluvial bed roughness predictor

The dynamic wave approach for the momentum equation is implemented in the present

model. As a consequence, the temporal lag effect on the effective alluvial bed roughn
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must also be included. T o satisfy these requirements, the following features are
employed in the present model:
i) The Chezy coefficient is used to represent the alluvial bed roughness. Hence, the
predicted bed roughness given by any predictor must first be translated into a Chezy
coefficient before being incorporated in the discretised momentum equation.
ii) Unless an alluvial bed roughness predictor which copes with unsteady flow
conditions is developed, predictors which are based on the grain and bed form
parameters are preferred. The contribution of grain roughness is basically
independent of the flow unsteadiness. Meanwhile, the contribution of the bed forms
depends on the unsteadiness of the flow. The clear separation in quantifying the
contribution of the grain and the bed form roughness means that the required
adjustments due to unsteady flow conditions are easier to carry out. It also makes
further verification and calibration easier.
iii) The equivalent steady discharge model proposed by Phillips (1984) and Phillips and
Sutherland (1990) is adopted to cope with the temporal lag effect of the alluvial
stream due to unsteady flow conditions. In Phillip's model, the unsteady flow
hydrograph is basically transformed into a series of equivalent steady discharges.
The hydrodynamic data determined from these steady discharges can be used to
determine the geometric dimensions of the bed forms in unsteady flow conditions. A
detailed description of the temporal lag model for an alluvial reach is given in
Section 4-7.
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4.6. Spatial Lag Effects of Bed Load Transport

The spatial lag of bed load transport is the inability of the flow over an alluvial bed
directly reach its new bed load transport capacity due to sudden changes in either the
bed load transport capacity or the sediment availability. As an example, this
phenomenon occurs in a system which consists of a steady uniform flow over a non-

erodible reach at the upstream end followed by an alluvial reach at the downstream end.

As the clear water flow proceeds from the non-erodible bed to the moveable bed, the
flow will entrain sediment particles from the bed to begin satisfying its transport
capacity. This process will require a passage over a finite length of erodible bed to
overcome the non-equilibrium of sediment transport. The deficit in sediment transport

decreases in the downstream direction until the bed load sediment transport capacity is

reached. The required distance to reach the transport capacity is termed the adaptation

length of bed load transport. The spatial lag effects of bed load transport can also ta

place when there is any sudden change in the cross-sectional flow area, whether it be a
widening or narrowing, a deepening or shallowing of the flow.

The earlier research which describes the spatial lag of bed load transport is the resea
on the pick up rate of bed particles (Einstein, 1950; Yalin, 1977; van Rijn, 1984b).

Intensive flume experimentation on the spatial lag of bed load transport, was undertake
by Bell (Bell, 1980; Bell and Sutherland, 1983). Bell conducted his experiments in the
partly moveable bed flume which consisted of a rigid bed for the upstream reach
followed by a reach of moveable bed. The experiment started by establishing steady
flow conditions and an equilibrium bed load transport. For this purpose, sediment was
supplied by means of a sediment vibrating hopper at the upstream end of the flume.
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Later, the sediment supply was stopped, creating a non-equilibrium bed load transport
while the steady flow was preserved. Based on the measured space variation of the bed

load transport rate downstream of the rigid bed, the following relation was proposed to
represent the spatial lag of the bed load transport (Bell, 1980; Bell and Sutherland,
1983):

~dx~ ~ c* (^ - ^)+o[--dir

(4 34)

-

where
Ca

= spatial lag coefficient of bed load transport for they;thsediment size class,

[m-1];
Qsb ~ volumetric transport of bed load sediment for the/* sediment size class,
[m3/s];
Qsb = volumetric transport capacity of bed load sediment for the/'' sediment size
class, [m3/s].
The spatial lag coefficient of bed load transport CSL depends on the local hydraulic
conditions. Phillips (1984 and 1989) proposed the following empirical relation for the
spatial lag coefficient in the specified range for at :

Cw

= —

SLJ

7

c—

for 4 0 0 0 < a , < 9 0 0 0

(4-35)

a&j-O^Dj

where
CCL = Yalin's step length parameter, [-];
2

6,

= — ' - — , dimensionless Shields parameter for the/ 1 sediment size class;
*gDj

. 2

0

= — - — , dimensionless critical Shields parameter for the/'' sediment size

AgDj
class.
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N o definite value is proposed for the parameter at. However, tests carried out in the

present study show that the model results are not sensitive to the selected Yalin's st
length parameter at. Equations (4-34) and (4-35) are adopted in the present model to
represent the spatial lag effects of bed load transport.

To cope with these problems when non-equilibrium bed load transport is imposed at the
upstream boundary, a dummy space step is normally added to the upstream end of the
simulated channel. The dummy space step is used to adapt the imposed non-equilibrium
bed load transport to the bed load transport capacity of the flow. In contrast, the
adoption of equations (4-34) and (4-35) enables the present model to simulate a
condition where the non-equilibrium bed load transport is imposed at the upstream
boundary without adding the dummy space step.

4.7. Temporal Lag Effects of Bed Load Transport

Whereas a spatial lag in the bed load transport can occur even under steady flow
conditions, the temporal lag effects of bed load can only occur under unsteady flow
conditions. Under unsteady flow conditions, the bed forms of an alluvial stream do not
immediately respond to the change in flow conditions. This time delay in morphological

adjustment is the temporal lag of the alluvial stream. The bed forms need an adaptation

time to change their geometrical properties. Since the configuration and geometry of b
forms are integrally linked to the bed load sediment transport, the alluvial temporal

effects also influence the flow depth, the bed load transport rate and the suspended l
concentration.
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Figure 4-7 illustrates the schematisation of the idealised relation between the impulse
discharge hydrograph, the water depth, the bed load transport rate and the equivalent
steady discharge. When the flow changes rapidly, the water depth, geometric
dimensions of the bed forms and the bed load transport rate cannot be directly linked to
the instantaneous hydraulic conditions. Consequently, a bridging equivalent discharge is
required in which its hydraulic conditions determined under steady conditions can be
used to predict the actual values of the bed roughness and bed load transport capacity
which occur under unsteady flow conditions.

A

Actual discharge increment
Equivalent steady discharge

Tt

h

*

ho

T.
ftb/N

04
Qs^

Te

Figure 4-7

Schematisation of the temporal lag effect of the alluvial stream
(adapted from Phillips, 1984).
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Based on the data from a series of steady and unsteady flume experiments, a general
temporal lag model to predict values of the bed roughness and sediment transport
capacity under unsteady flow conditions has been proposed by Phillips et al. (Phillips,
1984; Phillips and Sutherland, 1989). The basis of this model is the equivalence
between the morphological conditions (e.g. bed roughness and bed load transport rate)
developed under unsteady flows and the steady discharge that can be used to reproduce
the same morphological conditions. The values of the bed roughness and sediment
transport capacity under unsteady flows are predicted by the method given in Figure 4-8.

For all time levels
Unsteady inflow hydrograph
Convert to the equivalent steady discharge by means of impulse model
Calculate the equivalent steady bed roughness
Determine the actual unsteady bed roughness
Determine the actual unsteady bed load transport
ivaluate accuracy of the analysis
Re-iterate
Figure 4-8

Next time level

Structure diagram of the temporal lag model (after Phillips, 1984).

The unsteady flow hydrograph is converted into a series of equivalent steady discharges
which are used to size the bed forms and to estimate the bed load transport rate. The
equivalent steady discharge is determined as follows (Phillips, 1984; Phillips and
Sutherland, 1989):

Qe = Qbase + Z °Qt ('-<c) + 7 ; l n \TeJt-t j
Qi }

(4-36)

«-)

0295
°V
T
t,

(4-37)

~^g~b~JFc o
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where
aQ

= slope of the i discharge limb in the superposition solution as illustrated in
Figure 4-9, [m3/s2];

Dso

= bed material particle diameter for which 50 % isfiner,[m];

he

= equilibrium flow depth after unsteady effects have dissipated, [m];

n

= r for /„ < / < /0 ;

Qe

= equivalent steady discharge at time /, [m3/s];

Qbase ~ initio discharge, [m3/s];
Te

= a modified equivalent steady discharge time scale of ith discharge limb, [s];

r0

= time at which the fh discharge limb commences, [s];

A

= relative density for submerged bed material, [-].

The bed load transport rate and bed roughness are integrally linked because bed forms
are a part of the bed load transport mechanism. The linkage which exists between the
bed load transport rate and bed roughness under steady flow conditions is also assumed
by Phillips (1984) and Phillips and Sutherland (1989) to exist under unsteady flow
conditions. Hence, it is assumed that the same bed roughness in unsteady flows can also
be derived by the equivalent steady flow. The existing bed roughness predictors can then
be used in combination with the equivalent steady flow discharge.

Similarly, the existing formulas for estimating bed load transport capacity can be used
combination with the equivalent steady flow to estimate the bed load transport in
unsteady flows.

The friction factor is composed of the grain-related part f, and the bed form-related pa
f . This composition influences the response of the bed roughness due to unsteady
flows. Based on his experiments, Goodwin (1986) distinguished the following two
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stages of the alluvial response, (i.e. primary and secondary), due to a sudden change in
discharge as (see Figure 4-10):

[Q-Qbase]

a) Discharge hydrograph

Slopes:

[Q-Qbase]

b) Superposition of the flows
Figure 4-9 Superposition solution for a complex inflow hydrograph
(after Phillips, 1984).

i)

The sudden changes in water depth from h0 to h\t and in bed load sediment

transport rate from Q,K to Qtbi, are caused by the inability of alluvial system to
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respond instantaneously to the change in flow conditions. Hence initially, the
effective alluvial bed roughness at the new flow Qi, is a combination of the grain
related part at the new discharge and the bed forms developed under the former
discharge Qo. These changes are termed the primary changes.

ii)

As the new bed forms gradually develop, the effective bed roughness becomes
larger and in turn the water depth and bed load transport rate also adjust to their
new equilibrium values /i^ and Qsbi. These gradual changes are termed the
secondary changes.

fio

T,

h

*

ho

T,

t

T,

t

Q^
Qsb,

Figure 4-10

Schematisation of the temporal lag effect of the alluvial stream.
(adapted from Goodwin, 1986).
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Temporal lag effects will also occur w h e n there is a sudden decrease in the discharge. In

the case of wide channels, the water depth in the primary phase h\, can be obtained, for
example, by the following approach due to Einstein based on the Darcy-Weisbach
equation:

The grain-related part of the friction factor, f,', can be estimated from the following
relation due to Einstein:

f, = 8 —
= 25ln
V. u)

+ 6.0

^DJ

The bed form-related part of the friction factor f„, for the former flow q0, can be
estimated, for example, from equation (4-31) or (4-33). Substituting f, and f0" into
equation (4-38) yields a result for hi which lies in the range between the water depth
associated with the former discharge ho, and the water depth corresponding to the new
discharge hi.

Furthermore, tgo which is defined as the time required for ninety percent of the change
between h\ and hi to be completed, is introduced to describe the temporal variation of
water depth changes. Considering the equilibrium sizes of the bed forms and the

equilibrium bed load transport rate at the former and new discharge conditions, (i.e. q0
and qi), the following empirical relation was proposed to determine /on (Goodwin,
1986):

Qi Ac
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where
c2 = bed load sediment concentration at the new equilibrium conditions, [kg/m3];
Ac = c2-c0, the difference between the bed load sediment concentration of the two
discharge conditions, [kg/m3];
AH = H2 - H0, the difference between the bed form heights of the two discharge
conditions, [m];
q2 = the new water discharge proceeding to the alluvial reach, [m3/s/m];
X = wave length of the bed forms, [m].

By using /90 the time variation of the water depth and the bed load transport rate can
evaluated. At this stage, the derivation of the temporal lag effects on h and Q,b for an
alluvial stream appears to have the correct form. From equation (4-39), it can be seen
that if Ac is small, then /90 becomes large. Further, if AH is large, a larger volume of
bed material must be transported and /90 increases. However, with probing it can be seen
that Goodwin's work contains a contradiction which is examined below:
i) Using the temporal variation of the water depth and the imposed discharge change
data, the bed load transport rate can be computed by, for example, the following
relation:

(l2 V
<7.*(0 = o\ — — u
HsbK)

^(r)

r r

,

crj

where coefficient a and exponent b are constant, uCI is the critical velocity for the
initiation of motion. This computation results in the temporal variation of the bed
load transport rate as schematised in Figure 4-10.
ii) From Figure 4-10, the sudden jump in bed load transport rate should be followed by
an immediate change in bed forms. However, the sudden jump in water depth, i.e.
from ho to hi in Figure 4-10, represents the lag of bed form development due to a
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temporal lag of the bed load transport. Therefore, the time variation of the bed load
transport rate and the development of bed forms are not in a reasonable agreement.

Due to the embedded contradiction in Goodwin's model for the temporal lag of an
alluvial stream, only the equivalent steady discharge model proposed by Phillips is
incorporated in the present model.

The Phillips model was based on experiments that were carried out using uniform bed
material. It is legitimate to question the validity of implementing this model when the
bed material is non-uniform. A further study concerning the temporal lag effects of an
alluvial reach with non-uniform bed material is still needed.

4.8. Summary of Physical Phenomena of Sediment Transport
To represent field phenomena for non-uniform bed material and unsteady sediment
transport conditions, the following techniques are adopted in the present model:

i) To cope with non-uniform bed material, the exposure correction factor for the
critical bed shear stress is incorporated in combination with a sediment transport
formula derived for uniform bed material. However, in cases where the modification
of a particular transport formula to suit the non-uniform bed material has been
proposed, the modified version of the transport formula is adopted.
ii) To evaluate the spatial and temporal variations of bed material composition, the
thickness of the active layer needs to be determined. Since the bed load layer is a

part of the active layer, the active layer thickness must be larger than the thickness o
the bed load layer. The active layer thickness predictors which are based on the
gradation of the bed material as proposed by Borah et al., (1982) or a constant
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thickness as proposed by Bennett and Nordin (1977) are preferable. In cases where a
constant active layer thickness is chosen, the active layer thickness can be estimated
from a relation based on the height of the bed forms.
iii) The vertical exchange between the bed load sediment, the suspended load sediment
and the bed material is represented by means of a source term. The source term is
composed of two independent processes:
a) the deposition process which is evaluated by considering the concentration at the
base of the suspended load layer and the sediment particle settling velocity, and
b) the entrainment process which is characterised by the sediment particle settling
velocity, the reference concentration at the top of the bed load layer, the volume
fraction of each size class present in the active layer and the ratio of suspended
load to the total load transport.
iv) Since the dynamic wave approach is adopted in the present model, the temporal lag
effect on the alluvial bed roughness must also be included. In order to fulfil this
requirement and to maintain the model robustness, the following techniques are
applied:
a) The bed roughness predictors based on the grains and bed forms are preferred to
those based on integral flow parameters. Alluvial roughness is due to both the
grain size in the bed and the size of the bed forms. The formulation for the
roughness predictor which separates these two contributions is easier to apply to
unsteady flows and makes the model easier to calibrate and verify.
b) The Chezy coefficient is used to represent the alluvial bed roughness. Hence, the
predicted bed roughness given by any predictor must first be translated into a
value for the Chezy coefficient before being inserted into the momentum
equation.
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v) The relation proposed by Bell (1980 and 1983) is adopted to represent the spatial lag
effect of bed load transport. The temporal lag effects of an alluvial reach are
represented by the model proposed by Phillips (1984) and Phillips and Sutherland
(1989). The model consists of the following steps of calculation:
a) decomposing the complex unsteady flow hydrograph into a series of steady
discharges, and
b) applying the equivalent steady discharge to predict the effective bed roughness
and bed load transport rate due to unsteady flow.
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APPLICATION OF THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

5.1. An Outline of the Method
Having formulated the governing equations in the continuum, the next step is to
discretise them in time and space. The result is a set of algebraic equations which is
suitable for solution by digital computers. The two most common generic methods in
use to discretise a continuum problem are the finite difference method (FDM) and the
finite element method (FEM). In the field of water resources, particularly for problems
related to open channel flow, the implementation of the FDM is favoured compared
with the FEM. However, with the revolution in digital computer technology, where
computer memory and computational speed increase rapidly, the FEM is becoming
more popular.

While the FDM provides a pointwise approximation to the governing equations, the
FEM yields a piecewise approximation to the governing equations. A number of

elements are used to represent the domain. A significant advantage of the finite elemen
(FE) approach over the finite difference (FD) approach is that models based upon the
finite element approach are amenable to coding in a highly modular style. This allows

modifications to the computer program to be made relatively easily. It needs to be born
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in mind however that the initial F E model coding is more complicated than an
equivalent FD code.

Due to the extensive number of terms in the governing equations in the present model,

the FEM is well suited for use in this model. Furthermore, the particular variant of t
FEM adapted here is the weighted residual method which can be implemented on
general continuum field problems.

Implementing the FEM consists of the following basic steps (Smith and Griffiths, 1988;
Burnett, 1987):

1) Discretise the continuum domain by dividing it up into a number of elements. Each
element comprises a set of nodes where the field problem variables, e.g.
z, Q, zb, Cj, Q^ , are defined. Values of each field variable at any point in the FE
can be interpolated in some way from the nodal values of the field variables. Since
the present model is one dimensional, the line element is appropriate.
2) Select the trial or shape functions. To make integration easy to be carried out,

polynomials are used for this purpose in the present model. This step is illustrated b
the example below for approximating the water level variable z by a parabola, using
a three-node element as follows:
z (x) = a + bx + ex2 (5-1)
where a, b and c are constants.
Defining the water level z (at node 1) = z\, 2 (at node 2) = zi and z (at node 3) =
Z3, the three constants in equation (5-1) can be eliminated and the result is:
z(x) = N,(x).zx + N2(x).z2 + N3(x).z3 (5-2)
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where the parabolic trial functions are expressed as (illustrated in Figure 5-1):

I
-» x

*4

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

o

O

o

K

0.5 Ax—=H<

0.5 Ax — »

£=0 £=0.5 £=1
* = *i

x = Xi + 0.5Ax

x=xx + Ax

Figure 5-1 A quadratic element.

N, = (l-2£)(l-£), N2 = 4£(l-£), N3 =S(2S-\)
g_*"*i

Ax
More generally, equation (5-2) can be rewritten as:

1=1

where ne is the number of nodes in each element and Nt are the trial functions. It can

be seen in equation (5-2) that the Nt values provide the means for interpolating t

field variable between the nodes. The trial functions have the following propertie
i) at node l,N\ = I and N2 = N3 = 0; and similarly at the other nodes.
ne

ii) at any point in the element, ^TdNl = 1.0.
1-1

Similarly, the approximations for the remaining variables are given by:

ne

ne

Q = _i-\ > , a

?

» = _>,(**)/
i-\

nc

<j =/-I_><(*A

ne

Qsb, »_>,(&.,),
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The other parameters appearing in the governing equations such as Bact, C and K are
also taken to vary throughout the element as expressed in equation (5-2). Only the
porosity of bed material/?, and the coefficient of non-uniform velocity distribution
are taken to be constant.
3) Determine the element contributions to the global equations. To determine the

element contributions, the approximations for the field variables are substituted int
the governing equations to obtain an expression for the residual R. As an example,
the residual over the element for continuity of the sediment-water mixture is given
by:

«_Z -_,__,_£
pB^-^-^-q
++ £8

R'=B—

(5-3)

lal

y

dt

"" dt

dx

The residual is multiplied by the weighting functions and integrated over the
element
4) Summing the contributions from all elements for the sediment-water continuity for
node J in the domain, yields the FE equations:
Ax

IK

,dz

~

ffzb

dQ

dx = 0

(5-4)

Elmts o

where Wj are the weighting functions. In the present model, the Galerkin weighted

residual method is implemented whereby the weighting functions are taken to be the
same as the trial functions.
Once the element equations are formed, their contributions are assembled into the
global equations, which are normally in the form of matrices. Since the element
contributions are developed under the local coordinates for each element, the
assembly process is accomplished by mapping from the local coordinates to the
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global coordinates. At this point, the boundary conditions are taken into account and
incorporated into the global equations which are stored in matrix form.
5) Solve the global equations using an equation solver such as Gaussian elimination.

Since sediment transport problems are time-dependent problems, the solutions being
sought require time integration. In the FEM, time-dependent problems can be
represented by the following two alternative techniques:
i) Introducing trial functions in space only, results in a set of ordinary differential
equations. Subsequently, the time integration can be carried out by a number of
methods, such as the Newton-Raphson method or the Crank-Nicolson finite
difference scheme.
ii) Adopt trial functions in both space and time. The additional time-axis in the trial
functions is treated like another spatial axis. However, applying this technique will
cause a significant increase in computational effort compared with the point i)
technique.

The present model employs the point i) technique where the introduced trial functions
are in space only. The time integration is carried out by means of the Crank-Nicolson
finite difference scheme. Hence, the FEM in the present study refers to a combination of
the Galerkin weighted residual method in space and the Crank-Nicolson finite difference
scheme in time.

The model developed in this study consists of the following three main components:
i) The primary sub-model, which includes the solution of the continuity equation for
the sediment-water mixture, the momentum equation and the sediment mass balance
equation.
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ii) The suspended load sub-model, which is governed by the advection-dispersion
equation for suspended sediment.
iii) The bed material sub-model, which is governed by the fractional sediment mass
balance equation.

5.2. Primary Sub-Model

For the coupled solution method, the primary sub-model requires the simultaneous
solution of:
• continuity of sediment-water mixture equation, i.e. equation (3-26),
• momentum equation for sediment-water mixture, i.e. equation (3-27), and
• sediment mass balance equation, i.e. equation (3-28).
For the decoupled solution method, the primary sub-model requires the simultaneous
solution of:
• continuity of sediment-water mixture equation, i.e. equation (3-26), and
• momentum equation for sediment-water mixture, i.e. equation (3-27).

The sediment mass balance, equation (3-28) is solved separately just after the above two
equations.

The FE equations corresponding to the simultaneous solution of equations (3-26) to

(3-28) are developed in the next sections. Later, the FE equations are composed into the
global system and solved simultaneously.
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5.2.1. Determination of the finite element equations

Introducing the approximation involving the trial functions for each variable and
parameter into the Galerkin FE formulation of the governing equations results in
following equation:
Continuity of sediment-water mixture:

+

Ax

£H{SM^+£M^
*(QKNK)

-XKqla

dx

(5-5)
dx = 0

Momentum equation for sediment-water mixture:
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In a matrix form, equations (5-5) to (5-7) can be rewritten as:
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where
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and the superscript E denotes element, subscript 'sub' denotes sub-matrix, and
subscript' v denotes sub-vector.
For a linear (i.e. 2-node) element (illustrated in Figure 5-2):
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/ £ , / £ , G, and G2 are defined

as follows:
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and

G2(J,K) =

\Nj.NK.dx

where (J,K) refers to the element in the J'h row and K'h column of the sub-matrix.

To achieve the modular style of the model, each term above is calculated by a

subroutine. This method permits the effects of each term to be easily isolate

examined. The integrations in the expressions for the sub-matrices are carrie

standard Gauss-Legendre quadrature. This is exact for integrands which are po

of degree less than or equal to (2 x NGP -1) where NGP is the number of Gauss

sampling points used in the integration. After integration, equation (5-8) ca
in a compact form as follows:
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£ (ME

XE

+ KE XE + FE) = 0

(5-9)

Elmts

where
ME = elemental mass matrix,
KE = elemental stiffness matrix,
FE = elemental forcing matrix.

5.2.2. Assembly of the global equations

The assembly of the element contributions is represented by the summation ( I )

operation over all the elements in equation (5-9). In the assembly process, the ent

the element matrices are added into the appropriate locations of the global or sy
matrices. After assembly, equation (5-9) can be written as:

M.X + K.X + F = 0 (5-10)

In the present model, the assembly process is carried out by the FORMTB subroutine
(Smith and Griffiths, 1988).

5.23. Incorporation of boundary conditions and solution method

Introducing the temporal discretisation yields a set of algebraic equations, which
then be solved for the vector of unknowns X. Applying the Crank-Nicolson finite

difference scheme, the terms K.X and F in equation (5-10) can be evaluated at time
levels n and (n +1):

M.X"*' =\M.X"

-(\-0) At(Fn +Kn.X")]

- 0At F"*] +K"*].Xn+]

(5-11)
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where
i

= iteration number

0

= time-centring parameter where 0.5 < 9 < 1.0.

Equation (5-11) is non-linear and implicit in X"+l and requires an iterative solution
method. Three boundary conditions are required to solve the system of equations (3-26)
to (3-27), i.e. two conditions related to the hydrodynamic variables and one condition
related to the sediment transport rate. Although an elimination procedure could be
devised to take into account the k n o w n values of dependent variables at several
locations, the 'big spring' method is commonly adopted in practice (Smith and Griffiths,
1988). In this method, a 'large number' is added to the leading diagonal of the matrix M,
i.e. in the left-hand side of equation (5-11), in the row where the prescribed value is
required. The term in the same row of the resulting right-hand side vector, i.e. after
evaluating allright-handside terms of equation (5-11), is then set to the prescribed value
multiplied by the increased element of matrix M. The advantage of employing the 'big
spring' method is that a standard equation solver can still be used to solve the set of
equations.

The solutions of equation (5-11) are accomplished by the Gaussian elimination method,
in which the forward reduction and backward substitution phases are carried out in
separate operations. In the present model, the forward reduction phase is carried out by
using the G A U S B A subroutine, while the backward substitution phase is undertaken by
the S O L V B A subroutine (Smith and Griffiths, 1988).

The setting up of the numerical solutions of equations (3-26), (3-27) and (3-28) are
schematised in a structure diagram and presented in Figure 5-3.
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Reorganise the received data from main model
Evaluate the temporal lag effect of the bed load sediment transport
Estimate the cross-sectional area, hydraulic radius and alluvial bed roughness
Estimate the space and time variations of the suspended load concentration
Estimate the actual bed load sediment transport rate
Initialise the global system matrices
For all the elements
Set up the element geometry data
Initialise the element matrices
For all the Gaussian integrating points
Form the element trial functions and their derivatives in local coordinates
Transform the derivatives into the global coordinate system
Determine the contribution of each term in equation (3-26)
Determine the contribution of each term in equation (3-27)
Determine the contribution of each term in equation (3-28)
Construct the element matrices
Assemble the contribution of each element into the global system matrices
Rearrange the global system matrices to a form ready for the solution phase
Include the boundary conditions
Undertake the forward reduction of the mass matrix
Undertake the back substitution to obtain the solutions
Check the convergence criterion
Re-iterate
Return to the main model
Figure 5-3

Structure diagram of the primary sub-model.

5.2.4. Primary sub-model verification

T w o series of verification tests are undertaken to verify the primary sub-model
performance. The first series is intended to verify the performance of the hydrodynamic
components of the model. For this purpose, the model accuracy in simulating
propagation of an incident wave which enters an idealised fixed bed estuary is verified
by comparing its result to the analytical solution (Proudman, 1957; Knight, 1973a). The
detailed results of this test are reported in Section 6.2. Furthermore, the primary sub-
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model performance in simulating bed level changes is verified by evaluating its

prediction on sedimentation upstream of a simplified dam. For this purpose, n

model results given by Dass and Chang are used to compare with the present mo

predictions (Dass, 1975; Chang and Richards, 1971). The detailed results of th
reported in Section 6.3.

5.3. Suspended Load Sediment Transport Sub-Model

The field requirement to separate the bed load and the suspended load process
the present model structure. The advection-dispersion equation for suspended

transport (i.e. equation (3-24)), is adopted to represent the space and time v

the suspended load sediment transport. The close relation between the bed mat

bed load and suspended load transport is preserved via the source term. The n

solution of equation (3-24) is sought by means of the suspended load sub-mode

53.1. Determination of the finite element equations

The advection-dispersion equation for suspended load sediment transport (i.e.
(3-24)) can be rewritten for size class fraction./ as:

dc, dA dQ &, „dA0Cj AdK0Cj _
A-± + cJ^- + cJ-^ + Q—L=
J
dt
dt J dx
dx

K——L+A——^dx dx
dx dx

+ SJ + qlal.c,
'

(5-12)

Applying the same procedure used to formulate equations (5-2), (5-4) and (5-5),
equation corresponding to equation (5-12) is discretised as follows:
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dx
(5-13)
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In a matrix form, equation (5-13) can be written more compactly as:
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KE{J,K)

= \Wj

t^m
_K-*0

U-i

J [L-A

dx )\ dx

dNL^ dN,
dx
dx
/

.i-i

It should be noted that in the suspended load sub-model, the weighting functions Whave

been kept distinct from the trial functions N. For a linear (i.e. 2-node) element, the
following parameters are defined:
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l^J

(Sj+? t o <*.,),=

The numerical integrations are undertaken by Gauss-Legendre quadrature.

53.2. Determination of the weighting functions

The implementation of the Galerkin residual method to solve the advection-dispersion
equation presents serious difficulties when the convective term is dominant over the
diffusion term, i.e. high Peclet number />A =\u\Ax/K, (Heinrich et al., 1977). These

difficulties are apparent in the results of the preliminary tests on the time and spac
variations of the suspended load sediment concentration in Figures 5-4 to 5-6. These
figures are simulation results of the conditions in which fine suspended material is
discharged from an external source onto a test reach. Other data of simulation are as
follows:
i) The simulation is based on equation (5-12).
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ii) The source term SJy the diffusion terms ( K

and A
dx dx

J

~), and the lateral

dx dx

inflow term qlal clat are set to zero for these tests.

The initial conditions along the reach are as follows:
i) uniform flow depth value, h(x, t=0) = 3.05 m,
ii) bed slope, 7 = 0.00019,
iii) water discharge, Q(x, t=0) = 71.4 m3/s, and
iv) the bed roughness is characterised by a constant Chezy coefficient, C = 35.0 m05/s.

The boundary conditions used for testing the advection-diffusion sub-model are as
follows:
i) A constant water discharge Q(x=0, t) = 71.4 m3/s is imposed at the upstream
boundary for the entire simulation period.
ii) A constant water surface elevation is set at the downstream boundary equal to its
initial uniform flow value.
iii) Suspended material with a uniform grain diameter D = 0.1 mm is supplied at the
upstream boundary. The upstream suspended sediment concentration is ramped up
linearly over 100 time steps from c (x=0, t=0) = 0 ppm to c (x=0, t=\00 At) = 200
ppm. After this, it is maintained at the constant value of c = 200 ppm for the entire
simulation period.

The results from the numerical model for a pure advection test with linear elements at a
Courant number for water of Crw = 0.48 are displayed in Figure 5-4. An attempt to
reduce the oscillations by decreasing At from 50 s down to 15 s and increasing the time
centring to 0= 0.8 does not result in any significant improvement. Figure 5-5 shows the
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Time variation of suspended sediment concentration at chainages x = 0, 80.5
and 161 m. Data: Galerkin F E scheme with linear trial functions,
At = 50 s, Ax = 80.5 m, Crw = 0.48 and 6= 0.8.
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Figure 5-5 Time variation of suspended sediment concentration at chainages x = 0, 80.5
and 161m. Data: Galerkin F E scheme with quadratic trial functions,
At = 50 s, Ax = 80.5 m, Crw = 0.48 and 0= 0.8.
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result of the same test but with quadratic finite elements which significantly improve the
model performance. However, this attempt does not eliminate the oscillation on
front of the concentration wave. This deficiency can clearly be seen in Figure

contains the concentration profile over the first 5.0 kilometres of the test re
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Figure 5-6 Space variation of suspended sediment concentration at various times
Data: Galerkin FE scheme with quadratic trial functions,
At = 50 s, Ax = 80.5 m, Crw = 0.48 and 0= 0.8.
It is clear that other selections of the weighting functions are allowed in the FEM. To
overcome the problem of numerical oscillation in the solution of the advection-

dispersion equation for suspended sediment, Heinrich et. al. (1977) and Christi

(1976) suggested the application of an upwind scheme. Applying the upwind schem

weighting functions of the following forms for linear elements are adopted (ill
Figure 5-7):
/

\
3x
, (x-Ax) for the element with node numbers (i -1) - i ;
W, = N, + a
^ Ax
)

and
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W, = N, - a

3x

K~ Ax2

(x - A x ) for the element with node numbers i - (i +1).

r-m

Ax—-=»|<

Ax

^

Figure 5-7 Trial (Ni) and weighting (Wj) functions of the upwind F E scheme.

Where TV, are the trial functions and a is a constant parameter that needs to be chosen
by considering the flow conditions. Heinrich et al. proposed a range of 0 < \a\ < 1. a is
positive when the flow velocity u, is positive and negative when the flow velocity is
negative. A detailed description concerning this constant parameter was given by
Heinrich etal. (1977).

The effectiveness of implementing the upwind weighting functions with a = 0.5 to solve
equation (5-12) can be seen in Figures 5-8 and 5-9. A minor oscillation at the wave front
is still present. However, a significant improvement has been achieved when compared
with the results of implementing the quadratic trial functions.

The upwinding or asymmetry is actually a flux correction. Artificial diffusion is
introduced by the upwinding to balance the numerical diffusion that is introduced by the
discrete approximation to the convective term of equation (5-12). However, some
numerical diffusion still remains as can be seen in both test results. A complete first-
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order Hermitianfiniteelement scheme in space and time was proposed by Sobey and
Vidler (1980) to solve the numerical diffusion problems of the solution for the
advection-dispersion equation. However, the number of unknown parameters per node
increases from one for the upwind scheme to three for the first-order Hermitian scheme.
Since the computational effort is proportional to the cube of the unknown nodal
parameters, the required computational effort increases roughly by a factor of twenty
seven times (Livesley, 1975).

The choice of an appropriate scheme must be based on a compromise between the
required engineering accuracy and computational effort. Considering this criterion and
the preliminary test results, the upwind scheme in combination with the linear finite
elements is adequate for solving the advection-dispersion equation for suspended
sediment.
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Figure 5-8 Time variation of suspended sediment concentration at chainages x = 0, 80.5
and 161 m. Data: Upwind F E scheme with linear trial functions, a = 0.5,
At = 50 s, Ax = 80.5 m, Crw - 0.48 and 0 = 0.5.
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Figure 5-9 Space variation of suspended sediment concentration at various times,
Data: Upwind F E scheme with linear trial functions, a = 0.5,
At = 50 s, Ax = 80.5 m, Crw = 0.48 and 0= 0.5.

533.

Assembly of the global equations

After integration, equation (5-14) can be written more compactly as:

£

[ME.tE

+ KE.c/

+

FE)=0

(5-15)

Elmts

The contribution from each element is accounted for assembling the element matrices
into the appropriate system matrix. This results in a set of ordinary differential
equations:
M. tj + K. Cj + F = 0

(5-16)
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5.3.4. Incorporation of the boundary conditions and solution method

Two boundary conditions are required to solve equation (5-16). The imposed suspended
sediment concentration at the upstream boundary is chosen as thefirstboundary
condition. The space gradient of suspended sediment concentration at the last node is
chosen as the second boundary condition. A practical way to provide this condition is to
set the space gradient of suspended sediment concentration at the far downstream
boundary to zero (Leonard, 1979). Hence, the downstream numerical boundary is
equivalent to dcj /dx = 0 and in the present model this is achieved by:
i) Adopting one additional dummy node at the downstream end with identical
properties to those at the last node in the system.
ii) Applying Leith's ID control volume formula to estimate the value of the
concentration at the last node at the new time level (Leonard, 1979).

C

N

=

C

N

+

1 GrN_x

\[CN-I

+ C

N) ~ GrN_x \cN - cN_x J J

" 7 <>*•, [fa + c"N+x) - CrN+x (c"N+x - cnN)]
+

(5-17)

cc[c"N_x+cnN+x-2c"N]

where

Crs.i =

i K-i!+"*)•At
Ax

Cru+j =

uN. At
?
Ax

a

=

K.At
Ax2 '

N

= the last node number of the system.

i

Considering the concentration gradient set equal to zero at the downstream boundary,
equation (5-17) can be rewritten as:
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c;+1 = c; + i crN,x[(<•;_, + rN) -cr N _ x [rN -<•;_,)] - o„ +1 .<r;
+

(5-18)

a[cnN.x-cnN]

Implementing the Crank-Nicolsonfinitedifference scheme for the time derivatives,
equation (5-16) becomes:

M.c; +1 = M.c]*x-(\-0)At.(F"+Kn.cJ+l)]

- 0At. F"+1 +Kn+\cJ"*1

(5-19)

The required boundary conditions are incorporated in equation (5-19) by means of the

"big spring" method as discussed before in Section 5.2.2. The solutions of equatio

19) are found by the Gaussian elimination method. The forward reduction and backwa
substitution phases are carried out by means of the GAUSBA and SOLVBA subroutines
respectively.

The solution phases of the suspended load sub-model are summarised in the structure
diagram in Figure 5-10.

5.4.

B e d L o a d Sediment Transport S u b - M o d e l

The following two field phenomena are evaluated by the bed load sub-model:
i) The bed load sediment transport capacity under unsteady flows is analysed by
including the temporal lag effects of the alluvial reach.
ii) The actual bed load sediment transport rate is analysed by including the spatial lag
effects of the bed load sediment transport as formulated in equation (4-34).
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Reorganise received data from the m a i n m o d e l
For all sediment size classes
Evaluate the entrainment a n d deposition processes
Initialise the global system matrices
For all the elements
Set u p the element geometry data
Initialise the element matrices
For all the Gaussian integrating points
F o r m the element trial functions and their derivatives in local
coordinates
Transform the derivatives into the global coordinate system
Determine the contribution of each term in equation (3-24)
Construct the element matrices
A s s e m b l e the contribution of each element into the global system matrices
Rearrange the global system matrices to a form ready for the solution phase
Include the boundary conditions
Undertake the forward reduction of the m a s s matrix
Undertake the back substitution to obtain the solutions
C h e c k the convergence criterioj

N e x t size class

Return to the primary m o d e l
Figure 5-10

Structure diagram of the suspended load sediment sub-model.

The temporal lag effects of the bed load transport sub-model are discussed in Section
4.7. The actual bed load transport rate can be found by integrating equation (4-34) (Bell
and Sutherland, 1983; Rahuel et al., 1989):

Qsb,

=

1+

Q^
_._!

-CSL/B(*-*°)

Q'sb)

(5-20)

<Q'bJt
where
Qtb

= the actual or measured bed load transport rate for sediment size classy, [m Is];

Qetb = bed load transport capacity for sediment size classy which is evaluated by
considering the equivalent steady discharge, [m /sj;
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Ca

= spatial lag coefficient of bed load transport for sediment size classy, which is
evaluated by using equation (4-35), [m" 1 ];

Subscript 0 = the upstream limit of the reach being considered.
The structure diagram of the bed load transport sub-model is shown in Figure 5-11.

Reorganise all data transferred from the primary model
For all sediment size classes
For all the elements
Evaluate the exposure correction factor
Calculate the total load sediment transport capacity
Calculate the ratio of the bed load to the total load sediment transport
Evaluate the actual bed load sediment transport rate by means of Eq. (5-20)
Return to the primary model
Figure 5-11 Structure diagram of the bed load sediment transport sub-model.
Another method, in which the spatial lag effects of bed load transport were combined
and evaluated with the sediment mass balance equation, was proposed by Phillips
(Phillips, 1984; Phillips and Sutherland, 1989). The implementation of Phillips' method
is compared with the adoption of equation (5-20) in the present study. A comparison of
the results is presented in Section 6.3.2.5.

5.5. Sub-Model for Evaluating Changes in Bed Material
Composition

To cope with non-uniform bed material, the sub-processes of selective sediment
transport, armoured layer development or breaking up and changes in the bed material
composition need to be evaluated at each time step. Equation (3-29) is adopted to
evaluate the changes in bed material composition. The FE equations are derived in the
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following sections and their numerical solution is carried out in the bed material sorting
sub-model.

5.5.1. Determination of the finite element equations

The element equation for equation (3-29) is derived by the same procedure used to
formulate equations (5-2), (5-4) and (5-5) as follows:

M

Ax

IK !o-,)f:(^i^^
dx

ElmtsQ

b
SjrNK+\(l-p)pfiJ.BM)iNL]INK dz
dt

+

(5-21)

In a matrix form, equation (5-21) can be written as:
r

>

+

a

ZM-M M W

(5-22)

Elmts

where

' (a», I
[F£] = [G, G, F £

-/£]

{ a
FH.J.K) = K lo-rilfM-)^)}dxN
0,{J.1Q-fa.^.*
0
Ax

G2(J,K)= \Nj.NK.dx
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Ax

f

„e

1

Furthermore, the following parameters are defined for linear finite elements:

,/d _______:

Mr'

Qsb)X

(S>-*Or-

(4 =
5.5.2. Incorporation of boundary conditions and solution method

After integration, equation (5-22) can be written as:

£

= 0
ME . (fj.S) + F>

(5-23)

Elmts \

After assembling the contributions from the finite elements, equation (5-23) can be
written as:

M. (fj.S) + F = 0

(5-24)

Only one boundary condition is required to solve equation (5-24). The boundary
condition applied in the present model is the specification of the composition of the
supplied material at the upstream boundary. Furthermore, if the case of a constant active
layer thickness is chosen, a straightforward solution can be carried out. Otherwise, since
the active layer thickness depends on the gradation of the bed material, an iterative
solution method must be carried out. To carry out each iteration, the volume fraction
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change of each sediment size class is evaluated first and then the n e w particle size
distribution is determined. Since any change in the gradation of the bed material will
influence the bed roughness, the sediment transport and the hydrodynamics, the iteration
includes all of the sub-models.

The remaining procedures which have been implemented to solve equation (5-11) of the
primary sub-model and equation (5-18) of the suspended load sediment concentration
are also used to solve equation (5-24). The structure diagram of the sub-model for
evaluating the changes in bed material is presented in Figure 5-12.

Reorganise received data from the main model
Estimate the active layer thickness
For all sediment size classes
Evaluate the contribution of the sub-stratum layer
Initialise the global system matrices
For all the elements
Set up the element geometry data
Initialise the element matrices
For all the Gaussian integrating points
Form the element trial functions and their derivatives in local
coordinates
Transform the derivatives into the global coordinate system
Determine the contribution of each term in equation (3-30)
Construct the element matrices
Assemble the contribution of each element into the global system matrices
Rearrange the global system matrices to a form ready for the solution phase
Incorporate the boundary conditions
Undertake the forward reduction of the mass matrix
Undertake the back substitution to obtain the solutions
Update the gradation of bed material
Return to the main model
Figure 5-12

Structure diagram of the bed material sorting sub-model.
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5.6. Main Model for Organising the Flow of Data
It has been shown in this chapter that the present numerical model consists of a main
program and several sub-models. Each sub-model is designed in a modular style to
handle a particular morphological process. The main program is designed to incorporate

the special purpose sub-models and to organise the input data and the result output. Th
structure diagram of the main model is presented in Figure 5-13.

As described in Section 3.4, the performance of the two solution methods, i.e. the
decoupled and coupled methods, are compared with each other in the present study.
Furthermore, the present model is designed and organised in such a way that the
difference between the two formulations only takes place in the primary sub-model. The
remaining sub-models and subroutines are the same. Therefore, in Figure 5-13 it can be
seen that the model with the coupled solution method can be distinguished from the
model with the decoupled solution method only by replacing the primary sub-model.

Read input data
Initialise the simulation
Find the Gauss point coordinates and weighting factors
For all time levels
Predict the time and space variations of z , Q, Zb, Q,b and c by means of
the Primary sub-model
Evaluate the changes in the bed material gradation
_,7 ~
— — Check the convergence criteria
Ke-iterate
"
Store the solutions and initialise data for next time level
Reorganise the solution for a certain display

Figure 5-13 Structure diagram of the main model.
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TESTING AND APPLYING THE DECOUPLED METHOD
OF SOLUTION

6.1. General Comment
Implementing the decoupled method of solution for solving the governing equations,

requires three major analyses or solution phases to be carried out in sequence at every
time step:
i) solving the hydrodynamic equations for the flow variables,
ii) predicting the bed level, and
iii) analysing the longitudinal sorting and armouring of the river bed material.

Each solution phase is carried out by means of a sub-model. To verify the performance
and the accuracy of each sub-model, numerical tests on the decoupled model are

performed separately. This testing procedure reduces the likelihood of accumulating and

passing on errors from one sub-model to the others after the three sub-models have been
assembled into the final model.

The hydrodynamic sub-model was verified by applying it to long wave propagation in
an idealised one-dimensional estuary and comparing the numerical solution to an

Chapter 6: Testing and Applying the Decoupled Method of Solution

analytical solution. The analytical solution was first developed by Proudman (1957) and
later amplified by Knight (1973a).

The present model is designed to predict river bed changes. As an initial step towards
checking its general accuracy for sediment routing, some basic experiments of Chang
and Richards (1971) and Dass (1975) to estimate sediment deposition upstream of a
dam are simulated. Deposition upstream of a dam is a typical problem that is
appropriately analysed by using a decoupled approach. This type of deposition is
considered as a long term process where its dimensionless transport parameter, x¥, and
Froude number, Fr, are relatively low.

The capability of the model to predict the spatial lag effects of bed load transport, tha
the inability of the flow over an alluvial bed to directly reach its bed load transport
capacity, is tested against data measured by other investigators (Bell, 1980; Bell and
Sutherland, 1983). The spatial lag effect is particularly important in simulating
conditions where the bed load transport rate does not equal the bed load transport
capacity.

Furthermore, experimental data from flume experiments on armoured layer
development in non-uniform sediments was used to assess the reliability of the bed
material sorting sub-model (Chin, 1985 and 1994). In this case the model has been
implemented to simulate numerically the flume experiments. The process of armouring
has also been investigated.
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6.2. Verification of the Hydrodynamic Sub-Model
To check the accuracy of the hydrodynamic finite element sub-model, the results of the
numerical model were compared with a k n o w n analytical solution. T h e case study
chosen consists of w a v e propagation in an idealised estuary. The estuary consists of a
horizontal, prismatic channel which is closed at one end, i.e. the head of the estuary, and
open at the other end, i.e. the mouth of the estuary, in which a periodic disturbance is
imposed. The layout of the estuary is shown in Figure 6.1.

r~ High water

'U

40?
Still water level

:v

I

"*

h0-

At x = Lt

yW

>
—

y<W

L o w water

i

X

Estuary head

Estuary mouth

a) Longitudinal section of estuary

_____

si&r

II

Estuary mouth

T

-

^

=^7

Estuary head

b) Plan view of estuary

Figure 6-1 Layout of the idealised estuary.

6.2.1. Analytical solution

The incident wave enters the estuary from the mouth and travels toward the head, from
which it is reflected. This results in a standing w a v e system. T h e motion can be
considered as one dimensional. Proudman (1957) was thefirsttofindthe analytical nonlinear solution which included the convective acceleration and friction terms in the
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envelope of high water and low water levels along the estuary. This work was amplified
by Knight (1973) who provided the analytical solution for the surface elevation and
velocity at any time and any location in the estuary.

For the case of an estuary with a prismatic rectangular cross-section and with no river
flow at the estuary head, the equation of continuity is:

__{(/ 2+ ; 7 ). tt }+ __U0
dxKK

' *

(6-D

dt

and the m o m e n t u m equation is:

du
du
dn gu\u\
— +u
+ g—- +
\r1 = 0
dt
dx 6 dx
C2

(6-2)

where
h = mean depth, [m];
TJ = surface elevation, [m].

For the case of a first order harmonic tide with amplitude of 'a' imposed at the estuary
mouth and tidal period of T, the general expressions for the tidal water levels and
velocities at any cross-section are given by Knight (1973):
l(x,t)

= 2 A .cos(cot) cos(ax)
+—

{cos2(<y/ + ax) + cos2(o>/ - ax) - cos2(at + ax- 2aL,)- cos2(<yf - ax - 2aL,)

o

-6a(L€-x).sm(2ojt + 2ax)-6a(Le+x).sin(2cot - lax) - 4cos(2aL,) + 4cos(2ax
2gcA:

UCA0
2gcA>
SChn

J|cos(<y/ + ax) - cos(a>#)\ .[cos(<af + ax) - cos(a)$)].d0
., M.
t*L

\\cos(cot - ax) - cos(a>^)| .[cos(a)t - ax) - cos(a)0)].dj
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This equation is of the form:
rj(x,t) = 2A\ .cos(fi)f) cos(crx) + convection term - friction term

The analytical solution for the flow velocity at any section is:
u(x,t)
-

=2A.sm((ot)sm(ax)
+ — {cos2 (at + ax) - cos2 (at -ax) + cos2 (at + ax-2 aLe) - cos2 (at -ax-2
8
+ 6a(Lt -x).sin(2at + 2ax)-6a(Le +x).sin(2at-2ax) }
2gcA:
\AChQ
2gcA2
-

(

•

ACK

aLe)

/—

f|cos(<yf + ax) - cos(af)\.[cos(at + ax) - cos(afij\.d0
., n.
«+i

j]cos(*yf - ax) - cos(<y^)| .[cos(_>r - ax) - cos(afl)]dfi
, «.

This equation is of the form:
u(x,t) =2Ah0.sm(o)t)sin(tjx) +convection term-friction term

The envelope of high water level at any section is given as:
lix)

= 2A.cos2(ax) +—{10cos2(o-x)-4-cos2(o-x-2c7le)-cos2(o-x
High water

+ 2c7i:e)

o

-4cos(2o-Ie) + 12axsin(2o-x) }-

gA

'{ 4[2cos2(ax) + \](aLe-ax)
.SC'h0(T.

+ 6sin(2ax)-8cos2(x)sin(2aLe)-cos(2ax)sm(4aLe)

}

Whereas the envelope of low water level at any section is given as:

rj(x)
0

J Low water

= -2A.cos2(ax) + —{l0cos2(ax)-4-cos2(ax-2aLt)-cos2(ax

+ 2aL,)

o

-4cos(2aIJ + 12o-xsin(2crx) }+ —~ { 4\2 cos2 (ax) + l](a Lt - ax)
\8C h0aj
2
+ 6sm(2ax)-&cos (x)s\n(2aLt)-cos(2ax)s\n(4aL,) }

where
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2h0cos(aLe)
a

= incident wave amplitude, [m];

ho

= mean water depth, [m];

Le

= length of the estuary, [m];

a

= wave number of incident wave, [m*1];

a>

= angular frequency of incident wave, [s"1];

C

= Chezy coefficient, [m 05 /s].

The solution consists of a linear part and a second order part due to the convective
acceleration andfrictionterms and the non-linear divergence terms. The convective
acceleration term causes the high and the low water levels to be higher. It also delays
the times of both high water and low water. O n the contrary, the friction term reduces
the high water level and raises the low water level. It also delays the times of both high
water and low water. The above second order solutions are only valid for small values
of the second order terms in comparison with the first order term. The second order
solution is inadequate when the shape of thetidalcurve becomes strongly distorted. A
graphical guidance showing the validity limit of the analytical solution was also given
by Knight (1973a) and is presented in Figure 6-5.1. A series of comparison tests
between analytical solutions and model results has been carried out. It includes a test
where the validity limit of the analytical solution is abandoned.

6.2.2. Data for the model tests
Six series of tests have been conducted. In these tests, the following physical and
numerical parameters are used:

1) physical parameters
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2)

still water depth, ho

= 2.0

estuary length, Le

= 160.0 [m]

incident wave period, T

= 200 [s]

[m]

numerical parameters
time step, Ar

= 2.0

[s]

nodal spacing, Ax

= 20.0

[m]

time centring, 0

= 0.5

Courant number, Crw = 0.443
tests duration

= 420

[s]

linear finite elements.

3)

tests conducted

^Testg

Test
nos.

Test
Types

1

Linear

Excluded

0.1

00

Figs. 6-2.1 to 6-2.4

2

Non-linear

Included

0.1

oo

Figs. 6-3.1 to 6-3.3

3

Non-linear

Included

0.1

40.0

4

Non-linear

Included

0.1

10.0

Figs. 6-4.1 to 6-4.3
Figs. 6-5.2 to 6-5.4

5

Non-linear

Included

0.2

40.0

Figs. 6-6.1 to 6-6.3

6

Non-linear

Included

0.2

10.0

Figs. 6-7.1 to 6-7.3

Convective Amplitude
t Chezy '
Terms
[ml:, coefficient [ m / s ]

results

6.23. Results of the model tests

The linear finite element model results are compared with the analytical solution in
Figures 6-2 to 6-6. The results of each of the six tests consist of:
i) the time variation for the surface elevation at the estuary head,
ii) the time variation for the velocity at the estuary mouth, and
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iii) the envelopes for high and low water along the estuary.

The results from the linear test (Test no. 1) are presented in Figures 6-2.1 to 6-2.4. In
these tests, the non-linear term in the continuity equation, i.e. —i(h+n)u\ is

excluded. From Figure 6-2.1, it can be seen that the low water levels of the model are
slightly higher than the analytical solution by 0 to 2%. Some phase errors are apparent,
particularly at the mid-tide levels. From Figure 6-2.2, the peak velocities in the model

results are higher than those of the theoretical linear analysis, particularly in the sec
crest, by less than 1%. In contrast, the minimum model velocities are seen to be lower.

From Figures 6-2.3 and 6-2.4, it is seen that the water level variation at the estuary he
is amplified by a factor of 2.38 times that of the incident wave.

The same tests were performed by various researchers to verify their finite element
models (Partridge and Brebbia, 1976; Cathers, 1986). Their models resulted in similar
phenomena, except the absolute errors in surface water variation and velocity variation.
The errors given by the model of Cathers were in the range of 0 to 5% and of 0 to 14%
for Partridge and Brebbia's model. The differences between these finite element models
compared with the present model are as follows:
i) Cathers used 2-D linear quadrilateral elements to set up his model tests. Partridge
and Brebbia used 2-D quadratic triangular elements, while the present model used 1D linear elements.
ii) The present model tests and Cathers' tests are started with initial conditions
corresponding to maximum potential energy and zero kinetic energy, whereas
Partridge and Brebbia's test were initiated from a state of zero potential energy and
maximum kinetic energy.
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Linear solution
Model results
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Test conditions:
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00
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[m]
[s]
[m^/s]

Convective terms excluded

T i m e [x 10 seconds ]

Figure 6-2.1 W a t e r level variation with time at the estuary head,
Test no. 1: Linear test.
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Figure 6-2.2 Velocity variation with time at the estuary mouth,
Test no. 1: Linear test.
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Figure 6-23

Envelopes for high and low water along the estuary,
Test no. 1: Linear test.
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Figure 6-2.4

Amplification of w a v e height along the estuary,
Test no. 1: Linear test.
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Although there are some differences in the used models, it is not clear why the spectrum
of discrepancy between these tests results is quite wide. The chosen elements shape may
to be the source of errors rather than the initial conditions of the tests. The present
model tests were all run at a low Courant number,

Cfv,=

^-A' = Q.443.
Ax

Therefore, the selected time steps would probably not account for these discrepancies.

Figures 6-3.1 to 6-3.3 contain the results of the second test. The convective terms in
both the model and the analytical solution have been included. The friction term has

been excluded by setting a very high value for the Chezy coefficient. The errors in the
extreme values of surface elevation and velocity are higher compared to those of the
first test. However, the errors decrease with time. The largest errors are within about

±2%.

Figures 6-4.1 to 6-4.3 contain the results of the third test. In this test the effects o
non-linear terms have been included. A Chezy coefficient of 40.0 m°'5/s has been used
to characterise the estuary roughness. The agreement between the model results and the
analytical results is good. The errors in the extreme values of surface elevation and
velocity become higher compared to the results of the second test. The errors are now
within about ± 3%. Similar to the results of the second test, the errors also decrease
with time.
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Figure 6-3.1 Water level variation with time at the estuary head,
Test no. 2: Non-linear test.
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Figure 6-3.2 Velocity variation with time at the estuary mouth,
Test no. 2: Non-linear test.
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Figure 6-33 Envelopes for high and low water along the estuary,
Test no. 2: Non-linear test.
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Water level variation with time at the estuary head,
Test no. 3: Non-linear test.
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Velocity variation with time at the estuary mouth,
Test no. 3: Non-linear test.
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Figure 6-43

Envelopes for high and low water along the estuary,
Test no. 3: Non-linear test.
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Figure 6-5.1 contains the validity limit of the analytical solution proposed by Knight

(1973a), while Figures 6-5.2 to 6-5.4 contain the results of the fourth test. In this tes
the estuary roughness has been increased and has a Chezy coefficient of 10.0 m0-5/s. As
can be seen from Figure 6-5.1, in these conditions the contribution of the non-linear
terms becomes sufficiently large to invalidate the analytical solution. The analytical
solution can no longer be used for measuring the accuracy of the numerical model
results. The distortion of the tidal curves is not obvious. However, the discrepancies
between the analytical results and the model results in the extreme values are about 5%
for the surface elevation and 8% for the velocity. The low and high water levels
predicted by the present model are less than that of the analytical solution. Some phase
lag errors at high and low water are also apparent.

The results of the fifth test are presented in Figures 6-6.1 to 6-6.3. The contribution o

the friction term is reduced by decreasing the estuary roughness. It is now characterised
by a Chezy coefficient of 40 m°'5/s. In order to maintain the test conditions within the
validation domain of the analytical solution, the reduction of the aforementioned nonlinearity has been compensated by doubling the amplitude of the imposed wave to a 0.2 m. From Figure 6-5.1, it can be seen that the analytical solution for the fifth test

conditions is acceptable at the head of the estuary but it is a borderline case at the mo
of the estuary. From Figure 6-6.1, it can be observed that the model overestimates the
tidal prism at the estuary head by about 4 to 6%. A distortion in the velocity-time
history, particularly in the second wave period can be seen from Figure 6-6.2. This
phenomenon was also apparent in the model tests of Cathers (1986).
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Figure 6-5.1 Limits of application of Proud man's analytical solution
(after Knight, 1973a).
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Figure 6-5.2 Water level variation with time at the estuary head,
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Velocity variation with time at the estuary mouth,
Test no. 4: Non-linear test.
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Envelopes for high and low water along the estuary,
Test no. 4: Non-linear test.
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Figure 6-6.1 Water level variation with time at the estuary head,
Test no. 5: Non-linear test.
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Figure 6-6.2 Velocity variation with time at the estuary mouth,
Test no. 5: Non-linear test.
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Figure 6-63

Envelopes for high and low water along the estuary,
Test no. 5: Non-linear test.

The results of the sixth test are presented in Figures 6-7.1 to 6-7.3. In this test the
magnitude of the non-linearity has been increased still further. The friction has been
increased through the Chezy coefficient from 40.0 m05/s in the fifth test to the present
value of 10.0 m05/s. The distortion of surface elevation and velocity-time histories are
obvious. The discrepancy between the model results and the analytical results is now
even larger. The surface elevation prism predicted by the model is about 10% larger
than that given by the analytical solution. While the velocity prism predicted by the
model is about 30% larger than that given by the analytical solution. The test conditions
are plotted in Figure 6.5.1. From that figure it is clearly seen that the sixth test
conditions are in the invalid domain of the analytical solutions. The contribution of the
non-linear terms is large so that the analytical solution results cannot be used as a
comparison in these conditions.
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Figure 6-7.1 Water level variation with time at the estuary head,
Test no. 6: Non-linear test.
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Figure 6-7.2 Velocity variation with time at the estuary mouth,
Test no. 6: Non-linear test.
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Figure 6-73 Envelopes for high and low water along the estuary,
Test no. 6: Non-linear test.

6.2.4. Conclusions of the hydrodynamic tests

A series of tests has been conducted to verify the performance of the hydrodynamic submodel in solving the governing continuity and momentum equations, i.e. equations (326) and (3-27) respectively. The model tests were organised in such a manner that each
term of equations (3-26) and (3-27) is included in several stages. This method was
chosen to assess whether each term of those governing equations has been well
represented and coded. When the test conditions are well within the accurate domain of
the analytical solution, the test results of the model compared well to the analytical
solutions. The second order solution is inadequate when the shape of the tidal curve
becomes strongly distorted, viz. Test nos. 4 and 6 (Knight, 1973a). Hence the analytical
solution can no longer be used to measure the accuracy of the results from the numerical
model. Since the model is designed by implementing a modular system, the series of
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tests carried out show that the model can easily accommodate and be adjusted to any
particular field problem.

6.3. Verification of the Bed Level Changes Sub-model

6.3.1. Deposition of sediment upstream of a dam

In the previous hydrodynamic sub-model tests, the estuary's bed is assumed to be rig

and only the water surface fluctuations were considered. To assess the present model
general accuracy for sediment routing, the model was applied to an example provided
by Chang and Richards (1971) and Dass (1975) to determine the sediment deposition
upstream of a dam.

63.1.1. Basic data of the dam
1) The channel characteristics in the reach are
• Total length of the reach, L = 14 km,
• Manning's roughness coefficient, n = 0.01,
• Bed material porosity, p = 0.472,
• Cross-sectionally averaged sediment concentration was expressed by Chang
k
um h". The parameters k,

and Richards (1971) and Dass (1975) as c =
g.w

m and n should be based on field measurements. In this test, Chang and
Richards (1971) and Dass (1975) assumed k = 7.55 E-5, m = 3, n = -1, and w
the mean fall velocity of the sediment was taken equal to 0.002 m/s.
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2)

Initial conditions

• The initial flow depths before the simulations commence are based on the
back water curve evaluation results. For this purpose, the improved Euler
method was implemented for flow conditions as follows:
- water discharge Q(x=L, P=0) - 6.2 m /s/m, and
- water depth at the dam location, h(x=L, t=0) = 4.0 m.
• The river bed was assumed straight and on a slope of 0.0003.

3) Upstream boundary conditions
• The inflow discharge was Q(x=0, r) = 6.2 m3/s/m, and
• sediment discharge Q^x=0, f) = 0.266 m3/s/m was supplied at upstream end.

4) Downstream boundary condition
The water level, z(x=L, f) - 4.0 m was set up at the dam location for the entire
period of the tests.

63.1.2. Test results and discussion
Considering the given reach data, it can be derived that the Froude number, Fr = 0.628,
and the dimensionless transport parameter, *F = 0.021. These parameters are evaluated

based on the initial conditions at the upstream boundary. By using the graph of relative

celerities of wave propagation in Figure 2-5, one may see that the celerity of disturba

on the water-sediment interface on the river bed is of the same order of magnitude as th

celerity of disturbances on the air-water interface. In other words, it can be stated th

the scale of influence of the sediment processes is significant compared to the variati
of hydrodynamic conditions. These conditions mean that the decoupled approach is
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actually not suitable to solve the problem. T o compensate for this inappropriateness, the
following techniques are adopted:
i) Choosing small time steps, so that the impact of changes in bed condition to the
hydrodynamics can frequently be taken into account.
ii) Re-iterating the sequential solution of the continuity and momentum equations for
the sediment-water mixture and the sediment mass balance equation within each
time step.

The spatial and time variations of sediment concentration may influence the hydrostatic
pressure and the momentum equation for sediment-water mixture. To assess this effect,
the following two series of tests were carried out:
i) Test no. 1, the density of the sediment-water mixture was assumed constant. For this
case, the density of the sediment-water mixture was evaluated based on the initial
sediment concentration at the upstream boundary.
ii) Test no. 2, the density of the sediment-water mixture varies accordingly with the
changes on sediment concentration.

The test results are presented in Figures 6-8 and 6-9. Figure 6-8 contains the first test
results. The curve obtained by Dass using the finite difference linear implicit method is
also shown as a comparison. In the case where the density of the sediment-water
mixture is assumed constant, the present model gives practically the same results as
those of Dass. A maximum of 12% disagreement takes place particularly in the test
chainages 6.0 to 13.0 km. The FDM employed by Dass gives a slightly lower prediction
of deposition in the region of highest deposition. This effect may arise due to the way in
which the bed level changes are calculated. In the FDM, the bed level change at a
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computational chainage is calculated by only considering the imbalance in sediment
mass in the two adjacent computational reaches (Holly, 1988), while in the FEM, the
bed level changes are evaluated by considering non-equilibrium sediment transport
conditions in all computational reaches. From Figure 6.8, comparing the estimated
deposition given by the model using Ax = 1 km and Ax = 0.5 km, it can also be
concluded that the model is not sensitive to the implemented space steps. The Cuorant
number for disturbances on the water-sediment interface on the river bed, Cr,:

Cr =-----=0.027
Ax
where
C3 = celerity of wave disturbances on the water-sediment interface on the river bed,
[m/s];
= __L-

h '
b = exponent constant for the sediment transport equation, [-].

Figure 6-9 contains the second test results. The curve obtained by Chang and Richards
using the methods of characteristic is also shown as a comparison. When the density of

the sediment-water mixture is treated as a variable, it can be seen that the present st
overestimates the prediction of sediment deposition compared to Chang and Richards'
results. The discrepancy is within about 18% for the model using Ax = 0.5 km and about
12% for the model using Ax = 1.0 km. It is not clear why these discrepancies are so
significant. These model tests are all run at a low Courant number. Therefore the
selected numerical data would probably not account for these discrepancies.
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A comparison of the results in Figures 6-8 and 6-9 shows that treating the mass density
of the sediment-water mixture as a constant or as a variable gives practically the same
results. This is probably caused by the steadiness of the flow conditions used in these
model tests. Therefore for practical purposes, the assumption of constant mass density
of the sediment-water mixture is reasonable for the simulation of long term processes,
such as the sediment deposition upstream of dams. In fact, the accuracy in a sediment
transport modelling application is most likely governed by the particular sediment
transport function selected to match the field conditions.

63.2. Local scouring test downstream of a sediment barrier
Non-steady hydrodynamics can cause transients in the bed of alluvial channels.
Nevertheless, a change in the upstream sediment transport supply under steady

hydrodynamic conditions will also generate morphological transients. A series of tests is

performed to assess the capability of the model to simulate the spatial lag effect and the
time variation of the bed load transport rate, and the mean bed elevation within a region
affected by an imposed non-equilibrium boundary condition. For this purpose as
presented in Figure 6-11, flume experiments conducted by Bell (1980 and 1983) on nonequilibrium bed load transport downstream of a horizontal, roughened, fixed bed are
simulated.

6.3.2.1. Experimental equipment and procedure

Bell (1980 and 1983) conducted the experiment on an open circuit tilting flume with:
length, L = 30.0 m, width, B = 0.305 m and initial bed slope, I0 = 0.002. The other data
was as follows:
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i) T o fully develop the turbulent boundary layer before reaching the erodible bed, a
fixed roughened bed was set up at the upstream section of the flume.
ii) The erodible bed material consisted of uniform fine gravel particles of mean
diameter Dm = 2.11 mm and geometric standard deviation crg= 1.25.
iii) The depth was adjusted by means of a submerged weir which was placed at the
downstream end of the flume.
iv) a bed load collector, that could be lowered to follow the degrading bed level, was
up to collect the eroded sediment.

In the flume experiments, steady flow conditions and equilibrium sediment transport
were first established. For this purpose, sediment was supplied to the system at the
upstream end of the test reach from a vibrating hopper at a prescribed rate. Later the
sediment supply at the upstream boundary was stopped. Using this procedure, nonequilibrium sediment transport conditions were generated without creating unsteady
water flow conditions.

6.3.2.2. Model simulation

1) Schematisation of the flume experiments
The first part of the flume was designed to direct the flow in such a way that the
incoming flow is parallel to the flume walls and to give rise to a fully developed
turbulent boundary layer in the approach flow. Since the numerical model is onedimensional, it is reasonable to exclude the fixed bed reach in the flume for the
simulation. Moreover, the simulations are carried out by using the following set up:
i) The first node of the numerical model is at the downstream end of the fixed,
roughened bed, while the last node is placed 100 m downstream of this node.
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ii) This 100 m long reach is divided into 24 non-uniform elements, with space steps
starting at 0.25 m for the upstream elements and gradually enlarged up to 20 m for
the downstream elements.

The chainage along the flume and the layout of the nodes in the linear finite elements
are presented in Figure 6-10.
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Chainage along flume and element configuration of the numerical model.

2) Initial conditions and upstream boundary conditions

Bell (1980) noted that all sediment particles were transported as bed load. Therefore, the
advection-dispersion equation for the suspended load transport can be omitted and the
primary variables in these experiments are:
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•

the discharge, Q,

• the surface water elevation, z,
• the bed level, z^ and
• the bed load transport rate Q,b.

Each primary variable must be specified at all nodes at time t = 0 for the initial
conditions. In the present case, the initial conditions applied are steady flow, i.e.
hydrodynamics, and equilibrium bed load transport rates.

3) Upstream boundary conditions
The imposed upstream boundary conditions in the numerical simulations are:
• Inflow discharge per unit width of q = 0.159 m3/s/m.
• One primary variable related to the bed load transport is required at the upstream
boundary to solve the sediment mass balance equation. The locally scoured bed
material due to a fluid vortex is chosen for this purpose. The detailed set up of this
upstream boundary is discussed in Section 6.3.2.3.

4) Downstream boundary
In the flume experiments, the downstream water surface elevation was kept constant
during each experiment by means of a fully submerged weir. The weir was located in
the non-erodible reach downstream of the bed load collector, which means that no bed
level change occurred just upstream of the weir. To simulate this condition, a longer
reach than was simulated in the flume is used. This avoided bed disturbances reaching
the downstream boundary. A constant surface water elevation is set up at the
downstream boundary for each time step.
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5)

B e d load transport formula

A relation for the bed load transport capacity proposed by Phillips (1984) is used in
these model tests. The relation developed by Phillips based on flume data of Bell (1980)
for steady flow conditions and uniform bed material is as follows:
/ \2J2

\u~u„)

QL = 1032 1

Baa

(6_3)

Ps

where
Baa

- the active portion of channel bed width in which erosion and deposition take
place, [m];

_)_,

= volumetric transport capacity of bed load sediment, [m3/s];

u

= flow velocity in the channel, [m/s];

Ua-

= critical flow velocity for the initiation of sediment particle motion, [m/s];

p,

= mass density of sediment, [kg/m3].

6) Bed roughness coefficient

The presence of a scour hole and bed forms will influence the effective bed roughness.
To accommodate these effects, a method based on integral parameters was proposed by
Bell (1980) to estimate the effective bed roughness of the simulated flume conditions.
The aforementioned relation for Manning's bed roughness coefficient, which is used in
the model tests, is as follows:
n = 0.0256 0°m (6-4)
where
n

= Manning coefficient, [ m~7s];

0

- dimensionless Shields parameter.
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7)

Side wall correction for bed shear stress

In flume experiments, the surfaces of the side walls will normally be smoother than an

alluvial bed and this causes a non-uniform distribution of boundary shear stress. As the
bed becomes rougher or the flow depth decreases, the wall shear stress decreases

relative to the bed shear stress. A side wall roughness correction is needed in order t
standardise the flume results. The same correction is required when the relations

developed for field conditions are implemented in the flume conditions. In applying the

side wall roughness correction, the total shear stress is separated into the components
bed shear stress and wall shear stress. The method is based on the Darcy-Weisbach
formula (Johnson, 1942). Later, this method was modified and simplified by providing a
simple graphical solution for side wall roughness correction (Vanoni and Brooks, 1957).
A simple empirical side wall roughness correction was proposed by Williams (Bell and

Sutherland, 1983). In this method, the laboratory values of slope and shear stress were
converted into equivalent wide channel values for the same flow depth and unit
transport of sediment. Bell (1983) analysed his flume results and came to a conclusion

that the method of Williams gave the best fit to his data. Based on this conclusion, Be
used the Williams method to standardise his flume results. Hence, the method of

Williams for side wall roughness correction is also adopted in the present model tests.
Using the side wall roughness correction of Williams, the bed shear velocity, u.h, is
given by:
«., "' (6-5)
^ 1.0+0.055

where

u. =Jg~hlJ (6-6)
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«%

=Jg.Rb.If

(6-7)

and
B

= flume width, [m];

Rb

= hydraulic radius of the bed defined to analyse the flume bed shear stress, [m];

If

= friction slope, [-];

h

= averaged flow depth, [m].

Substituting equations (6-6) and (6-7) into equation (6-5) results in :

Rb = j- (6-8)
1.0 + 0.055^B2
This corrected hydraulic radius of the flume bed is used in the present model tests to
analyse bed shear stress, bed roughness and bed load transport.

63.2.3. Incorporating the locally scoured bed material into the upstream
boundary
In a case where there is no sediment input, the moveable bed downstream of a fixed bed
is scoured, a zone of separation occurs and a fluid vortex forms (Figure 6-11). The scour
hole deepens under this fluid vortex until it reaches a local m a x i m u m depth at the
downstream extremity of the vortex (Bell, 1980 and Phillips, 1984). These processes
refer to the local scouring. This locally scoured bed material influences the bed load
sediment transport rate and needs to be taken into account in the sediment mass balance
equation. Therefore in the present model, the locally scoured bed material is bounded in
the upstream boundary for the sediment module. Furthermore, this upstream boundary is
located at the point of local m a x i m u m scour.
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Since the location of the m a x i m u m local scour moves downstream with time, the
location of the upstream sediment boundary does likewise and results in a mobile
boundary condition. T o model this condition, the location of the point of local
m a x i m u m scour and the volume of scoured bed material at each time step are required.

__>

-

1

— Developing bed

Zone of separation
Figure 6-11

Flow field in a local scour hole downstream of a fixed bed.

Based on measured data of Breusers presented in Figure 6.12, the following cubic
equation of best fit to typical scour hole profiles in the zone of separation was proposed
by Phillips (1984):

'bs

'*_,

,+M

«GMi) (f]

(6-9)

where
Zbs

= scour depth measured from the plane bed at t = 0, [m];

L

= distance to the point of local m a x i m u m scour from the edge offixedbed, [m];
= local m a x i m u m scour depth, [m].

Further relations are required to determine L and zbi. Based on the flume data of Bell
(1980), Phillips proposed the following relations:
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*_«

(6-10)

= 5.1

for £

>150

'*_.

where
1

°i

w

D

sr

D «r

= dimensionless grain size, previously defined in equation (4-2),

«i

= flow velocity at the downstream end of the fixed bed, [m/s];

u<*i

= critical flow velocity for the initiation of sediment m o v e m e n t at the
downstream end of the fixed bed, [m/s];

w

= sediment fall velocity, [m/s].
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Figure 6-12

Scour hole profile in the separation zone.

The movement of the point of local maximum scour is demonstrated in Figure 6-13.
During a time step, At, the location of the point of local maximum scour moves from
point A in section 2 to point B in section 3. At any given time, the upstream boundary
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scheme predicts the location of section 3 and calculates the sediment transport rate at the

new time level at this section. At the end of any time level, t + At, the volumetric bed
load transport rate is given by:

^,.„>
Ud>

"

(\-p).BaaAVb
At

(6-11)

where
AVb = volume of the scoured bed per unit width of the active portion of channel bed
over the time step, [m ].

(2) (3)

Figure 6-13

Diagram of the upstream bed load boundary scheme

Integration of equation (6-9) for a typical scour hole profile results in a total volume
scour per unit width of the active portion of channel bed as follows:
(6-12)

Vb = 0.791 zbt. L

From the scour hole profiles at time levels t and / + At in Figure 6-13, the volume of bed
scoured in At is:

A Vb = 0.791 Z 3 . (zb3)3 - 0.791 L2. {zbs\

-(L3-L2).(zbs\

(6-13)
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Sediment free water entering section 1 scours the moveable bed and results in a bed load
transport rate at section 3. This bed load transport rate, which is evaluated by using
equations (6-9) to (6-13), is used as the upstream sediment boundary condition for the
numerical model. Detailed elaboration concerning this upstream sediment boundary
condition is given in Appendix A.

632.4. Scenarios of the model tests

As discussed in Sections 3.3.1. and 4.6., Bell (1980 and 1983), Rahuel et al. (1989) an

Holly and Rahuel (1990a) incorporated the spatial lag effects of bed load transport int
their models by adopting equation (4-34). Meanwhile in Section 3.2.6., Phillips (1984

and 1989) represented the spatial lag effects by directly bounding equation (3-6) for t

sediment mass balance and equation (3-7) for the spatial lag effect of bed load transpo
and then solved them simultaneously. Equation (4-34) is adopted in the present model
and is solved in Section 5.4. However, a series of comparison tests to assess which

formulation gives more advantages to represent the spatial lag effect is still needed a
is carried out in the present study. For this purpose, both formulations are coded and
tested in the present model tests. Moreover, the tests are organised based on the
following scenarios:
i) Test Series 1 is carried out to assess the model capability to simulate the
experiments of Bell where the spatial lag effects of bed load are present. The
assessment is undertaken by comparing the flume data to the model predictions on:
• the bed level evolution along the flume at / = 1800 and 3600 seconds, and
• the time variation of bed load transport rate at chainages x = 0.74, 1.74, 3.50 and
5.30 m.
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ii) Test Series 2, the two model formulations discussed above are compared to simulate
the experiments of Bell. Evaluation is carried out based on their measurements of:
• the bed level evolution along the flume at t = 1800 seconds, and
• the time variation of bed load transport rate at chainage x = 0.74 m.
The data of chainage x = 0.74 m is selected for this comparison test due to the
relatively rapid time variations in the morphological processes.

iii) Test Series 3, a sensitivity test on the space steps is carried out by using the pre
model with equation (4-34) only. The evaluation is based on the same criteria used in
the test Series 2.

63.2.5. Model results and discussion

The flume schematisation is discussed in Section 6.3.2.2. The 24 non-uniform elements
with space steps, Ax = 0.25 m - 20.0 m are used to represent the flume. While smaller
space steps are used to resolve the scour hole region, the space steps are gradually

enlarged in the downstream direction. A small time step, At = 0.15 seconds, is applied to
the achieve numerical convergence. Based on a flow of q = 0.159 m /s/m, a water depth
of h = 0.20 m and the aforementioned space and time steps, the following parameters
can be derived:
• the Froude number is Fr = 0.6,
• the Courant numbers for water are Crw = 0.01 - 0.85, and
• the Courant numbers for the sediment are Cr, = 1.6 x 10' - 1.25 x 10 .

The results of the test Series 1 for the bed level evolution and the predicted sediment
transport are displayed in Figures 6-14 to 6-17. Figures 6-14 and 6-15 contain the
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comparison results of the predicted bed profiles and the measured bed profiles at t =
1800 seconds and t = 3600 seconds respectively. Overall, the agreement between the

predicted and measured bed profiles is good. In general the predicted bed profiles are
slightly higher than the measured data. This is understandable considering that the
measured data refers to the centreline values, while the model is only capable of

predicting the mean bed profile. Furthermore, a significant discrepancy can be noted a

the downstream end of the scour hole. This discrepancy is caused by the presence of be
forms at the downstream of the scour hole region of the flume. The geometry of the
measured bed forms was length, X = 2 m and height, H = 20 mm (Bell, 1980). The
present model is unable to model individual bed forms.

Figure 6-16 contains the predicted maximum scour depth due to the presence of a fluid

vortex at the downstream end of the fixed bed. The scour depth is predicted by using t

upstream boundary module as discussed in Section 6.3.2.3. It is evident in Figure 6-16
that the agreement between the predicted and the measured time variation of the
maximum scour depth is good.

The predicted and measured bed load transport rates at several chainages within the
developing scour hole are compared in Figure 6-17. The agreements between the

measured and predicted sediment transport rate at chainages of 1.74 m, 3.50 m and 5.30
m are good, while the agreement at chainage x = 0.74 m is relatively poor. The
maximum discrepancy at chainage x = 0.7A m is about 80%, while the noted maximum
discrepancies at the other chainages are less than 15%. It is not clear why the error
chainage x = 0.74 m is approximately five times higher than those noted at the other

chainages. The discrepancy at chainage x = 0.1 A m was probably caused by difficulties
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level changes at / = 1800 s for the test Series 1,

Numerical data: At = 0.15 s, Crw = 0.01 - 0.85, Crs = 1.6 E-6 -1.25 E-A and Fr= 0.60.
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Figure 6-15

Effects of incorporating the spatial lag effects of bed load transport on bed
level changes at t = 3600 s for the test Series 1,

Numerical data: At = 0.15 s, Crw = 0.01 - 0.85, Cr, - 1.6 E-6 -1.25 E-A and Fr = 0.60.
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upstream boundary module for the test Series 1,
Numerical data: At = 0.15 s, Crv = 0.01 - 0.85, Crs = 1.6 E-6 -1.25 E-A and Fr = 0.60.
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Figure 6-17 Effects of incorporating the spatial lag effects of bed load transport on time
variation of bed load transport rate at various chainages for the test Series 1,
Numerical data: At = 0.15 s, Crw - 0.01 - 0.85, Crs = 1.6 E-6 -1.25 E-A and Fr = 0.60.
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encountered when measuring the sediment transport rate at this very short distance
downstream of the fixed bed. In this region a zone of separation occurred, a fluid vortex
and a scoured hole formed. These relatively rapid time variations in the morphological
processes may cause inaccuracy in the collected data from this region (Bell, 1980). This
reason is supported by fact that a better agreement occurs between the measured and
predicted data at time level At > 3000 seconds. At this time level and after, as can be
seen in Figure 6-16, the rate of local scouring is decreasing. In these conditions, it is
presumed that the bed load transport rate could be easily collected and measured.
Therefore, a better accuracy of the collected data is achieved.

The results of the test Series 2 for the bed level evolution and the predicted sediment
transport rate are displayed in Figures 6-18 and 6-19. The results in Figure 6-19 refer to
the predicted sediment transport rate at chainage x = 0.74 m. The main conclusion from
these results is that the difference between the results from the two formulations for the
spatial lag effects of bed load transport is insignificant when compared to the laboratory
data. Therefore based on these test results the simplest formulation, i.e. as determined by
equation (4-34), is to be preferred and adopted in the present model.

Sensitivity tests on the space steps are carried out in the test Series 3. For this purpose,

the first thirteen elements are reduced by a half, giving rise to thirty six linear elements
in total. The layout of the first 24 nodes is presented in Figure 6-20. The evaluation is
only carried out within a region where relatively rapid time variations in the
morphological processes take place.

Figures 6-21 and 6-22 contain the results of test Series 3 for the predicted bed level
evolution and bed load transport rate. To achieve the numerical convergence
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requirement, time step of At = 0.05 seconds was taken in the model with reduced space
steps. It is evident in Figures 6-21 and 6-22 that refining the space steps does not

significantly affect the model results. Although there is a slight improvement, i.e. abo

10%, in the predicted rate of bed load transport when using the smaller space steps, thi
improvement requires a significant longer computation time.

Bell (1980) noted in his experiments that the clear water inflow required a significant

distance, often as long as a half the length of the flume, to take on its bed load trans
capacity. This causes the following contradictions:
i) To appropriately simulate the experiments of Bell, the space steps must be selected
finer than the adaptation length of bed load transport.
ii) A restriction in the one-dimensional morphological models without spatial lag
effects is that the space steps must be selected wider than the adaptation length
required by the flow to reach its transport capacity (de Vries, 1987 and Cunge et al.,
1980).

However, it is evident from the test results that the adoption of the spatial lag effec
bed load scheme solves those contradictions and enables the present model to
adequately simulate the experiments of Bell.

633. Conclusions from the tests on the bed level changes

Two series of tests have been carried out to verify the capability of the sub-model for
predicting bed level changes. The first series of tests examines the deposition of
sediment transport upstream of a dam under steady flow conditions. The second series
of tests considers the bed load transport rate under steady flow but the sediment
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Effects of incorporating the spatial lag effects of bed load transport on bed
level changes at t - 1800 s for the test Series 2,

Numerical data: At = 0.15 s, Crv = 0.01 - 0.85, Crs= 1.6 E-6 - 1.25 E-A and Fr = 0.60.

Figure 6-19 Effects of incorporating the spatial lag effects of bed load transport on time
variation of bed load transport rate at chainage x - 0.74 m for the test Series 2,
Numerical data: At = 0.15 s, Crw = 0.01 - 0.85, Crs = 1.6 E-6 -1.25 E-4 and Fr = 0.60.
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Sensitivity of the predicted bed elevation to space steps for the test Series 3,
bed level changes at t - 1800 seconds, with data:

Model using wider space steps: At = 0.15 s, Crw - 0.85, Cr, = 1.25 E-A and Fr - 0.60,
Model usingfinerspace steps: At - 0.05 s, Crw = 0.60, Crs = 0.85 E-A and Fr = 0.60.
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transport rates are not equal to the transport capacity. The model is well capable of
predicting the bed level changes. It is concluded from a comparison with a FD model in
the first series of tests and from a comparison of predicted and measured experimental
data in the second series of tests.

In the case where the density of sediment-water mixture is assumed constant, the present
model prediction of the deposition upstream of a dam agrees with the results of the FD
model of Dass (1975). However, when the density of sediment-water mixture is treated
as a variable, the present model overestimates the prediction of deposition compared to
the results of Chang and Richards (1971) who used the method of characteristics.

The adoption of the spatial lag effects of bed load transport enables the present model t
adequately simulate flume experiments where the space steps must be selected shorter
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than the adaptation length of bed load transport. The incorporation of the upstream

boundary module gives a significant contribution in the model capability to predict the
scour hole evolution downstream of a fixed bed. Aside from the results of the chainage

which is located in the flow vortex zone, the present model predictions of the bed load
transport rate agree with the flume data of Bell (1980).

6.4. Validation of the Bed Material Sorting Sub-Model

The armouring process is important in river engineering studies, for example, the
problem of river bed degradation downstream of a dam due to the entrapment of bed

material in the reservoir and the release of sediment-free water. For a non-uniform bed

material, particle size, shape, density and exposure to the flow determine the resistanc

to movement of an individual particle. Typically, the flow transports the exposed, fine
particles first. At the same time, the larger and more stable particles tend to form

clusters of particles on the bed surface. However, these clusters are not permanent. The

flow undermines the edges, resulting in a break-up of the clusters, some of the particle
are transported, and new clusters are form. The armouring is an asymptotic process
(Chin et al., 1994). The rate of sediment transport from the bed surface decreases with
time.

To gain a detailed understanding of the development of armoured layers in non-uniform
bed materials, extensive flume experiments were carried out at the Department of Civil
Engineering, University of Auckland (Chin, 1985 and Chin et al., 1994). A custom-built

flume incorporated a recessed sediment table which could be slowly raised. With this se
up, the sediment table could be raised according to the rate of erosion and thereby
maintain the approach flow depth and the approach bed shear stress constant throughout
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the experiment. In such a controlled hydraulic environment, the number of variables t
determine the development of the armoured layer are reduced. In this case, only
variables related to sediment property and composition will determine the armouring.
the present study these experiments are simulated by using the numerical model.

6.4.1. Flume experiments

1) Apparatus

The experiments were carried out in a 19 m long non-recirculating flume, with a width
of 0.45 m and depth of 0.44 m (see Figure 6-23). The sediment table was 1 m long and

was as wide as the flume. The sediment table could accommodate a sediment layer up to
13 cm deep and was located 10.43 meters downstream from the flume inlet. The part of

the flume upstream of the sediment table was named the approach reach. Its length was

estimated to be sufficient for the development of a fully turbulent boundary layer. T
simulate the roughness of an armoured bed, a mixture of equal amounts by volume of
the two coarsest sieve sizes of the tested sediments was sprayed onto the bed of the
approach reach which had been coated beforehand with adhesive.

2) Test materials
The sediment used in the experiments was produced by mixing 11 basic sizes of
uniform grains in different proportions, resulting in 9 mixtures of non-uniform
materials. Since some of the data used in some of the flume experiments was not

reported, only the experiment Series 4-1 to 4-4 could be simulated in this study. The

initial sediment gradation of the mixture of non-uniform materials used in the Series
to 4-4 experiments is presented in Figure 6-25.
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a) Longitudinal section of flume

Figure 6-23

M

b) Cross-section

Experimental set u p in the flume.

3) Hydrodynamic data of experiments
The hydrodynamic data which was reported for each experiment included water depth
(h), shear velocity (u.) and Nikuradse roughness of the approach bed (k,). For

experiment Series 4-4, additional data was also reported, i.e. energy slope, flow vel
at several points in the vertical direction. The flume conditions, particularly the
roughness of the approach bed and the material used in a series of experiments were
kept the same. Based on this set up, the following hydrodynamic variables which are
required for the model simulations may be derived and are presented in Table 6-1.

4) Experiment procedure
The desired sediment mixture was loaded into the recess above the sediment table and
smoothed. The excess air in the bed was removed by slowly saturating the bed with
water. The flow was then gradually increased until the predetermined discharge was
reached.
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Since there was no supply of sediment from upstream, erosion occurred. The initial b

level was maintained by continually elevating the sediment table. Therefore, the term

depth of erosion in the experiments refers to the height of this vertical adjustment

detailed erosion patterns were reported. The experiment was stopped when there was n
noticeable erosion occurring due to armouring of the bed.

At the end of the experiment, the bed was drained and then dried using a fan heater.

Paraffin wax was used to obtain the armoured layer samples. These samples were th

processed to obtain the gradation of the armoured layer. Since the amount of materia

eroded from the sediment recess was too small to be accurately sampled, the erode
material was not sampled.

SERIES

u* [m/s]

ks[mm]

h[m]

w[m/s]

Bed slope

Q [m3/s]

4-1

0.074

18.6

0.20

0.780

5.270 E-3

0.070

4-2

0.085

18.6

0.20

0.896

6.956 E-3

0.081

4-3

0.090

18.6

0.20

0.949

8.150 E-3

0.085

4-4

0.096

18.6

0.20

0.956

8.873 E-3

0.086

Table 6.1 Hydrodynamic data for the flume experiments on armoured layer
development (adapted from Chin, 1985).

6.4.2. Model simulation

1) Modelling of the flume experiments
The approach reach of the flume is designed:
i) to ensure that the incoming flow is parallel to the flume walls and to hinder
development of any secondary flows which may influence the erosion pattern, and
ii) to develop a fully turbulent boundary layer in the approach flow.
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Since the present numerical model is one-dimensional, it is not necessary to include the

approach reach of the flume in the simulation. The first FE node is located on the fix
part of the bed, i.e. just upstream of the sediment table, while the last FE node is
on the fixed part of the bed, i.e. just downstream of the sediment table. Ten uniform
elements are used in the numerical model (Figure 6-24).
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Figure 6-24 Schematised flume.

2)

Internal boundaries and simulation arrangement

Two nodes, i.e. the most upstream node and the most downstream node are not located

on the sediment recess table. Therefore, these nodes require a special treatment. Sinc
the approach flow is sediment free water, no sedimentation can occur at the most
upstream node. Furthermore, no scouring can occur at this node, because the approach
reach is made from non-erodible material. Considering these conditions, the most

upstream node is simulated as a fixed bed. A slightly different case occurs at the mos
downstream node, because aggradation may happen at this node, but erosion lower than
the initial bed elevation of this node will not be possible.
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In the laboratory, in order to maintain a steady flow depth, the sediment recess table was
continuously adjusted upwards according to the erosion rate. No further details were
given about which depth of erosion was chosen for this adjustment. No erosion patterns
were reported that might be used to trace back the procedure for adjusting the bed level
by raising the sediment table.

To cope with this lack of information, the predicted minimum depth of erosion which
occurs on the sediment table is selected to adjust the sediment table. This set up is
carried out to hinder a condition where the adjusted bed level is higher than the
approach reach. The model simulates the flume experiments by following the
computational procedure below:

i) Taking into account the boundary conditions, the hydrodynamic parameters are
evaluated by solving the continuity and momentum equations for the sediment-water
mixture. The bed level changes are then estimated by solving the sediment mass
balance equation.
ii) The change in the composition of the sediment mixture is analysed by evaluating the
sediment mass balance equation for each sediment size class.

iii) Before stepping to the next time level, the bed level at each node, except the first
and the last nodes, is adjusted by adding a value equal to the minimum erosion depth
of the reach.

3) Schematisation of non-uniform bed materials

The characterisation of the sediment mixture into more than four size classes to describ
the total transport rate is not necessary (Ribberink, 1987 and Thein, 1989). However,
Ribberink (1987) also noted that the mean grain size of the transported mixture is
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influenced by the splitting of the sediment mixture. It is noted particularly for conditions

where the bed shear stresses is close to the initiation of particle motion. Considerin

these criteria and the aim of the experiments which is for analysing the development o
the armoured layer, the bed material mixture is divided up into six size classes for
the present model. The representative diameter and percentage of each size class are
shown in Table 6-2 and Figure 6-25.

6.43. Model calibration
1) Sediment transport formula
The experiments of Chin were also typical examples of non-equilibrium sediment
transport conditions. However, the spatial lag effects of the bed load module are not
appropriate in these simulations due to the following constraints:
i) No experimental data of sediment transport rate was reported. This condition
restricts the calibration processes which are required to determine the spatial lag
coefficient, CSL-

ii) The erodible reach of the experiments is very short, therefore the linear elements
used are also small. To simulate this set up, the van Rijn pick-up function (1984b)
for bed load transport is appropriate.

For the case of a short erodible channel, the van Rijn pick-up function for bed load
(1984b) can be included in a relation for the bed load transport rate as follows:
Qsb -Qsb, +0.00033 D?iTli(AgDiQ)°5.Bacl.(x-x0) (6-14)
where
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Bad

~m e active portion of channel bed width in which erosion and deposition takes

place, [m];
D*

= dimensionless particle diameter, defined as D,50

D50

= particle diameter at which 5 0 % by weight isfiner,[m];

v2

Q^ = bed load transport rate at the upstream end of the reach being considered,
[m3/s];
T = dimensionless transport stage parameter, defined as ——
u.
cr

u* = shear velocity, [m/s];
u. = critical shear velocity for the initiation of particle motion, [m/s];
tr

x = distance along the erodible reach, [m];
A = sediment relative density under water, [-];
v = kinematic viscosity of fluid, [m/s];
subscript 0 = the upstream limit of the reach being considered.

2)

T h e exposure correction factor

Implementing a particular exposure correction factor for a non-uniform bed material for
analysing the development of the armoured layer should be taken carefully. Shielding
and exposing phenomena occur particularly in flow conditions where the tractive force
is slightly higher than the threshold of particles motion. Moreover, sorting of the bed
material is apparently damped by the adopted exposure correction factor. The magnitude
of the damping effect is significantly affected by the exposure correction factor.

The applicability of two exposure correction factors, i.e. the Egiazaroff correction facto
and the Ashida correction factor, are assessed in the present study. Both correction
factors are applied to the simulations of the flume experiments.
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Representative diameter,
Size class Q)
1
2
3
4
5
6

D] [mml

Size class percentage
3
17
20
20
20
20

0.45
1.05
2.05
4.05
7.20
14.10

Table 6-2

Size class data of the initial sediment mixture.
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Initial particle size distribution of the sediment.

Data for test Series 4-1 is chosen for this assessment. This selection is based on a

criterion that the hydrodynamic conditions of test Series 4-1 are closer to the thresh
of sediment movement compared to the other experimental conditions. It is in these
conditions that the shielding and exposing phenomena become apparent. The model
results in simulating the development of an armoured layer are compared to the
experimental results in Figure 6-26. The figure also contains a predicted armoured layer
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gradation given by the model without incorporating any exposure correction factor. The
agreement between the results of the model without a correction factor and the flume
data is poor. Only sediment size classes 5 and 6 remain in the armoured layer. This
condition is caused by the absence of the shielding effect of the finer size classes.
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Figure 6-26

Effect of the exposure correction factor on the particle size distribution of
the fully developed armoured layer.

The Ashida exposure correction factor was derived in combination with the Meyer-Peter
and Muller formula for bed load sediment transport. The development was aimed at
improving the Egiazaroff exposure correction factor. This improvement was particularly
intended for particle sizes satisfying D}jDm £ 0.4. However comparing the gradation of
the developed armoured layer which is given by each correction factor with the
experimental results, the following conclusions may be drawn:
i) The Ashida correction gives a low shielding correction for the sediment size classes
where their representative diameters, Dj are smaller than the m e a n diameter, Dm of
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the mixture. It can be seen in Figure 6-26 that this low shielding has caused a
condition where the sediment size classes 1 and 2 are completely removed from the
mixture. These results disagree with the flume data. The Egiazaroff exposure

correction results in a better representation of the shielding effect than those of th
Ashida for the sediment size classes where Dj<Dm.

ii) The Ashida exposure correction gives a better representation of the exposure effec

than those of the Egiazaroff for the sediment size classes where Dj are slightly large
than Dm. An almost horizontal line between the sediment size classes 4 and 5 in

Figure 6-26 indicates that only a small part of the sediment size class 5 is remain in
the mixture. This prediction is agreeable to the flume data.
iii) Both exposure correction factors give a comparable correction for the remaining
sediment size classes.
Based on these comparison results, it can be concluded that the Egiazaroff exposure
correction factor is preferred for simulating the experimental conditions.

6.4.4. Model results and discussion
In order to avoid any unnecessary numerical shocks to the system when the upward bed
level adjustment is made, a small time step of At = 2.5 seconds is taken. Using this
numerical data, the simulations have been conducted with a Courant number for the
sediment movement of Cr, = 0.02 corresponding to the initial conditions.

The simulation results are presented as the erosion depth and the grading curve for th

developed armoured layer and are given in Figures 6-27 to 6-30. It is evident in Figur

6-27 that the model tends to underestimate the depth of erosion. This trend is evident

all the experiments, with a discrepancy ratio of about 29% in Series 4-1 to 47% in Ser
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4-3. Since no data concerning the rate of sediment transport was measured, further
model calibration cannot be done.

Aside from the results of test Series 4-3, the predicted grading curve of the resulting
armoured layer agrees with to the experimental data. At the end of each simulation,
there is a tendency for only sediment size classes 3, 4 and 6 to remain. This trend is
becoming more pronounced in the simulation Series 4-3.

Figure 6-28 also indicates the sensitivity of the results to the number of sediment size
classes. The results of the model using 6 size classes are compared with those of the

model using 4 size classes. It is evident in Figure 6-28 that a better prediction will be
achieved when more size classes are used to characterise the sediment mixture.
Moreover, smaller size classes need to be taken close to the mean diameter. However,
for practical purposes the criteria proposed by Ribberink (1987) in Section 6.4.1. point
3) to characterise the sediment mixture still prevail. Considering the fact that only a
limited model calibration can be done, the model performance in simulating armoured
layer development is good.

6.4.5. Conclusions of the tests on the bed material sorting sub-model

The results indicate that the sorting and armouring sub-model performs reasonably well.
The disagreement between the predicted and measured results, particularly for the
erosion depth may be caused by the following:
i) some additional judgement is needed in choosing which erosion depth should be
used to adjust the bed level changes, and
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ii)

the chosen bed load transport formula and the exposure correction factor m a y

well give rise to discrepancies between the model and the experiment results.

It is assumed that no further model calibration is required in simulating these laborator
experiments. The available laboratory data does not permit any further attempt at
calibration. This assumption is supported by the facts that the formula used for
predicting bed load transport rate had a relative standard error about 30% (van Rijn,
1984b).
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TESTING AND ANALYSIS OF THE COUPLED METHOD
OF SOLUTION

7.1. General Comment
In models with the coupled solution method, the sediment mass balance equation and
the continuity and momentum equations for the sediment-water mixture are solved
simultaneously. Even though this procedure results in considerable numerical

complexity, it is increasingly chosen to cope with a wider range of field problems, suc
as:
i) the response of river beds to rapidly changing sediment boundary conditions, in
which the effects of sediment concentration in the momentum equation cannot be
neglected, and
ii) conditions where the influence of the sediment processes is significant compared
with the variation of the hydrodynamic conditions.

The tests in Chapter 6 were mainly intended to verify the coding of the sub-models.

These tests concentrated on the bed level changes due to variation in the sediment that

Chapter 7: Testing and Analysis of the Coupled Method of Solution

was transported as bed load only. The analyses and tests described in this chapter are
focused on the following aims:
i) to examine the advantages and disadvantages of the coupled solution method
compared with the decoupled method, and

ii) to explore the advantages of including the spatial and temporal lag effects of be
load transport in order to simulate non-equilibrium bed load transport.

12. Test on Impact of the Spatial Lag Coefficient

In Section 6.3.2, the sensitivity of the results from the present model to the size

space steps in simulating problems associated with the spatial lag effect of bed load
transport were evaluated. The evaluation was carried out by comparing the model
predictions for bed level changes and the bed load transport rate with flume

measurements. However, since the length of the test reach was limited (i.e. Bell (19
noted that the clear water inflow required as long as a half the length of the flume
take on its bed load transport capacity), more detailed evaluation was not possible.
aims of the following tests are to study the effects of the spatial lag coefficient

bed load and the selected space steps on the model results. The tests are undertaken

schematic channel with a non-equilibrium bed load transport rate with steady flows a
using the data from Holly and Rahuel (1990b).

7.2.1. Experimental setup and test scenarios
The non-equilibrium bed load transport under steady flows is achieved by discharging

clear water into a rectangular channel with a moveable bed. The other data is as fol

1) Channel data
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•

the channel length, L = 32.2 km,

• the channel width, B = 30.5 m,
• the bed consists of a uniform material with a grain diameter D = 0.25 mm,
• the initial bed slope of the channel is h - 0.00019,
• the bed roughness is characterised by a Chezy coefficient C = 35.0 m0,5/s.
• Analysing the hydrodynamics and sediment data from Holly and Rahuel
(1990b) yields the dimensionless parameter of u,/ws =2.09. This parameter
indicates that the bed material is mainly transported as bed load (van Rijn,
1993).
• The 32.2 km long reach is divided into 20 two-node linear elements with
constant space steps of Ax = 1610 m.
2) Boundary conditions
• the clear water discharge of Q = 71.4 m3/s is imposed at the upstream
boundary,
• the flow depth of h = 3.05 m is kept constant at the downstream boundary.
3) Test scenarios
• The first series of tests investigates the effect of the selected spatial lag
coefficient on the model results. For this, various constant values of the
spatial lag coefficients included in the relation proposed by Phillips (1984
and 1989), are assessed.
• The second series of tests assesses the effect of the space steps on the model
predictions.
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7.2.2. Test results and discussion

7.2.2.1. Sensitivity of the test results to the spatial lag coefficient

The non-equilibrium bed load sediment transport converges to its equilibrium value at a
rate which depends on the value of spatial lag coefficient

(CSL)-

A higher value of spati

lag coefficient results in a faster convergence of the bed load transport rate to its
equilibrium value. This phenomenon is clearly shown in Figures 7-1 and 7-2. However,

the effect of the spatial lag coefficient on the rate of bed load transport convergence
becomes insignificant for the higher values of this coefficient, i.e.

CSL>

5. The impact

the rate of bed load transport convergence on the depth of erosion is displayed in Figu
7-2. The low rate of convergence for the lowest values of the spatial lag coefficient

leads to conditions where the bed load transport rates at several chainages are lower t

their transport capacity of about 0.004 m3A. These bed load transport conditions result
in a more evenly distributed erosion depth. The erosion takes place over a longer part
the channel.

Equation (4-35) was proposed by Phillips (1984 and 1989) to determine the spatial lag
coefficient for Yalin's step length constant of 4000 <> aL < 9000. Taking the value of
at within its extremes, equation (4-35) results in spatial lag coefficients of
0.05 m'x <*CSL< 0.12 m_1 or 80.5 < CSL.A x <, 193.2. Both limits are high values of the

spatial lag coefficients and from Figure 7-1, they result in rapid convergence of the b
load transport rate to its equilibrium value. Thus the model results are not sensitive

the variation of the aL parameter of the spatial lag coefficient given by equation (4-35

Figures 7-3 and 7-4 contain the predicted bed load transport rate and the depth of ero-
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sion along the channel. The curves obtained by Holly and Rahuel (1990b) are also
shown for comparison. Holly and Rahuel used the Preissmann four-point FDM to
discretise the governing equations with the fully coupled solution method. The spatial
lag effect of bed load transport is also included in the Holly and Rahuel model. Aside
from the results of the tests using

CSLAX

= 0.1, Figures 7-3 and 7-4 show agreement

between the present model results and the results of the Holly and Rahuel model. From

Figures 7-1 and 7-3 for C&.Ax = 0.1, it can be seen that the bed load transport rate at
chainages is lower than its transport capacity. This condition can be interpreted that
'hungry flow' is picking up sediment along the reach to fulfil its bed load transport
capacity. However, no erosion was predicted by the Holly and Rahuel model (Figure
7-4). The present model predicts the maximum erosion of 0.02 m at chainage x = 0

km. The predicted erosion pattern is agrees with the predicted bed load transport rates

7.2.2.2. Sensitivity tests on the space steps

When CSL Ax > 1, the non-equilibrium characteristic distance of the bed load is shorter
than the computational space step. In this case, the spatial lag effect of bed load

transport is not correctly simulated (Holly and Rahuel, 1990b). However, a shorter space
step will require a longer computational time. To help resolve this dilemma, it is

desirable to know the benefit(s) of refining the space steps. An additional question is

how many finer elements are required to correctly simulate the spatial variation of the

actual bed load transport. This is of particular interest when applying a non-equilibri
sediment transport rate at the upstream boundary.

A series of sensitivity tests on the space steps is carried out using the following
configurations:
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i) The 20-element model is the basis model. Twenty identical, linear elements are used
to represent the test reach.
ii) The 24-element model is based on the 20-element model but with element at the
upstream end being refined into five smaller elements with equal space steps 322 m
long.
iii) The 28-element model is constructed by refining the most upstream element of the
24-element model into five small elements 64.4 m long.

The layout of the elements for the upstream end of the domain is presented in Figure

7-5. Figure 7-6 contains a comparison of the results of the predicted spatial variation

the bed load transport rate. The tests are undertaken by using a spatial lag coefficien
CSL - 0.12 m"1. This value is given by equation (4-35) using a value for Yalin's step
length of aL = 9000. It is evident in Figure 7-6 that there is no further significant
improvement to the predicted spatial variation of the actual bed load transport beyond
the model with 24 elements.

Applying a spatial lag coefficient of CSL = 0.12 m'1 and Ax = 1610 m (for the model with
20 elements) results in

CSLAX

= 193.2. From Figure 7-1, it can be interpreted that for

this high value of the spatial lag coefficient, the non-equilibrium bed load transport
converges rapidly to its transport capacity. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
requirement of Ca.Ax<1.0 to correctly simulate the spatial lag effect of the nonequilibrium bed load transport may be relaxed. For these test conditions, CSL Ax = 40 is
adequate.
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7.3. A s s e s s m e n t of the C o u p l e d M o d e l for Simulating Transients in
an Alluvial Channel due to a Sediment Barrier

The simulations in this section are carried out to assess the coupled model and t
compare it to the decoupled model. Assessment is undertaken by evaluating their

predictions for the time and spatial variations of the bed load transport rate an
level profiles. These changes occur within a region affected by an imposed nonequilibrium boundary condition.

In Section 6.3.2, the decoupled model was verified against the flume experiments o

Bell (Bell, 1980; Bell and Sutherland, 1983). These series of test results are als

suitable platform to assess the coupled model and to compare it with the decoupled
model.

De Vries (1973 and 1987) and Morris and Williams (1996) considered a dimensionless

transport parameter of *F < 0.01 and Froude number of Fr < 0.8 as the limit of val
of the quasi-steady approximation. This limit is also used by Morris and Williams

criterion in implementing the decoupled method of solution. Using the flume data o

Bell (Bell, 1980; Bell and Sutherland, 1983), the parameters *F and Fr can be calcu
and used to select an appropriate method of solution as follows (Bell, 1980):
• Bed load transport rate,

qlb = 1.032

[U Ucr)

m'lslm (6-3)
Ps

Substituting the following flume data of Bell,
u„ = 0.486 m/s
u = 0.795 m/s
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h = 0.20 m
into equation (6-3) gives the bed load transport per unit width of flume as:
q^ = 1.94 £-5 m3/s/m
• Dimensionless transport parameter,
u, (d<lsb\ 1

^

=

~Z~ 7
\ du )h

(2-24)
v
'

¥ = 252 , gf* . = 7.93 E-A
(u-u^jh
• Froude number, Fr = 0.57
When these parameters are plotted in Figure 2-5, it can be detennined that the

experimental conditions are within the valid domain of the quasi-steady approxim

This condition is also satisfied by the steadiness of the inflow discharge at th

boundary. Therefore, it can be expected that there would be no significant diffe
between the predicted results from the decoupled and coupled models.

The same numerical schematisation, side-walls correction, boundary conditions an

scenarios discussed in Section 6.3.2.2 for the decoupled model are also impleme

the simulations using the coupled model. The test results for the bed level evol

the predicted bed load transport are displayed in Figures 7-7 to 7-10. Figures 7
contain the predicted bed elevation after 1800 and 3600 seconds. In general, the
agreement between the predicted and measured bed level profiles is good. The bed

elevations predicted by both model formulations are higher than the measured dat

discrepancy can be ascribed to the limitation of a one-dimensional model that is

able to give cross-sectionally averaged value for the bed elevations. The presen

bed form (with geometrical data H = 0.02 m and X = 2.0 m) at the downstream of th
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scour hole also causes a discrepancy in this region. It is evident from Figures 7-7 and 78 that there are no significant differences between the bed levels predicted by both
model formulations.

A comparison between the model results and Bell's flume data on the time and space

variations of the bed load transport rate is presented in Figures 7-9 and 7-10. The non
equilibrium bed load transport given by the model with the coupled solution method
converges to its new equilibrium value faster than that of the decoupled model. It is
particularly evident at the smaller chainages x = 0.1 A m and x - 1.74 m. It can be
concluded that the coupled model is more responsive to the imposed boundary condition
on the bed level and to the changes in bed level. However, the magnitudes of these

differences are not significant and they also diminish with the passage of time. As the
results, their effects on the predicted bed level changes are negligible (see Figures
and 7-9).

7.4. Assessment of the Decoupled and Coupled Models for
Simulating the Spatial and Temporal Lag Effects of Alluvial
Streams

The series of tests carried out have the following objectives:

i) determine any advantage of incorporating the temporal lag effects of alluvial strea
into the present model, and
ii) to evaluate whether the model with the coupled solution method gives a better
prediction than the model with the decoupled solution method for cases where
temporal and spatial lag effects of bed load transport are present.
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For this purpose, three series of the flume experiments conducted by Bell (Bell, 1980;
Bell and Sutherland, 1983) are simulated by the present model. Bell conducted his
experiments by using the same flume set up, equipment and bed material as described in
Section 6.3.2.1. The non-equilibrium sediment transport conditions were created by
enforcing zero sediment input at the upstream boundary of the test reach. The unsteady
flow conditions were created by super imposing a symmetrical flood wave on a steady
base discharge. Consequently, both the spatial and temporal lag effects were present.

To determine the effects of incorporating the temporal lag sub-model in the present
models, the numerical models with the coupled and decoupled solution methods are

applied twice to simulate Bell's experiments. The first series of simulations using bot

models incorporate the spatial lag module only. Later, the second series of simulations
for both models incorporate both the spatial and temporal lag modules.

7.4.1. Model simulations

1) Schematisation of the flume experiments
The simulations are carried out with the same nodal layout as shown in Figure 6-10.
Twenty four non-uniform elements are used to represent the flume. The space steps
range from 0.25 m for the upstream elements to 20 m for the downstream elements.

2) Initial conditions

• The bed is initially plane with a constant bed slope of I0 = 0.002. This slope is also
used as the initial friction slope since the flow is initially uniform.
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•

The initial flow conditions are a constant base discharge and uniform flow depth of

h = 0.077 m over the entire length of the flume. The base discharge is determined
based on the critical conditions for the initiation of particle sediment motion.
Considering the initial bed slope, the side walls correction and bed material data,
initial base discharge of q = 0.0374 m3/s/m is used (Bell, 1980).
• The bed load transport is initially zero over the entire length of the test reach
the base water discharge is just at the threshold of motion as discussed above.

3) Upstream boundary conditions
• The hydrodynamic boundary condition at the upstream end consisted of one of three
types of flood wave hydrograph superimposed on the base discharge. The
hydrographs are displayed in Figure 7-11. The maximum discharge per unit width of
the flume for each flow hydrograph is:
NS02 experiment: q„JLx=0, f=600) = 0.160 m3/s/m,
NS03 experiment: qmJix=0, t=\200) = 0.097 m3/s/m,
NS06 experiment: qmax{x=0, f=2400) = 0.160 m3/s/m.
• The imposed, upstream bed load transport boundary condition is
qjb(x = 0,t>0)= 0.0 m3/s/m. Bell (1980) noted that no sediment particles were
transported as suspended load. Therefore, the advection-diffusion equation for
suspended load can be omitted and no boundary conditions related to this equation
are required.
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Figure 7-11

T h r e e inflow h y d r o g r a p h s used b y Bell (1980) in the flume experiments.

4) Downstream boundary conditions
A downstream hydrodynamic boundary condition is required for subcritical flows. This

entails specifying a primary variable or a Q-h rating curve at the downstream end.
these model simulations, a Q-h curve is specified at the downstream boundary.

7.4.2. Test results and discussion
The results of the model with the coupled solution method for the NS02, NS03 and
NS06 laboratory experiments of Bell are displayed in Figures 7-12 to 7-14. These

figures also contain the measured time variation of the bed load transport rate at fl

chainages x = 0.74, 1.74, 3.5, 5.3 and 9.3 m. The spatial lag effects are included in
results of all the models runs in Figures 7-12 to 7-14.

The effect of incorporating the temporal lag effect module is evident. For the NS02 t

with its steep hydrograph at the upstream boundary, the temporal lag module reduces t
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peak of the predicted bed load transport rate to almost a half compared with the module

prediction which only incorporates the spatial lag effect module. Apart from the result

at chainage x = 0.74 m, the prediction with both temporal and spatial lags yields the b
match with the measured data. The reduction in the peak bed load transport rate is

smaller for the cases with a gentler inflow hydrograph. The test results also show that
incorporating the temporal lag module causes a delay in the peak of the bed load

transport rate. For test series NS02 this delay is as long as about 100 seconds, i.e. 8
of the duration of the imposed flood wave. This phenomenon is also evident in the
measured data.

Table 7-1 contains the total weight of the eroded sediment predicted at flume chainages

x = 0.74, 1.74, 3.5, 5.3 and 9.3 m. The flume data measured during the flood passage is

also included in the table as a comparison. It is evident from this table that in gener
the predicted results given by the module with both temporal and spatial lag modules
agree reasonably well with the measured data, i.e. generally within about 35%.

The present model tends to underestimate the bed load transport rate at the chainage x

0.74 m. This tendency is particularly evident in the NS02 and NS03 series of tests. Thi
lack of agreement may be caused by the following reasons:
i) A fluid vortex just downstream of the fixed bed causes a local scour hole at the
interface between the fixed and moveable beds (Figure 6-11). The scoured bed
material from this region contributes an additional amount to the transported
sediment. This additional transport cannot be predicted by the bed load transport
sub-model. An attempt has been made to account for this scour mechanism. A
module to predict the scour depth and volume of the scoured material due to the
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vortex has been incorporated as discussed in Section 6.3.2.3. However, it is evident
in these series of tests that the effectiveness of this module to predict the volume of
scoured material is not satisfactory.
ii) The difficulty in measuring the bed load transport rate at chainage x = 0.74 m is a
problem that m a y influence the quality of the measured data. This chainage is
located in a section where the bed level changes rapidly. Therefore, it is difficult to
correctly placed the mouth of the bed load collectors.

NS02
NS02
NS02
NS02
NS02

0.74
1.74
3.50
5.30
9.30

ITbtal eroded sediment -tf kg ] ^-uv-. \"-M ;~ V; ^
^Measured" 1 *•$$* Coupled models
decoupled model
. . v ^ S - ^ fflffimWi
ilsstei
cs4.798
2.243
4.57
4.797
2.243
5.441
2.376
5.440
2.28
2.376
5.557
2.384
5.557
2.384
2.61
5.563
3.28
2.381
5.563
2.381
2.374
5.564
3.86
5.563
2.374

NS03
NS03
NS03
NS03
NS03

0.74
1.74
3.50
5.30
9.30

2.710
2.793
2.797
2.797
2.797

1.845
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.872

2.62
1.40
1.70
2.36
2.24

2.710
2.793
2.797
2.797
2.797

1.845
1.875
1.875
1.875
1.875

NS06
NS06
NS06
NS06
NS06

0.74
1.74
3.50
5.30
9.30

19.188
21.762
22.228
22.254
22.253

14.917
16.487
16.702
16.707
16.701

7.91
12.20
17.15
16.70
17.90

19.188
21.762
22.228
22.254
22.253

14.918
16.490
16.707
16.716
16.716

Series Chainage

*Fml

Note:

S = incorporating spatial lag module only
S + T = incorporating spatial and temporal lag modules

Table 7-1 Summary of measured and predicted total eroded sediment during
each flood passage.
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The effect of the solution method (i.e. coupled and decoupled) on the model predictions

is contained in Figure 7-15 to 7-17. The predictions by both models with both the spati
and temporal lag modules are included. The measured data at flume chainages x = 0.74,
1.74, 3.50, 5.30 and 9.30 m are also included in these figures for comparison. It is
evident that the predictions given by the model with, the decoupled solution method
match the predictions of the model with the coupled solution method. The agreement
between the predictions given by the decoupled model and those of the coupled model

for these series of tests is closer than that for the tests on the simulation of transi
an alluvial channel due to a sediment barrier. This better agreement is due to:
i) The unsteadiness is created in these series of tests by imposing symmetrical
hydrographs at the upstream boundary. The peak discharges of the imposed
hydrographs for the NS02 and NS06 series are as high as the steady discharge of the
test in Section 7-3. However, the peak discharges in tests NS02 and NS06 are only
supplied for a short period of time. Therefore, the total eroded material and the bed
level changes in these series of test are less than those of the test in Section 7-3.

ii) The temporal lag effect of the bed load transport module has reduced the celerity o
bed disturbances during flashy flows and hence the magnitude of the dimensionless
transport parameter, x¥. As a result, the difference between the celerity of a
disturbance on the water-sediment interface on the channel bed compared to that on
the air-water interface becomes higher. This bed load characteristic tends to widen
the range of applicability of the model with a decoupled solution method. This
characteristic is evident particularly for rivers with bed material transported as bed
load.
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The test results also show that on the whole, the spatial and temporal lag effects on bed

load transport can be generally well simulated by both model formulations. Based o
these test results only, it is not possible to demonstrate the superiority of the
model compared with the decoupled model. This condition can be explained by
evaluating the following related parameters to the validity limit of the decoupled
solution method. The analysis includes a parameter E related to the importance of
hydrodynamics unsteadiness. Referring to the initial and boundary condition data,
following parameters for each series of tests are derived and summarised in Table

Parameters
3

<fW

rm /s/ml

qmax

[m3/s/m]

hmax

[ml

U„ax

[mis]

C

rm°Vs]

q,b

[m3/s/m]

T

rsi

*

r-i

Fr

H

E

r-i

NS02
0.0374
0.160
0.198
0.79
42.2
1.50 E-5
1200
2.43 E-4
0.57
5,640

Test Series
3VS03
0.0374
0.097
0.144
0.67
41.5
4.58 E-6
2400
1.19 E-4
0.57
24,122

NS06
0.0374
0.160
0.198
0.79
42.2
1.50 E-5
4800
2.43 E-4
0.57
90,245

Table 7-2 Summary of the required parameters for evaluating the appropriateness of
solution methods.
where
23T2

E
=—
, dimensionless parameter which indicates the importance of
C h0
unsteadiness and non-uniformity discussed in Section 2.6;
T = duration of the imposed flood wave at the upstream boundary, [s].

Data in Table 7-2 is determined as follows:
i) The flow parameters Umax, hmax and C in Table 7-2 are taken from flume data of
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ii) The bed load transport capacity is evaluated by using equation (6-8) as:

=

1.032 i

Zl

m'/s/m

Ps

where the critical flow velocity for bed material used in the experiment of Bell, uc,
= 0.486 m/s,

iii) the dimensionless transport parameter *F =

- = 252
K du J h

qsb

(u-ucr)h

By using data presented in Table 7-2, the following two approach are carried out:

i) To evaluate the relative celerities of disturbances propagating on the air-wat

interface and on the water-sediment interface at the channel bed. This is done us
the relationship between the parameters Fr and *P in Figure 2-5.
ii) To quantify the effects of unsteadiness and non-uniformity on the celerity of
sediment wave disturbance caused by the imposed hydrograph. This is carried out
using the relationship between the parameters Fr, ¥ and E in Figures 2-6 or 2-7.

Based on the above, the following conclusions can be drawn:
i) The experiment conditions are well within the validity limit of the decoupled
solution method.

ii) The bed load transport rate and the imposed unsteadiness in the experiments a
small to give discrepancies between the simulation results given by the decoupled
model and those given by the coupled model.
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Figure 7-12.1 Effect of the inclusion of the temporal lag module on bed load transport
for the NS02 series tests at chainage x = 0.74 m, using the coupled solution method with:
At = 0.15 s, Crw = 0.41 - 0.60, Cr, = 0.0 - 2.27 E-5 and Fr = 0.56 - 0.58.
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Figure 7-12.2 Effect of the inclusion of the temporal lag module on bed load transport
for the NS02 series tests at chainage x = 1.74 m, using the coupled solution method with:
At = 0.15 5, Crw = 0.41 - 0.60, Cr, = 0.0 - 2.27 E-5 and Fr = 0.56 - 0.58.
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Figure 7-123 Effect of the inclusion of the temporal lag m o d u l e on bed load transport
for the NS02 series tests at chainage x = 3.50 m, using the coupled solution method with:
At = 0.15 s, Crw = 0.41 - 0.60, Cr, = 0.0 - 2.27 £-5 and Fr = 0.56 - 0.58.
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Figure 7-12.4 Effect of the inclusion of the temporal lag m o d u l e on bed load transport
for the NS02 series tests at chainage x = 5.30 m, using the coupled solution method with:
At = 0.15 5, Crw = 0.41 - 0.60, Cr, = 0.0 - 2.27 E-5 and Fr = 0.56 - 0.58.
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Figure 7-13.1 Effect of the inclusion of the temporal lag module on bed load transport
for the NS03 series tests at chainage x = 0.74 m, using the coupled solution method
At = 0.15 s, Crw = 0.41 - 0.56, Cr, = 0.0 -1.30 E-5 and Fr = 0.56 - 0.58.
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Figure 7-13.2 Effect of the inclusion of the temporal lag module on bed load transport
for the NS03 series tests at chainage x = 1.74 m, using the coupled solution method
At = 0.15 sf Crw = 0.41 - 0.56, Cr, = 0.0 -1.30 £-5 and Fr= 0.56 - 0.58.
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Figure 7-13 J Effect of the inclusion of the temporal lag module on bed load transport
for the NS03 series tests at chainage x = 3.50 m, using the coupled solution method with:
At = 0.15 5, Crw = 0.41 - 0.56, Cr, = 0.0 -1.30 E-5 and Fr = 0.56 - 0.58.
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Figure 7-13.4 Effect of the inclusion of the temporal lag module on bed load transport
for the NS03 series tests at chainage x = 9.30 m, using the coupled solution method with:
At - 0.15 s, Crw = 0.41 - 0.56, Cr, = 0.0 -1.30 E-5 and Fr = 0.56 - 0.58.
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Figure 7-14.1 Effect of the inclusion of the temporal lag module on bed load transport
for the N S 0 6 series tests at chainage x = 0.74 m, using the coupled solution method with:
A/ = 0.15 s, Crw = 0.41 - 0.60, Cr, = 0.0 - 2.27 £-5 and Fr = 0.56 - 0.58.
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Figure 7-14.2 Effect of the inclusion of the temporal lag module on bed load transport
for the N S 0 6 series tests at chainage x = 1.74 m, using the coupled solution method with:
At - 0.15 s, Crw = 0.41 - 0.60, Cr, = 0.0 - 2.27 £-5 and Fr = 0.56 - 0.58.
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Figure 7-143 Effect of the inclusion of the temporal lag module on bed load transport
for the NS06 series tests at chainage x = 3.50 m, using the coupled solution method with:
At = 0.15 s, Crw = 0.41 - 0.60, Cr, = 0.0 - 2.27 £-5 and Fr = 0.56 - 0.58.
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Figure 7-14.4 Effect of the inclusion of the temporal lag module on bed load transport
for the NS06 series tests at chainage x = 9.30 m, using the coupled solution method with:
At = 0.15 5, Crw = 0.41 - 0.60, Cr, = 0.0 - 2.27 E-5 and Fr = 0.56 - 0.58.
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Figure 7-15.1 Effect of the solution method on the bed load transport for the NS02 series
tests at chainage x = 0.74 m, with the temporal lag module included,
At = 0.15 s, Crw = 0.41 - 0.60, Cr, = 0.0 - 2.27 £-5 and Fr = 0.56 - 0.58.
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Figure 7-15.2 Effect of the solution method on the bed load transport for the NS02 series
tests at chainage x = 1.74 m, with the temporal lag module included,
At - 0.15 s, Crw = 0.41 - 0.60, Cr, = 0.0 - 2.27 £-5 and Fr = 0.56 - 058.
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Figure 7-153 Effect of the solution method on the bed load transport for the NS02 series
tests at chainage x = 3.50 m, with the temporal lag module included,
At = 0.15 s, Crw = 0.41 - 0.60, Cr, = 0.0 - 2.27 £-5 and Fr = 0.56 - 0.58.
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Figure 7-15.4 Effect of the solution method on the bed load transport for the NS02 series
tests at chainage x = 5.30 m, with the temporal lag module included,
At - 0.15 5, Crw = 0.41 - 0.60, Cr, = 0.0 - 2.27 £-5 and Fr = 0.56 - 0.58.
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Figure 7-16.1 Effect of the solution method on the bed load transport for the N S 0 3 series
tests at chainage x = 0.74 m, with the temporal lag module included,
At = 0.15 s, Crw = 0.41 - 0.56, Cr, = 0.0 -1.30 £-5 and Fr = 0.56 - 0.58.
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Figure 7-16.2 Effect of the solution method on the bed load transport for the N S 0 3 series
tests at chainage x = 1.74 m, with the temporal lag module included,
At - 0.15 s, Crw = 0.41 - 0.56, Cr, = 0.0- 1.30 £-5 and Fr = 0.56 - 0.58.
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Figure 7-163 Effect of the solution method on the bed load transport for the N S 0 3 series
tests at chainage x = 3.50 m, with the temporal lag module included,
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7.5.

Testing the Coupled Solution Method on Problems Associated

with Suspended Load Transport

One particular reason for the necessity to develop a model with the coupled solution
method is to solve problems in which the predominant mode of sediment transport is as

suspended load. In contrast to the bed load transport, the transporting velocity of the
suspended sediment is of the same magnitude as the current velocity (Holly and Rahuel,
1990a). This is a primary concern in the case of a river under the influence of mine
waste disposal.

Although it is a much sounder scientific method to compare model results with

laboratory or field data, due to the unavailability of such data, numerical tests carri
by Holly and Rahuel (1990b) are used for comparison with the present model. The tests

concern the impact of discharging fine sediment into a river with a coarse bed which i
initially in equilibrium. This simulation represents a schematised condition in which
mine tailings are discharged into a river.

Before carrying out these tests, the capability of the upwind FE scheme to solve the
advection-dispersion problems is assessed. Simulations with a Dirichlet boundary
condition imposed at the upstream boundary are used for this purpose. An analytical
solution for this test condition is available for comparison (van Genuchten, 1976).

7.5.1. Test on an advection-dispersion problem

Three serious deficiencies of numerical schemes that have to be taken into account are
i) the numerical scheme is not conservative,
ii) the flux boundary conditions are treated inadequately, and
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iii) the scheme yields numerical solutions which overshoot and undershoot in the
vicinity of sharp gradients.

To determine whether the upwind FE scheme has any of these deficiencies, a simulatio
by using a Dirichlet boundary condition is undertaken. The following data is used:

• The initial flow velocity is u = 0.014 m/s and is kept constant for the entire tes
• The initial average suspended load sediment concentration is c(x,t=0) = 0 kg/m .
• The longitudinal dispersion coefficient is K = 0.001 m Is.

• Neither deposition nor entrainment occurs during the test, in other words the sour
term S=0 [mf/s/m].
• The concentration of c (x=0,t) = 1.0 kg/m2 is imposed at the upstream boundary.
• The numerical model is constructed by using 45 uniform linear elements with Ax =
3.658 m.

• In order to know the sensitivity of the model to the adopted time step, two time s
of At = 100.0 and 10.0 seconds are selected.
• The total simulation period is T = 6500 seconds.
The analytical solution to the advection-dispersion equation with c = 1.0 kg/m
specified at the upstream boundary is (Peaceman and Rachford, 1962):

c(x,t) = \erfc

x-u.t

Y(Eif

x + u.t
+ ±
\ eeUJ . erfc
2(K.tr\

(7-1)

The model results as well as the analytical solution are displayed in Figure 7-18. It is

evident from this figure that the model results match the analytical solution quite
i.e. within about 0.1 kg/m3. Despite the minor overshooting in the vicinity of the

concentration gradient, it can be seen that the model solutions are conservative. T
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upwind F E scheme can adequately handle the Dirichlet boundary conditions. Refining
the time step does not give any significant improvement to the minor overshooting
problem. Based on these tests and the preliminary test results reported in Section 5.3.2,
the upwind F E scheme is adequate for further use in this study.

7.5.2. Test on the impact of discharging fine sediment into a river
with coarse b e d material

The following series of tests are aimed to assess the capability of the present model
simulate the problem of the suspended load contribution to morphological change. In
the simulation, fine suspended material is discharged from an external source onto a
river bed that initially has only coarse material subject to bed load transport. This
simulation represents a schematised condition in which mine tailings are discharged into
ariver.Moreover, these tests focus on the following aspects:
i) the space and time variations of the steep front of the suspended load concentration,
ii) the contribution of suspended load particles to changes in the bed material
distribution,
iii) the space and time variations of the bed level, and
iv) the advantages of the explicit separation of the bed load and suspended load
transport.

The accuracy of the present model is assessed by comparing its predictions for
suspended load concentration and bed level with the same predictions given by the
Q U I C K E S T finite difference scheme (Leonard, 1979).
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1.2

Chainage [ m ]

Figure 7-18 Comparison of the test results given by the present model and the analytica
solution for the concentration at / = 6500 s, subject to a Dirichlet boundary condition.
Data: Crw = 0.04 - 0.4 and Fr = 0.005.

7.5.2.1. River schematisation

The numerical experiment is carried out in a rectangular channel that is initially in

equilibrium conditions, ie. no erosion or deposition. The test data is as follows (Holl
and Rahuel, 1990 b):
• the length of test reach, L = 32.0 km,
• channel width, B = 30.5 m,
• initial bed slope, I0 = 0.00019,
•

initial bed material distribution:

Size class

Grain size diameter, Dj [mm] Initialfractionvolume [%]

1
2

0.1
0.5

0
50.0

3

2.5

50.0
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The channel consisted of 33 non-uniform elements. The spacing between the nodes is
increased in stepping from Ax = 80.5 m at the upstream end to Ax = 1610 m at the

downstream end. This arrangement is taken to ensure accurate simulation of steep fron

of the suspended load concentration. The layout of the nodes in the linear finite ele
is presented in Figure 7-19.

7.5.2.2. Initial conditions

1) Hydrodynamics
The initial flow conditions along the test reach are as follows:
• uniform flow depth h(x,t=0) = 3.05 m,
• flow Q(x,t=0) = 71.4 m3/s, and
• Chezy coefficient C(x,r=0) = 35.0 m° 5/s.

Chainage [m]:

80.5 241.5 402.5
161<0 322.0

00

805

1610

2415

I 1 I 1 I I h
Node no.:

1

2

3

4

5

Chainage [m]: 12,075
Node no.:

20

6

12.880

21
30,590

Chainage [m]:

33

Node no.:

Figure 7-19

14,490

22
32,200

34

Layout of the nodes in the numerical model.
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2)

Suspended load transport

The initial equilibrium suspended load transport conditions for each sediment size cl
are determined by applying the following steps:
i) In the equilibrium conditions, the downward flux of sediment equals the upward
flux. This condition is represented by equalising the deposition component in
equation (4-20) with the entrainment component.
ii) The reference concentration ce is calculated by using the van Rijn sediment
transport formula (1984a), ie. equation (4-23a).

iii) Substituting equation (4-23) into equation (4-21) results in the concentration c
the upper edge of the bed load layer.
iv) Based on the resulting value of cd , the cross-sectionally averaged suspended
sediment concentration is calculated using the Bennett and Nordin (1977) formula,
ie. in equation (4-22). This suspended load concentration is used as the initial
equilibrium suspended load concentration.
Applying the above calculation steps to the channel results in the initial suspended
concentration for each sediment size class displayed in Table 7-3. Based on these

calculation steps, it can be determined that no sediment particles of size classes 2 a
are transported as suspended load.

3) Bed load transport

The initial equilibrium bed load transport rate for each sediment size class is deter
by using the van Rijn bed load transport formula (1984a). Since the bed material

consists of a mixture of three sediment size classes, a fraction by fraction calculati

the three size classes is carried out. For this purpose, the exposure correction facto
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proposed by Egiazaroff (1965) for the critical bed shear stress is adopted. The initial bed
load transport rate for each sediment size class is displayed in Table 7-3.

Size class 1

Size class 2

Size class 2

Dj

[mm]

0.1

0.5

2.5

fi
Wj

[%]
[cm/s]

0

50

50

0.82

7.1

22.1

[-]

8.39

0.97

0.31

[-]

0.97

0.25

0

Cj (x,t=0) [ppm]

0

0

0

Qsbj{x,t=0) [m3/s]

0

8.4 E-4

10.1 E-4

tfr/Wj

*3

Table 7-3

Initial conditions for sediment transport.

7.5.23. Boundary conditions
1) Upstream boundary conditions
The upstream boundary conditions are as follows:
• A constant water discharge of Q(x=0,t) = 11.A m3/s,

• Suspended load sediment of size class 1 with concentration, c, (x= 0; /)=200 ppm is
supplied at the upstream boundary. This supply is gradually and linearly increased
from c,(x=0, t)=0ppm at / = 0 days to c,(x=0, t)=200 ppm after / = 1 day and
after this it is maintained at the constant value of cx (x=0, t)=200 ppm.
Apart from sediment size class 1, the following constant suspended load, boundary
concentrations are imposed:
o c2(x=0,t)= 0 ppm,
a ci(x=0,t) = 0ppm.

• A constant bed load transport rate for the three size classes:
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»

Qsb i(x=0,0 = 0 m 3 /s,

• Qsb 2(x=0,/) = 8.4 E-4 m3/s,
» Qsb 3(x=0,t) = 10.1 E-4 m3/s.

2) Downstream boundary conditions
• A constant water surface elevation is enforced at the downstream boundary. The
uniform water surface equal to its initial value is selected for this purpose.

• Following the Holly and Rahuel (1990b) tests, a longitudinal dispersion coefficie

for suspended sediment, K = 0 m2/s is applied in these series of tests. Therefore, n

boundary condition for the suspended sediment concentration is required by physics.

7.5.2.4. Test results and discussion

Figure 7-20 contains the results from the present model and the QUICKEST FD model

for the time variation of suspended load concentration for size class 1 at chainage

1.61 and x = 8.05 km. The space variation of the predicted concentration of suspend

sediment for size class 1 at t = 10 and t = 20 days are presented in Figure 7-21. T

space variation of the predicted bed level changes, source terms (ie. the net resul

entrainment-deposition processes) and the predicted bed material composition change

are shown in Figures 7-22, 7-23 and 7-24 respectively. The model predicts that none
sediment particles of size classes 2 and 3 is transported as suspended load.

In terms of the actual results, the present model is comparable with the QUICKEST F

model. It is evident from Figures 7-20 to 7-24 that the present model results are c
those of the QUICKEST FD model. The maximum discrepancy on the predicted time

variation of the suspended load concentration is about 5%. However, when the run ti
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is considered, the upwind F E scheme takes approximately twice as long as the
QUICKEST FD scheme. To ensured stability, the maximum permissible Courant
number for the upwind FE scheme is about 0.5 corresponding to Atmax = 6.0 s. When the
QUICKEST FD scheme is employed, the simulation can be completed at a maximum
Courant number of about 0.92 corresponding to Atmax. = 12.0 s. These limiting
conditions for stability were established empirically. Consequently, to achieve
comparable accuracy, the QUICKEST FD scheme is able to reduce the computation
time to at least a half that of the upwind FE scheme.

The representation of the deposition process is influenced by the method used to cross
sectionally average the actual distribution of the suspended sediment concentration.

has been discussed in Section 4.4 and a relation proposed by Bennett and Nordin (1977)

is used in the present model. The sensitivity of model predictions for the deposition
of the source term can be assessed by modifying this averaging process. For this

purpose, a series of tests is exercised by factoring the Bennett-Nordin formula. In th
simulations, the deposition flux is unfactored and then factored down to 50 and 25
percent. The simulations are carried out by using the upwind FE scheme and the
QUICKEST FD scheme. Figure 7-25 presents the effect of factoring the deposition flux
on the prediction of the suspended sediment concentration at chainage x = 1.61 km.
From the results in Figure 7-25 can be estimated that:
i) the model's predictions are sensitive to the accuracy of the formulation of the
entrainment and deposition processes (ie. influenced by the method chosen), and
ii) in cases where a set of field data is available, the entrainment and deposition
processes can be used to calibrate the model.
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Figure 7-20 A comparison of results given by the Upwind F E M and the Q U I C K E S T
F D M for the suspended load concentration for sediment size class 1
at chainages x = 1.61 and 8.05 km. Data: u»/wj = 8.39,
Fr = 0.14, Crw = 0.02 - 0.50 (Upwind F E M ) , Crw = 0.04 - 0.92 ( Q U I C K E S T F D M ) .
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Figure 7-21 A comparison of results given by the Upwind F E M and the Q U I C K E S T
F D M for the suspended load concentration for sediment size class 1 at
/= 10 and 20 days, with data: u»/w, = 8.39,
Fr = 0.14, Crw = 0.02 - 0.50 (Upwind F E M ) , Crw = 0.04 - 0.92 ( Q U I C K E S T F D M ) .
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Figure 7-22 A comparison of results given by the Upwind F E M and the Q U I C K E S T
F D M for the bed evolution at chainages x = 0,1.61 and 8.05 km. Data: u*lw, = 8.39,
Fr = 0.14, Crw = 0.02 - 0.50 (Upwind F E M ) , Crw = 0.04 - 0.92 (QUICKEST F D M ) .
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Figure 7-23 A comparison of results given by the Upwind F E M and the Q U I C K E S T
F D M for the time variation of the source terms at chainages x - 0, 1.61 and 8.05 km.
Data: u./w, = 8.39, Fr = 0.14, Crw = 0.02 - 0.50 (Upwind F E M ) ,
Crw = 0.04 - 0.92 ( Q U I C K E S T F D M ) .
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Figure 7-24 Time variation of the bed material distribution at chainages x = 1.61 and
8.05 k m given by the Upwind F E M . Data: u*lw, = 8.39, Fr = 0.14, Crw = 0.02 - 0.50.
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Figure 7-25 Sensitivity of the deposition term on the temporal variation of the
suspended load concentration for sediment size class 1 at chainage x = 1.61 km,
with data: u./w, = 8.39, Fr = 0.14,
Crw = 0.02 - 0.50 (Upwind F E M ) , Cr„ = 0.04 - 0.92 ( Q U I C K E S T F D M ) .
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The present model results were also compared with the numerical results from the Holly
and Rahuel model (1990b). Holly and Rahuel used Lin's empirical relation for the

cross-sectionally averaged suspended sediment concentration and the near-bed sediment
concentration (Holly and Rahuel, 1990a).

Before the comparison can be done, a slight change is made to the imposed upstream

boundary for the fine sediment size class 1. A constant suspended load concentration f

size class 1 of c,(x=0,f) = 200 ppm is imposed at the upstream boundary. This change i
intended to replicate the Holly and Rahuel experiment. The remaining boundary
condition data is kept the same as discussed in Section 7.5.2.3.

Figure 7-26 shows that the estimated suspended load concentration of sediment size
class 1 given by the present model is 10 to 50 % less than that of Holly and Rahuel's
model estimation. Attempts to match the two sets of model results have been carried

out. These attempts are conducted by reducing the deposition flux by factoring down to
50 - 25 %. The agreement between the two sets of model predictions is good if the
deposition flux of the present model is factored down to 50 %.

Another difference between the present model compared with the Holly and Rahuel
model is the method of handling the system of equations. The Holly and Rahuel model
(1990a) implemented the fully coupled method, while the present model adopts the
iterative coupled method. However, the possibility that the source of the discrepancy

comes from the difference in the solution method can be discounted due to the followin
facts:
i) the simulation is carried out under steady flow conditions, and
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ii) the ratio of suspended sediment discharge to the combined discharge of sediment
and water mixture of this simulation is *F* = 2.0 E-5, which is well within the
validity limit of the decoupled method (Morris and Williams, 1996).

Therefore, it is unlikely that there will be any discrepancy between the solution of t
two models caused by the coupled or decoupled solution method. It can be concluded

that the model is more sensitive to the accuracy in quantifying the sediment transport
processes, ie. deposition and entrainment, rather than the method of solution.
This discrepancy between the two sets of model results displayed in Figure 7-26 needs

to be further clarified. However, the reference required to determine the details of h
Lin converted the actual cross-sectional distribution of the suspended sediment

concentration into the cross-sectionally averaged sediment concentration is unavailabl

Unfortunately this precludes the possibility to make a thorough comparison between the
present model and the Holly and Rahuel model.

Figure 7-26 Comparison of the present and Holly-Rahuel models in predicting the
suspended load concentration for sediment size class 1 at chainage x ~ 1.61 km.
Data: u./w, - 8.39, Fr = 0.14, Crw = 0.01 - 0.25.
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The tests do reveal one significant advantage of the adopted iterative coupled method
over the fully coupled solution method. The graded bed material simulated in these

series of tests does not cause a rapid enlargement in the size of the global matrix. Th
model is suitable therefore, to be run on a personal computer.

7.6. Summary of Test Results on the Coupled Solution Method

For large values of spatial lag coefficient, CSL, the actual bed load transport rate

approaches the bed load transport capacity rapidly. This condition occurs in the channe

with small diameter bed material. It also happens for flows just above the threshold of

particle motion. For small values of CSL, the actual bed load transport rate may differ

significantly from its equilibrium transport capacity. This can occur in a channel with
large diameter bed material and/or in a flow with high particle mobility.

When C^.Ax^l.O, the spatial lag effect of bed load transport is not correctly
simulated. This refers to a condition where the computational space steps are longer

than the adaptation length required by the flow to reach its bed load capacity. However

to minimise the computation time this constraint can be relaxed. As an example, for the
value of Ca = 0.12 m~x tested in the present study, a further refinement of the
computational space step to a condition where

CSL-AX.

= 30 did not give a significant

deterioration the simulation results.

The inclusion of the spatial and temporal lag effect modules significantly improves the
present model capability. The temporal lag effect of bed load transport significantly
reduces the celerity of bed disturbances during flashy flow conditions. This

characteristic widens the region of validity for applying the decoupled solution metho
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The results given by the upwind F E scheme to solve the advection-dispersion equation

for the suspended load concentration are comparable to those of the QUICKEST FD
scheme. However, the upwind FE scheme can run at a maximum Courant number of
about 0.5 whereas the corresponding value for the QUICKEST FD scheme is about
0.92.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 Conclusions

Various attempts to widen the applicability of one-dimensional morphological
modelling have been undertaken by a number of investigators by implementing the
dynamic wave approach in combination with the fully coupled solution method.
However, when a capability for handling non-uniform bed material and the explicit

separation of the bed load and suspended load transport are also included, the full

coupled solution method requires an extensive computer storage and computational ru

time. Moreover, most of the operational numerical models used in these attempts were
developed based on the FDM. The possibility of implementing the dynamic wave

approach in combination with the iterative coupled method to solve the above dilemm

is evaluated in the present study. Instead of the FDM, the FEM is applied to discre
the governing equations.

In this study, two versions of a one-dimensional finite element model, which draw u
the laboratory work of a number of investigators, have been developed to include

various sediment transport sub-processes. While both versions are based on the dyna

wave approach for the hydrodynamics, they differ in the solution method for linking
hydrodynamics and the sediment morphology.

Chapter 8: Conclusions and Recommendations

i) Version 1:
The hydrodynamics and the bed morphology are decoupled and the equations
associated with each component are solved sequentially.
ii) Version 2:
All equations are solved simultaneously, i.e. the continuity and momentum
equations for the sediment-water mixture and the sediment mass balance equation.
In this method, the hydrodynamics and bed morphology are fully coupled.

Both models incorporate the following sediment transport sub-processes or refinements
i) the explicit separation of bed load and suspended load transport including the
vertical exchange of sediment particles in the sediment-water column,

ii) non-uniform bed material, selective transport and armoured layer development, and

iii) the spatial and temporal lag effects of the alluvial system which are a conseque
of the adoption of the dynamic wave approach.

The inclusion of spatial and temporal lags in the model significantly improve the

predictive capability of the present model. These features are particularly needed to
with non-equilibrium sediment transport conditions and the unsteadiness in the
hydrodynamics. The spatial lag feature improves the model capability to resemble the

non-linearity in the bed load sediment transport. The temporal lag sub-process enhanc
the model capability to simulate short term morphological change which, for an
example, accompanies flashy flows.

The results from the model show that the temporal lag effect of bed load transport is
phenomenon that significantly reduces the celerity of bed disturbances during flashy
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flow conditions. This bed load characteristic widens the region of validity for apply
the decoupled solution method.

The aim of widening the model capability while minimising the required computer

storage is achieved by implementing the iterative coupled method. The model has been
verified by comparing the results with three sets of laboratory data (Bell, 1980 and

1985), analytical solutions and other numerical model results. Since all available tes

data used in the present study falls within the valid domain for the decoupled solut
method, the advantages of the coupled method of solution over the decoupled method
could not be properly explored.

A comparison of the general features incorporated in the present model, the Holly an

Rahuel model (1990a and 1990b), Correia, et al. model (1992) and Phillips model (198
and 1989) is summarised in Table 8-1.

Features
Equation coupling
Approximation method
Bed material
Sediment transport
Spatial lag
Temporal lag

Phillips
(3) and (4)

HandR
(D to (6)

FDM

FDM

uniform
t
y
y

non-uniform
b, s-e
Y
N

Correia et al.
Present
(3), (4) and (5) (3), (4) and (5)
FDM
FEM
uniform
non-uniform
b, s - i
b, s-e
n
y
y
n

Table 8-1 T h e general technical features incorporated in the present model.
N o t e : H and R : Holly and Rahuel model
y: included
n
: not included
t : total load
b, s - e : bed load and suspended load explicitly separated
b, s - i : bed load and suspended load implicitly separated
Governing equations:
(1) = advection-dispersion equation for the suspended load transport
(2) = spatial lag equation of the bed load transport
(3) = continuity equation for the sediment-water mixture
(4) = momentum equation for the sediment-water mixture
(5) = sediment mass balance equation
(6) =fractionalmass balance equation for bed material sorting
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8.2. Recommendations

The development of the present models is initially intended to cope with problems

where the contribution of suspended transport to time and space variations in bed le
is significant. Such problems may occur particularly in reaches influenced by mine-

waste disposal. Since access to field data related to mine-waste disposal was denied

(after it had been initially agreed to be furnished), the present study can only pro

two research models that can be used as a platform to test the utility of the couple
approach in regions of high suspended load transport. Further, laboratory and field
measurements of scenarios, in which the suspended sediment transport predominates,

are still required to clarify any advantages of the coupled model over the decoupled
model.

The adopted temporal lag effect of the alluvial system sub-process was developed by
Phillips (1984 and 1989) based on research conducted with uniform bed material. A
continuation study to include non-uniform bed material is required.

The problem in applying the model with the iterative decoupled solution method to
simulate a multi-connected system of channels has not been discussed in the present

study. In a multi-connected system of channels, the discharge in each channel is its
dependent variable. Since the bed material size distribution, the bed roughness and

channel conveyance are integrally linked, the iterative decoupled solution method te

to cause shifts in discharge from one channel to another in successive iterations an
generates a problem of numerical convergence (Holly and Rahuel, 1990a). However,

the distribution of bed load transport at a branched channel is an aspect in sedimen
transport that has not received much attention. The angle of diversion and the
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distribution of the flow, which is normally influenced by the stage and discharge
hydrograph, are significant in terms of sediment transport (Mosonyi, 1987 and Vanoni,

1977). These deficiencies are a source of inaccuracy in model results which has riot y
been resolved. Hence, the development of numerical models to solve the problem of
numerical convergence in multi-connected channels is significantly influenced by the
progress of research on the distribution of bed load transport at a branched channel.
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Appendix A

Appendix A:

Upstream bed load boundary module for the experiments of Bell
The aims of this module are as follows:
i) to locate the toe of the vortex at time level t + At (point B in Figure 6-13), and
ii) to calculate the bed load transport rate at the toe of the vortex at time level t + At.
At time level /, the toe of the vortex is located at point A in section 2 of Figure 6-13. In
order to achieve the aforementioned aims, it is necessary to solve equation (3-7) as
follows (Phillips, 1984):
AZk

,~

\t+bt / *

\t+M

„ /„

\'+A' t ^.e \'+A'

o-i-)*- =-(c«r (&»r -*(c«)r

M

-(i-<?)-(ca);.(e;);
This bed load boundary module is only applicable under conditions of scour. Therefore,
it m a y be assigned a positive direction for the scour, and equation (A-l) can be rewritten
as:

O-P)JU^—(c,)r-(a.)r+n

CA-2)

where

The bed load transport rate of section 3 at time level t + At has been defined in eq
(6-16) as follows:
In y *
(l-P)-Bacf*VB
[U*bh At

(A-3)

Sections 2 and 3 are close together. It m a y be assumed that at time level t + At the bed
load transport rate at section 3 is equal to that at section 2. Therefore equation (A-3) can
be written as:
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( & . r -(a.r= ( '" p) A £ r ,Ar °

<M>

Af

Substituting equation (A-4) into equation (A-2) and rearranging it, results in:
(\-p).Bm.LVB^

n

,

, i?ae,

As,

.„ _ n At _ Azb

The volume of bed scoured within A/ has been defined in equation (6-18) as follow
A Vb = 0.7911,. (zta)3 - 0.791 Z 2 . (zJ 2 - (L, - L2). (zbs)2

(A-6)

Assuming that the scour hole steepness is constant over At, the relations can be derived:

A

_ L2

= 1.

M2 M,
^3 = 1* -(Zbs\

where /, is the scour hole steepness as defined in equation (6-15). Referring to Figure 613, the following relations can be derived:

(**.)3=W2+A*»

<A-7>

Li = I,{(zbs)2+Azb)

(A-8)

Substituting equations (A-7) and (A-8) into equation (A-6) results in:
A Vb = 0.791 /, ((zfa)2 + Az 6 ) 2 - 0.791 Z 2 . (zbs\

(A-9)

-{l,{(zb,)2+teb)-L2).{zb,\
Substituting equation (A-9) into equation (A-5) gives:
AA (Azb f + BB (Azb) + CC = 0
where
AA
290

= 0.791-^-

(A-10)
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BB

= 0 . 5 8 2 / , . ( z j 2 + — i f+A/
V~-SL )2

CC

= 0209 \L2 .(ZA
1

V

h

- Is .(zA 2 ) - - r — ^
~
$K bih ]
{1-P)-Baa ( C a ) 2

Once equation (A-10) has been solved, the toe of the vortex, ie. point B, can be located

and the bed load transport rate at section 3 at time level t + At can also be evaluated. The
upstream boundary moves to section 3 and the bed load transport rate at time level t + At
of this section becomes the supplied upstream boundary for solving the sediment mass
balance equations.
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Appendix B:
Supporting data for the simulation of the temporal lag effects of the alluvial
streams.
Based on the experiment data of Bell (1980), the following parameters are derived:
i) the modified equivalent steady discharge time scale, Te,
ii) the bed roughness coefficient for conditions where the temporal lag effects are
present, and
iii) the water depth after the temporal lag effects have dissipated.
Those parameters are formulated as a function of flow discharge, friction slope and
material data. Such a method of formulation is carried out to determine the known flow
parameters at time level t and the supplied boundary conditions for time level t + At.

1) The modified equivalent steady discharge time scale.
The modified equivalent steady discharge time scale was defined in equation (4-37):

=

0029^ HJ_ (1M)

The dimensionless particle mobility parameter, 0 was defined in equation (4-27):

0=_il_

=

M. (B-2)

AgD,, ADK
Bell (1980) expressed the flow depth of the flume as:

he=U0Rbim (B-3)
Substituting equation (B-2) into equation (B-3) results in:
•

h. = 1.30

s 1.086

010*6

^ h J

(B-4)
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Substituting equation (B-4) into equation (B-l) results in:

A
.1.30- A o I

T. - , °'° 295

01.17

(B-5)

J*gD»Ot
For a unit width of channel, the Manning formula can be rewritten as:

J

q=

—

(B-6)

n
Furthermore, Bell also expressed the Manning coefficient for the flume bed roughness
as a function of 0:
n = a.0p

(B-7)

Where a and p are constant parameters. Substituting equations (B-2), (B-4) and (B-7)
into equation (B-6) results in:

UD^50
1.30

1.086

V
.01.086 ^•A.Ao • L

I '/

<7 =

l

\

J

f

p

a.0

<J =

. ~ >1.753
1.30 z'AD,
50

0.753-^0.5

(B-8)

', J

a V '/

Rearranging equation (B-8) gives:
i
1.753-^

0 =

CC

j 1.253

„

(B-9)

[U0 (A Dj0)

Substituting equation (B-9) into equation (B-5) results in:

Z =

0.05
D e

4*S * c

f

1.172
1.753-/?

\2172
CC

, 1.253
1.753 " V

(B-10)

[U0 (A D M )
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Data of the experiments of Bell (1980) can be summarised as follows:
A

= 1.75

£>50

= 2.11 m m

0c

= 0.04

a

= 0.02356

P

= 0.1187

Substituting this data of Bell into equation (B-10) results in the following modified
equivalent steady discharge time scale:
.0.7208

T =0208

2)

(B-ll)

1.2748

T h e bed roughness coefficient for conditions where the temporal lag effects
are present.

Substituting equation (B-9) into equation (B-7) results in the following relation for the
Manning coefficient:
P

1.753-^

aXmlP

n =<

1.30

1

, 1.253,,

(B-12)

(AAo)

Furthermore, by substituting the experimental data of Bell into equation (B-12) gives:
A men I

0091

n = 0.0359 If
3)

(B-13)

„0.0726

q

The water depth after the temporal effects have dissipated.

The water depth after the temporal effects have dissipated can be derived by substituting
equation (B-7) into equation (B-4):
1.086

A. = 1 . 3 0 ' ^
7 J

v/O

1.086

(B-14)

.a.

Substituting the experimental data of Bell into equation (B-14) results in:
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/ J ,=2.32xl0 1 2 / / - , 0 8 V 1 4 9

(B-17)
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